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v

The social sciences dominate discourse within the field of education. The 
field of social sciences dislocates disciplines such as philosophy to the hin-
terlands of humanities along with religion, history, literary studies, and the 
arts. At the center reside the STEM subjects of science, technology, engi-
neering, and mathematics, or increasingly STEMH, where the “H” stands 
for health, not humanities. Similarly, quantitative and qualitative methods 
dominate educational research, with philosophy sometimes assigned the 
role of examining the “foundations” of the social sciences or maybe being 
the source of ethical concerns perhaps with some rare mention of 
aesthetics.

This work brings philosophy to the heartland of empirical educational 
research. It does so by emphasizing the primacy of social practice in the 
philosophies of John Dewey and the later Ludwig Wittgenstein. We will 
draw on Dewey to emphasize the embodiment of these practices. In doing 
so, we oppose some of the most deeply entrenched prejudices not only of 
education and educational research, but also of modernity, including most 
of modern philosophy.

First and foremost, this work challenges the assumption that philosoph-
ical concepts and insights cannot directly guide empirical educational 
research. Further, by developing a philosophically informed research 
method, we will show why it is nonsense to separate the humanities from 
the sciences. We also wish to overcome the false fragmentation of culture 
into the sciences, aesthetics, and ethics. Within the primacy of human 
practice, including educational practice, these can only serve as useful dis-
tinctions that we must not allow to harden into cultural diremptions. 

Preface
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vi  PREFACE

Finally, we seek to rescue philosophy itself from the false turn it took in 
early modernity when it abandoned the love of wisdom for an exclusive 
infatuation with epistemology. We believe that if we had a rich theory of 
embodied learning, we might not need epistemology as traditionally prac-
ticed. Education and educational research itself has become so beholding 
to the modern enchantment with epistemology that it can only look at 
learning through a disembodied epistemological lens.

Chapter 1, “Dewey, Wittgenstein, and the Primacy of Practice,” exam-
ines the intersection between the philosophy of John Dewey and the later 
Wittgenstein by exploring their emphasis on primacy of practice. This 
chapter accentuates the primacy of practice in comprehending the acquisi-
tion of sociolinguistic meaning (e.g., forms of life, language-games, mean-
ing as use, etc.), the rejection of private language, antifoundationalism, 
contextualism, and antirepresentationalism. Taken together, these ideas 
provide what we call a first-person perspective that renders the products 
and the processes of learning plainly visible to nuanced methodological 
observation. Chapter 1 develops this perspective primarily in terms of the 
later Wittgenstein. W. V. O. Quine (1969), Richard Rorty (1979), and 
Stephen Toulmin (LW 4: vii–xxii) help establish the similarity between 
Wittgenstein and Dewey. This chapter provides the philosophical theoreti-
cal framework for the method of practical epistemological analysis (PEA) 
that we introduce in Chap. 3.

In Chap. 2, “Distributed Minds and Meanings in a World Without a 
Within: Embodiment and Creative Expression,” we exposit ideas found 
in Dewey that were either underdeveloped or unexplored by Wittgenstein. 
These ideas include the primacy of the aesthetic encounter, creative 
action, aesthetically expressive meaning, embodiment, embodied mean-
ing, and how minds and meaning distribute wherever they occur 
throughout a world without withins. We introduce William James’s 
“radical empiricism,” a version of which Dewey explicitly embraces (See 
MW 3: 158ff.). This chapter also appeals to the work of the sociologist 
Hans Joas’s (1996) conception of “the body schema” as well as the work 
of Mark Johnson (2007). Both Joas and Johnson rely heavily on Dewey 
in developing their own ideas. We will also depend on Chris Shilling’s 
(2008, 2012) “body pedagogics” along with Dewey and James to better 
understand the learning of “body techniques” (Mauss 1973). These 
ideas, along with some aspects of Deweyan transactionalism, provide the 
philosophical framework for constructing two analytical models. The 
first, the situated epistemic relations model (SER model) introduced in 
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Chap. 3, is used to identify how learners form SERs during acts of bodily 
transposition. The second, the situated artistic relations model (SAR 
model) introduced in Chap. 4, is used to identify how learners form 
SARs during acts of creative artistic expression.

Chapter 3, “A Method and Model for Studying the Learning of Body 
Techniques: Analyzing Bodily Transposition in Dinghy Sailing,” intro-
duces the empirical method of PEA used to study a learner’s coordination 
of experiences in a specific context. In the work that first introduced PEA, 
Per-Olof Wickman and Leif Östman (2002a, b) relied primarily on the 
philosophy of Wittgenstein, although they regularly mentioned Dewey in 
developing their empirical research method. This method has been widely 
used in the years since its introduction (see Östman 2010; Andersson 
2014; Andersson and Maivorsdotter 2016, among dozens more). 
Establishing a closer connection between Wittgenstein and Dewey in 
Chap. 2 allows us to further refine this method. Here, the first-person 
perspective is presented in terms of Dewey’s transactionalism that is used 
to provide a primarily transactional understanding of PEA.

After presenting the empirical analytical method of PEA, we present the 
analytical model of SER that allows us to empirically study the acquisition 
of SERs using SER variables and SER indicators. This model also provides 
a transactional interpretation. The SER model provides descriptions and 
explanations regarding learning processes and products from the data col-
lected using PEA. If a researcher’s theoretical framework, analytical method, 
and the analytical model used to create explanations, prediction, control 
learning, and such are the same, they will tend to just confirm each other. 
The perfect alignment of theory, method, and model may easily lead to 
confirmation bias wherein one finds only what they are looking for. That is 
why we separate the PEA method from the SER model. The PEA method 
and the SER model are highly situational and context sensitive. They pro-
vide in situ analysis and explanation of a learner’s sociolinguistic embodied 
practices as a way of inferring learning directly in context from the learner’s 
manifestly observable actions. This chapter employs the SER model and 
the PEA method to empirically investigate learning the body technique of 
tacking (i.e., sailing upwind) as a mobility practice.

Chapter 4, “A Method and Model for Studying the Learning of Artistic 
Techniques: Analyzing Sculptural Expression in School Sloyd,” draws on 
Dewey’s thinking about the primacy of the aesthetic encounter, creative 
action, aesthetic appreciation, and especially the creation of artistically 
expressive meanings discussed in Chap. 2. There we extend the SER model 
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viii  PREFACE

by developing a second model that is also separate from the PEA method 
that allows us to empirically study situated artistic expression and aesthetic 
appreciation of SARs. The SAR model provides descriptions and explana-
tions regarding learning artistic processes of self-expression along with 
learning appreciation of aesthetic products during the process. Like the 
SER model, the SAR model along with SAR variables and SAR indicators 
is highly situational and context sensitive. As with the SER model, the PEA 
method provided data to the SAR model to facilitate in situ analysis and 
explanation of a learner’s sociolinguistic embodied artistic-aesthetic prac-
tice such that the researcher can reasonably infer learning directly from the 
learner’s palpably observable actions. Sloyd is a system of handicraft- 
oriented education; it is a compulsory subject in Swedish and Norwegian 
schools for students from around 9 to 15 years of age. This chapter employs 
the SAR model and the PEA method to analyze Sloyd as an embodied 
production practice enabling explorations of learning as it goes from an 
instrumental learning of a body technique to an artistic expression through 
a body technique.

Örebro, Sweden Joacim Andersson
Blacksburg, VA, USA Jim Garrison
Uppsala, Sweden Leif Östman
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CHAPTER 1

Dewey, Wittgenstein, and the Primacy 
of Practice

Abstract This chapter explores some of the most interesting intersections 
between the philosophy of John Dewey and the later Ludwig Wittgenstein. 
Practical epistemological analysis (PEA), Situated Epistemic Relations 
(SER), and Situated Artistic Relations (SAR) examine learning primarily 
as a sociolinguistic practice. Since it is a sociolinguistic practice, much of 
both the product and the process of learning are plainly visible to sophis-
ticated methodological observation. This chapter emphasizes the primacy 
of practice in comprehending linguistic meaning (i.e., forms of life, 
language- games, meaning as use, etc.), the rejection of a private language, 
antifoundationalism, and epistemological contextualism, action, and anti-
representationalism. It establishes the philosophical framework for our 
analytical method developed in Chap. 3 and assumed in Chap. 4.

Keywords Dewey • Wittgenstein • Antifoundationalism 
• Antirepresentationalism • Sociolinguistics

This chapter first draws on W. V. Quine, Richard Rorty, and Stephan 
Toulmin to establish some critical connections between Wittgenstein and 
Dewey that we will use to develop practical epistemological analysis (PEA), 
situated epistemic relations (SERs) and situated artistic relations (SARs). 
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Next, we show why we prefer the idea of action, and especially the pri-
macy of social practice, to reductive behaviorism as an approach to study-
ing human learning in situ. We also acknowledge the permanent presence 
of radical underdetermination. We then take up social rules and customs 
and how they establish bodily habits of practice as the embodied base of 
learning. We conclude by developing a first-person perspective on 
learning.

1.1  Quine, RoRty, and toulmin on Wittgenstein 
and deWey

The current scholarship rarely acknowledges the resemblance between 
Wittgenstein and Dewey, especially in education, even though philoso-
phers as respected as W. V. O. Quine, Richard Rorty, and Stephen Toulmin 
have long since established many of the most significant similarities for our 
purposes.

1.1.1  Toulmin: Wittgenstein’s Pragmatism

In his introduction to Dewey’s The Quest for Certainty, Stephen Toulmin, 
who studied with Wittgenstein, remarks, “Viewing Wittgenstein as a prag-
matist of a sophisticated kind can certainly be helpful. In particular, his use 
of the notions of ‘language-games’ and ‘forms of life’ serves to focus 
attention directly on the question of praxis” (LW 4: xiii). We strongly 
agree. We do not believe Wittgenstein was a pragmatist, although it is easy 
to put him into dialogue with Deweyan pragmatism. In starting this con-
versation, we assume a certain reading of Wittgenstein and Dewey that 
acknowledges their comparable philosophies. Alternative readings may 
emphasize their differences over their similarities, but we will tend to favor 
highlighting the latter since it is heuristically useful for formulating our 
research methodology.

Toulmin remarks on the many “parallels between the mature position 
of John Dewey, as captured in The Quest for Certainty, and the views that 
Ludwig Wittgenstein began to develop from 1927 on” (LW 4: xii–xiii). 
One of these parallels is that “both men were equally opposed to the 
theory of sense data” (LW 4: xiii).1 It is part of their rejection of British 
empiricism. In the next chapter, we will find Dewey arguing that data for 

 J. ANDERSSON ET AL.
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 3

inference is “taken” from anoetic qualitative experience as part of inquiry; 
it is not given.

Toulmin recognizes that in various “areas of research…John Dewey’s 
insistence on the active character of human knowledge is now bearing 
fruit, and the combined heritage of Dewey and Wittgenstein is giving us a 
new command over psychology and social theory” (LW 1: xiv). We rely on 
Wittgenstein and Dewey to provide a new command over educational 
research. Toulmin also observes:

Whereas Dewey spoke in rather broad terms of knowledge as rooted in 
“action,” and did not give us a technique for analyzing action in any system-
atic way, the ideas of the later Wittgenstein have stimulated a great deal of 
thought about the taxonomy of human actions. (LW 1: xiii)

Chapters 3 and 4 introduce three techniques for analyzing action in a system-
atic way. The first is the analytical method of PEA. The second technique is 
the model of SER that employs data provided by PEA. The third technique is 
the model of SAR that likewise employs data provided by PEA. SER and SAR 
may both be employed together using the PEA data.

The primacy of practice plays a prominent role in Wittgenstein and 
Dewey’s understanding of ideas. Toulmin declares:

For Dewey … “ideas” have the meanings they do only to the extent that 
they are put to work. Human beings show rational command over their lives 
through the sets of operations which they devise and put to work. To use 
Wittgenstein’s image, an “idea” or a “thought” which is not associated with 
such sets of operations serves no more purpose (and so has no more mean-
ing) than an “idle wheel” added to a clock mechanism, which drives nothing 
and so has no intelligible effect. (LW 1: xvii–xviii)

Both Wittgenstein and Dewey reject the notion that a collection of prop-
erties that a set of entities have in common alone comprises a concept, 
meaning, or universal. For Wittgenstein, all we have are “family resem-
blances” (PI §§ 66–67; see also BB, 17–18). In his essay “What are 
Universals?” Dewey affirms, “From the point of view of what has been 
said, every universal, like any rule, is a formulation of an operation to be 
performed” (LW 11: 107). In Wittgenstein’s terms, a universal has no 

 DEWEY, WITTGENSTEIN, AND THE PRIMACY OF PRACTICE 
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meaning outside the forms of life, including their various language-
games that deploy them. Toulmin also comments on Dewey and 
Wittgenstein’s rejection of private language, which is discussed in the 
next chapter (xix).

1.1.2  Quine: Naturalism, Antirepresentationalism, 
and the Private Language Argument

In one of the most influential papers in the tradition of analytic philosophy, 
“Ontological Relativity,” Quine (1969) relies heavily on the similarities 
between Dewey and Wittgenstein regarding linguistic “behavior,” “use,” 
and “context.” Quine states: “Philosophically I am bound to Dewey by the 
naturalism…. With Dewey I hold that knowledge, mind, and meaning are 
part of the same world…. There is no place for a prior philosophy” (26). 
Quine adds that, like Dewey, when discussing the philosophy of mind, he 
turns to language to comprehend mental functioning. Linguistically, he also 
wishes to avoid “pernicious mentalism” in semantics (27). Quine’s natural-
ism is strident in its rejection of mentalism and psychic representationalism. 
It is worth mentioning that Dewey’s naturalism is more robust than that of 
Wittgenstein’s, especially in Dewey’s emphasis on embodiment.

Quine cites Dewey to support his rejection of representationalism: 
“Meaning … is not a psychic existence; it is primarily a property of behav-
ior” (27; see LW 1: 141).2 Quine states:

Meanings are, first and foremost, meanings of language. Language is a social 
art which we all acquire on the evidence solely of other people’s overt behav-
ior under publicly recognizable circumstances. Meanings, therefore, those 
very models of mental entities, end up as grist for the behaviorist’s mill. (26)

Later, we will show why it is better to think in terms of action, even cre-
ative action, rather than “behavior” since it allows us to avoid confusion 
with the reductive behaviorism of John B. Watson or B. F. Skinner, which 
Dewey and Wittgenstein reject. Nonetheless, behavior, action, and such 
render mental functioning observable.

Quine refers to the following passage, which emphasizes the role of 
structured social relations: “Language is specifically a mode of interaction 
of at least two beings, a speaker and a hearer; it presupposes an organized 
group to which these creatures belong, and from whom they have acquired 

 J. ANDERSSON ET AL.
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their habits of speech. It is therefore a relationship” (27; see LW 1: 145). 
Quine quotes from the following passage, which is so important, and so 
similar to Wittgenstein, that we cite it at length:

A requests B to bring him something, to which A points, say a flower. There 
is an original mechanism by which B may react to A’s movement in point-
ing. But natively such a reaction is to the movement, not to the pointing, 
not to the object pointed out. But B learns that the movement is a pointing; 
he responds to it not in itself, but as an index of something else. His response 
is transferred from A’s direct movement to the object to which A points. 
Thus he does not merely execute the natural acts of looking or grasping 
which the movement might instigate on its own account. The motion of A 
attracts his gaze to the thing pointed to; then, instead of just transferring his 
response from A’s movement to the native reaction he might make to the 
thing as stimulus, he responds in a way which is a function of A’s relation-
ship, actual and potential, to the thing. The characteristic thing about B’s 
understanding of A’s movement and sounds is that he responds to the thing 
from the standpoint of A. He perceives the thing as it may function in A’s 
experience, instead of just ego-centrically [sic]…. Such is the essence and 
import of communication, signs and meaning. Something is literally made 
common in at least two different centres of behavior. (LW 1: 140–141)3

Let us call this “the flower game.” It resembles a Wittgensteinian language- 
game. Notice the importance of coordinating action with regard to some 
object literally made common in action. It is a three-term relationship 
involving (A) and (B) taking each other’s attitude with regard to a third 
factor, the referent (R). (A), (B), and (R) emerge simultaneously as they 
undergo reciprocal transformation in the transaction.

We may compare the flower game with the builder’s language-game 
early in the Investigations. In this game, language enables communication 
between a builder (A) and an assistant (B). They are building with blocks, 
pillars, slabs, and beams. (B) has to pass the materials in the order in which 
(A) needs them (PI § 2). One possible move in this game involves the 
request: “Bring me a slab” (PI § 19 ff.). The functional coordination of 
Dewey’s flower game resonates with Wittgenstein’s slab game (see PI §§ 
18–21). Maybe builder (A) is teaching her assistant (B) the art of bricklay-
ing such that in the process, the assistant acquires the meaning of “slab” 
(R). Perhaps before playing the game, the assistant considered “slab” a 
meaningless “that,” having only some vague character that philosophers 

 DEWEY, WITTGENSTEIN, AND THE PRIMACY OF PRACTICE 
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occasionally call qualitative “thatness,” if they attended to the quality at all 
or if it was not completely anoetic. If so, then when the builder first says, 
“slab,” the assistant might think she was only grunting. Possibly in the 
process, the assistant may use the slab in creative ways the builder finds 
useful and incorporates into her future practice. In this case, the referent 
also acquires new meaning for the builder.

Quine also mentions that once we understand the use of language in its 
social context, we will realize there are no private languages. Again, he cites 
Dewey: “Soliloquy … is the product and reflex of converse with others” 
(27; see LW 1: 135). For Wittgenstein, a private-language where “indi-
vidual words … refer to what can only be known to the person speaking; 
to his immediate private sensations” is not a genuine, meaningful, rule-
governed language (PI § 243). Linguistic signs can only function when 
there is a possibility of judging the correctness of their use; therefore, “the 
use of [a] word stands in need of a justification which everybody under-
stands” (PI § 261). In the next chapter, we will establish how PEA allows 
us to observe and SER to publically judge correctness of use. Compare 
Wittgenstein to Dewey: “Primarily meaning is intent and intent is not per-
sonal in a private and exclusive sense” (LW 1: 142). The PEA method 
combined with the SER and SAR models allows us to identify objective 
indicators of a learner’s intent. Dewey finds that if “we had not talked with 
others and they with us, we should never talk to and with ourselves” (135). 
Quine comments: “Years later, Wittgenstein likewise rejected private lan-
guage. When Dewey was writing in this naturalistic vein, Wittgenstein still 
held his copy theory of language” (27). Quine reviews the usual com-
plaints against the uncritical semantics of the picture theory of meaning, 
which Wittgenstein himself associates with his Tractatus in Philosophical 
Investigations (TLP; see PI § 23, 97, 114).

Quine only cites from Dewey’s 1925 work, Experience and Nature 
(LW 1). However, he could have referred to Dewey’s 1916, Democracy 
and Education: “The bare fact that language consists of sounds which are 
mutually intelligible is enough of itself to show that its meaning depends 
upon connection with a shared experience” (MW 9: 19). Sounds in them-
selves are meaningless grunts and snorts. Dewey indicates, “After sounds 
have got meaning through connection with other things employed in a 
joint undertaking … they can be used in connection with other like sounds 
to develop new meanings, precisely as the things for which they stand are 
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combined” (MW 9: 19). Notice that until they acquire meaning in socio-
linguistic practice, we cannot use sounds to develop new meanings:

Acquiring linguistic meaning involves engaging in concrete social 
practices:

In short, the sound h-a-t gains meaning in precisely the same way that the 
thing “hat” gains it, by being used in a given way. And they acquire the same 
meaning with the child which they have with the adult because they are used 
in a common experience by both. The guarantee for the same manner of use 
is found in the fact that the thing and the sound are first employed in a joint 
activity, as a means of setting up an active connection between the child and 
a grown-up. (MW 9: 19)

Wittgenstein and Dewey also agree that words derive their meaning when 
used within forms of life. This phenomenon is the linguistic primacy of 
practice. It is important not to confuse the perspective of those actually 
participating in a social practice (what we will later call the first-person 
perspective) with the spectator stance of those outside of it (what we will 
later call the third-person perspective), such as the educational researcher.4

Tools of all kinds facilitate social practices. Because primordial language 
is something we make and use in social contexts to facilitate cultural prac-
tices, Dewey frequently calls one component of his philosophy of lan-
guage and logic “instrumentalism.” For instance:

“Utensils” were discussed … in connection with the useful arts and knowl-
edge, and their indispensable relation with science pointed out. But at every 
point appliances and application, utensils and uses, are bound up with direc-
tions, suggestions and records made possible by speech; what has been said 
about the role of tools is subject to a condition supplied by language, the 
tool of tools. (LW 1: 134)

Wittgenstein, too, has plenty to say about tools in his variants on the 
builder’s game (PI §§ 11, 14, 15, 41, 42, and elsewhere). He explicitly 
states: “Language is an instrument. Its concepts are instruments” (PI § 
569). “As to be a tool, or to be used as means for consequences, is to have 
and to endow with meaning,” Dewey maintains, “language, being the 
tool of tools, is the cherishing mother of all significance” (LW 1: 146). 
Practitioners use tools, including the tool of tools, from their first-person 
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participatory perspectives, which we must not confuse with the spectator 
perspective of the observer or explainer.

In the context of practice, the most important tool is always the 
practitioner:

Yet till we understand operations of the self as the tool of tools, the means in 
all use of means, specifying its differential activities in their distinctive conse-
quences in varying qualities of what is experienced, science is incomplete and 
the use made of it is at the mercy of an unknown factor, so that the ultimate 
and important consequence is in so far a matter of accident. (LW 1: 189–190)

When practitioners use themselves as tools, it is a first-person participatory 
perspective that researchers must not confuse with their observational, 
explanatory third-person perspective. Of course, practitioners are much more 
than just tools. We cannot reduce human beings to their instrumental func-
tioning without massive, often tragic, loss of ethical and aesthetic meaning.

Dewey is careful not to ignore or even separate the instrumental from 
the fulfilling, consummatory function of language. SAR is a model that, in 
conjunction with the SER model and PEA, provides descriptions and 
explanations of an important subset of such consummatory linguistic 
experiences.5 Dewey observes, “Communication is consummatory as well 
as instrumental. It is a means [to the end] of establishing cooperation…. 
Shared experience is the greatest of human goods” (LW 1: 157). Later he 
remarks: “Here, as in so many other things, the great evil lies in separating 
instrumental and final functions” (LW 1: 159). For Dewey, the consum-
matory, fulfilling, final phase is immediate, qualitative, and noncognitive; 
however, it follows up on the cognitive “referent” of the linguistic mediat-
ing symbol. The reference arises from the shared use of a tool, which is the 
instrument of language in the context of a shared social practice, a 
language- game, as a means to a shared meaning. For Dewey, “a meaning 
is a method of action, a way of using things as means to a shared consum-
mation, and method is general, though the things to which it is applied are 
particular” (LW 1: 147).6 However, as we will see later, the shared con-
summation comes after reaching the common referent. Reference (i.e., 
the signified) is intellectual or logical; they are part of the mediating sign- 
signified relation. Reference arises socially from a shared consummation. 
However, the shared consummatory experience itself is an immediate, 
self-contained, fulfilling, qualitative experience.
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For Dewey, instrumental meanings are means to an intended reference 
(i.e., a shared end), that is, a shared understanding or agreement in action:

The heart of language is not “expression” of something antecedent, much 
less expression of antecedent thought. It is communication; the establish-
ment of cooperation in an activity in which there are partners, and in which 
the activity of each is modified and regulated by partnership. To fail to 
understand is to fail to come into agreement in action; to misunderstand is 
to set up action at cross purposes. (LW 1: 141; see also, LW 12: 52–53)

The point is strikingly similar to Wittgenstein’s notion of linguistic “agree-
ment in action” (RFM VI, §39).

Once we come to agreement in action, we may share a common, non-
cognitive, consummatory experience that is the referent of meaning, idea, 
concept, and such. We must not commit “the great evil” of separating the 
instrumental and consummatory function of language. Whether it is a 
flower, a brick, or a unicorn, we can come to agreement in action and 
thereby share a meaning. Unicorns are meaningful; we can readily describe 
them (or at least the spiraling horn) and, perhaps, thereby have and share 
the consummatory experience. Dewey is thus careful not to ignore or even 
separate the instrumental from the fulfilling, consummatory function of 
language.

Deflating the bloated claims of philosophical idealism and rationalism, 
Dewey insists that all reasoning is practical means-ends reasoning. The 
pretense of pure reason is simply a misleading hypostatization of useful 
abstractions drawn from various concrete social practices. He remarks: 
“There is nothing novel nor heterodox in the notion that thinking is 
instrumental. The very word is redolent of an Organum—whether novum 
or veterum” (MW 10: 367). Similarly, Wittgenstein urges: “Look at the 
word ‘to think’ as a tool” (PI § 53). Language and logic contribute to the 
practical art of making meaning and using the meanings made to make 
other things within forms of life. PEA, SER, and SAR allow us to detect, 
describe, and explain the feelings, habits, and purposes of the self as the 
tool of tools along with the instrumental use of meaning.

Of course, there is also disagreement: “To fail to understand is to fail to 
come into agreement in action; to misunderstand is to set up action at cross 
purposes” (LW 1: 141). Quine (1969) writes: “When we turn thus toward 
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a naturalistic view of language and a behavioral view of meaning, what we 
give up is not just the museum figure [i.e., the picture theory] of speech. 
We give up an assurance of determinacy” (28). Quine uses Wittgenstein 
and Dewey to develop his own thesis of “ontological” indeterminacy:

When … we recognize with Dewey that “meaning … is primarily a property 
of behavior,” we recognize that there are no meanings, nor likenesses nor 
distinctions of meaning, beyond what are implicit in people’s dispositions to 
overt behavior…. If by these standards there are indeterminate cases, so much 
the worse for the terminology of meaning and likeness of meaning. (29)

Identical twins raised in the same happy home may never be sure they are 
in ontological agreement. “Reference itself,” Quine concludes, “proves 
behaviorally inscrutable” (35). In observing the actions of others, or even 
our own actions, we may never be certain of the meanings we assume. 
However well-warranted, we may be mistaken. In Dewey’s terms, we may 
never hope to secure indubitable knowledge of others or ourselves. In 
using PEA, SER, and SAR, we can only hope to provide strong warrant 
for observed learning; we can never complete the quest for certainty.

1.1.3  Rorty: Rejecting Modern Epistemology 
and the Traditional Theory of the Mind

The mistaken notion that the mind should reflect external reality provides 
Richard Rorty (1979) with the title of Philosophy and the Mirror of Nature. 
There, he relies on Wittgenstein, Dewey, and Martin Heidegger to over-
throw traditional epistemology: “Wittgenstein, Heidegger, and Dewey are 
in agreement that the notion of knowledge as accurate representation 
made possible by special mental processes, and intelligible through a gen-
eral theory of representation, needs to be abandoned” (7). Rorty joins 
Wittgenstein, Heidegger, and Dewey in overcoming the legacy of John 
Locke (1690/1959):

Besides articulate sounds, therefore, it was further necessary that we should 
be able to use these sounds as signs of internal conceptions; and to make 
them stand as marks for the ideas within his own mind, whereby they might 
be made known to others, and the thoughts of men’s minds be conveyed 
from one to another. (Book III, 3)
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Locke with his “internal conceptions” and ideas corresponding to things 
outside the mind offers an instance of the picture theory of meaning. The 
same problem haunts British empiricists, Descartes, and others in the 
rationalist tradition as well as Kant, Husserl, and, indeed, almost the whole 
of modern philosophy. These rationalists remain stuck in an intractable 
inner versus outer dualism, of which the dualisms of mind versus body, 
subject versus object, and knower versus known are simply special cases.7 
They all assume the correspondence theory of truth where something 
(i.e., ideas, representations, etc.) hidden in “the mind” corresponds to 
something outside it.

Relying on Dewey and Wittgenstein’s antirepresentationalism, Rorty 
eliminates not only the very idea of “the mind” as traditionally conceived, 
but also the entirety of modern epistemology as the pursuit of what Dewey 
calls “the quest for certainty.” Indeed, Rorty (1979) suggests, “We empha-
size rather what Dewey and Wittgenstein have in common—their view 
that a natural quest for understanding has been run together, by modern 
philosophers, with an unnatural quest for certainty” (228).8 Today, the 
traditional modernist notion of the mind dominates educational research 
decades after Dewey’s death while educational researchers still strive to 
complete the impossible quest for certainty. In the next chapter, we will 
find that one of the chief virtues of PEA, SER, and SAR as methods and 
models of educational research is that their antirepresentationalism over-
comes the dualisms of the traditional conception of the mind.

Rorty (1979) suggests, “we see knowledge as a matter of conversation 
and of social practice, rather than as an attempt to mirror nature” (171). 
Notice the emphasis on the primacy of practice. Further, like Quine, Rorty 
sees his own position as a version of behaviorism: “Explaining rationality 
and epistemic authority by reference to what society lets us say, rather than 
the latter by the former, is the essence of what I shall call ‘epistemological 
behaviorism,’ an attitude common to Dewey and Wittgenstein” (1979, 
174; see also 176, 213, 228, and elsewhere). Again, we prefer the word 
“action” or even the phrase “creative action” over behavior, but the idea 
that we do not have to infer hidden mental functions from behavior is 
something we fully accept; although, of course, we cannot ever hope to 
complete the quest for certainty regarding a student’s learning. PEA, SER, 
and SAR allow us make well-warranted empirical (albeit, never certain) 
claims regarding learning directly from overt action.
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Inspired by Dewey and Wittgenstein, Rorty seeks to replace “knowl-
edge as the assemblage of accurate representations” with a “pragmatist’s 
conception of knowledge which eliminates the Greek contrast between 
contemplation and action, between representing the world and coping 
with it” (11). PEA, SER, and SAR allow us to study the actions of learners 
as they attempt to cope with educational contexts. Once we overcome the 
mind versus body and the inner mind versus outer reality dualisms as well 
as abandon the notion that mental functioning only occurs inside the 
head, we will realize that a great deal of mental functioning is publically 
observable within a given context of practice. We take up the distributed 
nature of mental functioning in the next chapter.

Rorty further affirms, “If we have a Wittgensteinian notion of lan-
guage as tool rather than mirror, we will not look for necessary condi-
tions of the possibility of linguistic representation” (9). We have seen 
that Dewey is equally instrumental about language. However, Rorty 
scolds Dewey for not taking “the linguistic turn”: “I see it as the great 
virtue of [Donald] Davidson’s linguistification of Dewey’s antirepresen-
tationalism that it enables us to get rid of ‘experience’” (Rorty 1995, 
219 fn. 10). Rorty, like other analytically influenced philosophers, 
emphasizes the primacy of linguistic propositions. For Deweyan pragma-
tists, language is simply an extraordinarily important moment of emer-
gent experience within the wider domain of emergent social experience: 
“Agreement in the proposition arrived at is significant only through this 
function in promoting agreement in action” (LW 12: 53). More exactly, 
Dewey proclaims:

Personally I have no doubt that language in its general sense, or symbols, 
is connected with all mental operations that are intellectual in import and 
with the emotions associated with them. But to substitute linguistic 
behavior for the quality of acts that renders them “mental” is an evasion. 
(LW 5: 227)

Rorty’s linguistic turn may mark a major difference between him and Dewey. 
We will emphasize language as an instrument, a tool, while retaining a 
Deweyan notion of experience, including prelinguistic anoetic experience as 
well as consummatory postlinguistic experiences, which include “immanent” 
meanings, aesthetic meanings, and expressive meanings.
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1.2  BehavioRism, the PRimacy of action, 
contextualism, and Radical indeteRmination

We do worry about Quine and Rorty’s use of the word “behaviorism” 
because it might misrepresent Dewey and Wittgenstein. Skinner’s method-
ological behaviorism influenced Quine (see Quine 1960, especially Chap. 3). 
This impact is not surprising given their lifelong friendship (see Malone 
2001). However, Quine avoids Skinner’s reductivism (see Rorty 1979, 176). 
Rorty (1979) calls attention to Dewey and Wittgenstein’s worries about 
“the movement which was eventually to become the ‘behavioristic psychol-
ogy’” that Quine admires (228). In making this observation, Rorty has 
recourse to Dewey’s “The Reflex Arc Concept in Psychology,” which over-
comes both reductionism and dualism (EW 5, 96, 107).

To make his point, Rorty could have also turned to Dewey’s “The 
Need for Social Psychology”:

[A]ll psychological phenomena can be divided into the physiological and 
the social, and that when we have relegated elementary sensation and appe-
tite to the former head, all that is left of our mental life, our beliefs, ideas and 
desires, falls within the scope of social psychology. (MW 10: 54)

Elsewhere he states, “The social participation affected by communication, 
through language and other tools, is the naturalistic link which does away 
with the often alleged necessity of dividing the objects of experience into 
two worlds, one physical and one ideal” (LW 1: 7). Dewey wants to elimi-
nate any notion of mental representation as some sort of psychic entity inside 
the mind distinct from the body, although he also wants to avoid reduction-
ism. Physiologists, including those using brain-scanning techniques and 
such, can likewise observe reflexive mental functioning not observable by 
such methods and models as PEA, SER, and SAR. As long as one does not 
attempt to reduce the mind to the brain, one may see our approach as com-
plementary to and capable of working in tandem with such research.9

In his preface to Human Nature and Conduct, subtitled “An Introduction 
to Social Psychology,” Dewey provides a statement of the three basic ingre-
dients of his psychological system by proclaiming that the book

sets forth a belief that an understanding of habit and of different types of 
habit is the key to social psychology, while the operation of impulse and 
intelligence gives the key to individualized mental activity…. [M]ind can be 
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understood in the concrete only as a system of beliefs, desires and purposes 
which are formed in the interaction of biological aptitudes with a social 
environment. (MW 14: 3)

Innate instincts (i.e., impulses), needs, desires, interests, and acquired 
habits lie on the biological side of the biosocial transaction from whence 
mental functioning emerges by participating in the practices of a social 
environment. Eager to avoid reductionism, Dewey insists that “the mean-
ing of native activities is not native; it is acquired” (MW 14: 65). In them-
selves, natural impulses (hunger, thirst, sex, etc.) are meaningless. They 
acquire meaning from the norms, grammar, rules, meanings, and values 
of sociolinguistic participation in forms of life including the various 
language- games found within them. Dewey asserts, “We need to know 
about the social conditions which have educated original activities 
[impulses, instincts] into definite and significant dispositions [habits] 
before we can discuss the psychological element in society. This is the true 
meaning of social psychology” (MW 14: 67). For Dewey, the mind 
emerges from a biological (neurophysiological) matrix. We do not find 
any extensive discussion of the biological matrix in Wittgenstein. With the 
introduction of the notion of habits, we catch our first glimpse of what 
Dewey offers PEA, SER, and SAR in terms of its analytical model that 
cannot be found in its sociolinguistic method: embodiment.

Dewey indicates that “mind as intellect” is “possession of and response 
to meanings” (LW 1: 7). What Dewey calls “social psychology” is the 
acquisition of meaning through participation in social practices; that is, 
precisely the sort of thing Wittgenstein calls forms of life with their various 
language-games. “Through speech a person dramatically identifies himself 
with potential acts and deeds,” Dewey claims, “he plays many roles, not in 
successive stages of life but in a contemporaneously enacted drama. Thus 
mind emerges” (LW 1: 135). Meaning arises in social practice; hence, 
meaning is not primarily subjective, although it has aspects unique to each 
individual. Notice the importance of the fulfilling, immediate, qualitative, 
“shared consummation.”

Dewey worked out his ideas about language, intentionality, and mental 
functioning in collaboration with his long-time friend and colleague 
George Herbert Mead. It might have helped if Dewey had used Mead’s 
phrase “social behaviorism” to describe sociolinguistic activity.10 
Wittgenstein asks himself, “‘Are you not really a behaviourist in disguise? 
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Aren’t you at bottom really saying that everything except human behav-
iour is a fiction?’—If I do speak of a fiction, then it is of a grammatical 
fiction” (PI §307; see also §308). By “grammatical,” Wittgenstein means 
linguistic and logical norms of a given language-game within shared social 
practices (i.e., forms of life).

A close reading of Dewey and Wittgenstein shows they frequently use 
the word “action,” especially in the context of social action. Wittgenstein 
maintains, “The term ‘language-game’ is meant to bring into prominence 
the fact that the speaking of language is part of an activity, or of a form of 
life” (PI § 23). Meanwhile, Dewey insists, “We have to be able to re-state 
the whole social context which alone supplies the meaning” (LW 1: 160). 
Here is another passage where Wittgenstein connects words and the con-
text of social action:

We can also think of the whole process of using words … as one of those 
games by means of which children learn their native language. I shall … call 
the whole, consisting of language and the actions into which it is woven, the 
“language-game.” (PI § 7)

Passages like this one remind us that Wittgenstein and Dewey were 
both former classroom teachers. The passage is an instance of social 
learning. It is part of the pedagogical turn in the later Wittgenstein (see 
Macmillan 1983). The later Wittgenstein frequently uses pedagogical 
examples, especially in On Certainty (OC), but we find many similar 
references in Philosophical Investigations (PI). Of course, Dewey was 
one of the most famous educators of the twentieth century. Teaching 
and learning settings provide many fine examples of complex forms of 
sociolinguistic action.

Wittgenstein and Dewey converge on the importance of action and the 
primacy of practice:

Giving grounds, however, justifying the evidence, comes to an end – but the 
end is not certain propositions striking us immediately as true, i.e., it is not 
a kind of seeing on our part; it is our acting, which lies at the bottom of the 
language-game. (OC §204; see also §411)

Dewey simply says, “language is primarily a mode of action” (LW 1: 160). 
He means social action, of which teaching is a fine example. Elsewhere, 
Wittgenstein writes, “words are deeds” (CV 46). The word “deed” is 
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especially cordial for pragmatists (pragma in ancient Greek meant “deed”). 
As already mentioned, we much prefer the word “action” to “behavior” 
or “behaviorism.” We will rarely use “behavior” in expositing PEA, SER, 
and SAR. We prefer the vocabulary of action, activity, deed, operation, and 
practice.

Jose Medina (2004) has concerns about “social behaviorism” that are 
worth mentioning. What he is eager to reject is “the semantic view … 
which depicts speakers as clonic ‘Humpty Dumpty’s’ rocking back and 
forth on their wall and bubbling at unison” (365). This is not what Dewey 
means by social behaviorism, but some, including Quine, occasionally 
seem inclined to read Wittgenstein this way.

Wittgenstein acknowledges that agreement in action is requisite back-
ground for our normative assessments of appropriate language use in con-
text; however, there is something more basic:

“So you are saying that human agreement decides what is true and what is 
false?”—It is what human beings say that is true and false; and they agree in 
the language they use. That is not agreement in opinions but in form of life. 
(PI §241)11

This is social conventionalism, but not of the crude majoritarian type. We 
do not have conventions to vote on meaning. For Dewey, too, it is not an 
agreement of opinions, but of actions:

But the convention or common consent which sets it [“physical existences”] 
apart as a means of recording and communicating meaning is that of agree-
ment in action…. The physical sound or mark gets its meaning in and by 
conjoint community of functional use, not by any explicit convening in a 
“convention” or by passing resolutions that a certain sound or mark shall 
have a specified meaning. Even when the meaning of certain legal words is 
determined by a court, it is not the agreement of the judges which is finally 
decisive. For such assent does not finish the matter. It occurs for the sake of 
determining future agreements in associated behavior, and it is this subse-
quent behavior which finally settles the actual meaning of the words in ques-
tion. Agreement in the proposition arrived at is significant only through this 
function in promoting agreement in action. (LW 12: 52–53)

Wittgenstein and Dewey’s modest, practice-oriented conventionalism sets 
the context for all meaning creation and use. On such an account of lan-
guage, once we have come to agreement in action within a social situation, 
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meaning is as determined as possible. Medina (2004) observes, “A com-
plete failure in the coordination of action among the participants in a 
language-game would dissolve the game” (365). Any remaining doubts of 
the kind that trouble Quine may arise out of trying to complete the 
entirely decontextualized quest for certainty instead of settling for socially 
coordinated action within a form of life. Medina (2004) concludes, 
“meaning is constrained but not determined by the tacit agreement of our 
practices” (365). If we can generally coordinate our actions with others 
and the rest of the world, we have all the certainty we require. This is all 
the certainty regarding learning PEA, SER, and SAR may provide. We will 
rely on a robust contextualism to avoid radical relativism.

1.3  Rules, customs, and haBits

The social coordination required for playing language-games among the 
other activities constituting a form of life leads Wittgenstein to consider 
the character of rule following. In following a rule, Wittgenstein wonders: 
“How is it decided what is the correct step to take at any particular stage” 
(PI §186). Rules for Wittgenstein are always an abridgement of concrete 
practice:

And hence also ‘obeying a rule’ is a practice. And to think one is obeying a 
rule is not to obey a rule. Hence it is not possible to obey a rule ‘privately’: 
otherwise thinking one was obeying a rule would be the same thing as obey-
ing it. (PI § 202)

Agreement regarding rule following depends on agreement in customary 
form of life within a shared social practice.

At first, the following passage from Investigations appears to contradict 
Dewey regarding interpretation:

This was our paradox: no course of action could be determined by a rule, 
because every course of action can be made out to accord with the rule. The 
answer was: if everything can be made out to accord with the rule, then it 
can also be made out to conflict with it. And so there would be neither 
accord nor conflict.… What this shews is that there is a way of grasping a 
rule which is not an interpretation, but which is exhibited in what we call 
“obeying the rule” and “going against it” in actual cases. (PI § 201)
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Let us begin to resolve the seeming conflict by quoting the following pas-
sage leading up to the one just cited:

“But how can a rule shew me what I have to do at this point? Whatever I do 
is, on some interpretation, in accord with the rule.”—That is not what we 
ought to say, but rather: any interpretation still hangs in the air along with 
what it interprets, and cannot give it any support. Interpretations by 
 themselves do not determine meaning. “Then can whatever I do be brought 
into accord with the rule?”—Let me ask this: what has the expression of a 
rule—say a sign-post—got to do with my actions? What sort of connexion is 
there here?—Well, perhaps this one: I have been trained to react to this sign 
in a particular way, and now I do so react to it. But that is only to give a 
causal connexion; to tell how it has come about that we now go by the sign-
post; not what this going-by-the sign really consists in. On the contrary; I 
have further indicated that a person goes by a sign-post only in so far as 
there exists a regular use of sign-posts, a custom. (PI §198)

An isolated interpretation alone does not decide meaning, while Dewey 
seems to say it does. However, looking again, Wittgenstein is saying shared 
practice is more important to rule following than interpretation. 
Meanwhile, Dewey argues that while meanings are rules for using and 
interpreting things, such meanings are primarily a “method of action.” 
More exactly, initially, acquiring meaning is a matter of being trained to 
act in a particular way toward particular stimuli (e.g., a sign). Wittgenstein 
declares: “To understand a sentence is to understand a language. To 
understand a language means to be master of a technique” (PI §199). 
Wittgenstein’s concludes, “When I obey a rule, I do not choose. I obey 
the rule blindly” (PI §219). These remarks point toward social habits, that 
is, customs.

Let us begin with a consideration of embodied habits, which at first 
Wittgenstein seems to dismiss:

(And suppose it were merely our habituation to these concepts, to these 
language-games? But I am not saying that it is so.) If we teach a human 
being such-and-such a technique by means of examples—that he then pro-
ceeds like this and not that in a particular new case, or that in this case he 
gets stuck, and thus that this and not that is the ‘natural’ continuation for 
him: this of itself is an extremely important fact of nature. (Z §355)
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Wittgenstein is not actually dismissing habits, although he fails to develop 
them in his philosophy. He is saying that socially coordinated action struc-
tured by cultural norms, or what he calls grammar, is more fundamental 
than biological habits. He is correct that we cannot reduce rule following 
to biology, thereby eliminating cultural considerations from our causal 
account. In this way, Wittgenstein avoids reductive materialism.

Our habits are conditioned by our habitat, and our sociolinguistic habits 
are conditioned by the norms of our sociolinguistic habitat, that is, by cul-
tural customs. Wittgenstein’s emphasis on cultural customs helps connect 
him to Dewey’s remarks on the relation between customs and habits: “The 
primary facts of social psychology centre about collective habit, custom” 
(MW 14: 46). Wittgenstein writes: “To obey a rule, to make a report, to 
give an order, to play a game of chess, are customs (uses, institutions)” (PI 
§ 199). Deweyan pragmatism with its emphasis on habits while conceding 
the primacy of normative customary practice allows us to develop a more 
robust role for embodiment in education without falling victim to reduc-
tive materialism.

What happens when we master a technique by learning to obey a cul-
tural custom? Dewey follows the answer given by Charles Sanders Peirce, 
the founder of pragmatism, who asserts, “Our beliefs guide our desires 
and shape our action,” and then affirms, “The feeling of believing is a 
more or less sure indication of there being established in our nature some 
habit which will determine our actions” (CP 5: §371). Peirce insists, “The 
sense of the process of learning, which is the preeminent ingredient and 
quintessence of reason has its physiological basis quite evidently in the 
most characteristic property of the nervous system, the power of taking 
habits” (CP 1: §390). Further, a “belief is a rule of action” (EP 1: §129). 
For Dewey, cultural customs are more fundamental than the social habits 
they form, which is how he avoids reductionism:

We often fancy that institutions, social custom, collective habit, have been 
formed by the consolidation of individual habits. In the main this supposi-
tion is false to fact. To a considerable extent customs, or widespread unifor-
mities of habit, exist because individuals face the same situation and react in 
like fashion. But to a larger extent customs persist because individuals form 
their personal habits under conditions set by prior customs. (MW 14: 43)
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Customs possess us as experienced necessities that condition our habits 
of conduct long before we consciously and linguistically, if ever, possess 
them. We acquire our habits by transacting with our environment; we 
acquire our normative social habits by participating in our social environ-
ment, that is, the various forms of life.

Dewey secures embodied social behavior while retaining emergent nat-
uralistic continuity. It seems Wittgenstein does as well:

What does this explanation explain? Ask yourself: What sort of ignorance 
does it remove?—Being sure that someone is in pain, doubting whether he 
is, and so on, are so many natural, instinctive, kinds of behaviour towards 
other human beings, and our language is merely an extension of this rela-
tion. Our language-game is an extension of primitive behaviour. (For our 
language-game is behaviour.) (Instinct.). (Z §545)

Dewey, too, posits primitive impulses, or what he sometimes calls instincts 
(see LW 14). They are part of the “biological matrix” from whence socio-
linguistic function emerges.12 We are born with species-typical “first 
nature” instincts (impulses, reflexes, etc.). However, according to Dewey, 
“Habit is second nature and second nature under ordinary circumstances 
is as potent and urgent as first nature” (LW 13: 108). Wittgenstein won-
ders about “the primitive reactions with which the language-game begins” 
(PI, p. 218). If he is willing to include native instincts within language- 
game behavior, Wittgenstein should include acquired habits.

In driver’s training, we learn the rules of the road, including how to 
habitually react to the various signposts we encounter along the way, but 
“not what this going-by-the sign really consists in” (op. cit.). If our prac-
tice does not conform to social norms, those empowered to enforce the 
laws and norms may pursue and punish us. Reflecting on the actions of a 
“traffic policeman,” Dewey remarks that the essence of a policeman’s 
whistle, which functions much like a stop sign (a signpost), “is the rule, 
comprehensive and persisting, the standardized habit, of social interac-
tion” (LW 1: 149). Those who cannot acquire the habits of some custom-
ary practice well enough will find themselves more or less ostracized from 
the society if not punished by it. Those that can acquire such habits will 
find themselves accepted and their actions praised.13
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1.4  toWaRd a fiRst-PeRson PeRsPective on leaRning

Early on, those that began using PEA drew on Wittgenstein and Dewey 
to develop a distinction between first-person and third-person perspec-
tives on human meaning making. Öhman and Östman (2007) provide a 
valuable discussion in the context of analyzing moral meaning making. 
Öhman and Östman (2007) introduce the distinction in terms of 
Wittgenstein’s emphasis on use, action, and context where the meaning of 
a word derives from its use in social practice (see 154–156). The third-
person perspective assumes that meaning making, including thoughts and 
feelings, is something internal and subjective that will “amount to a 
 specific view on mental as distinct from outer reality, and on language as 
something that is possible to separate from humans and their activities” 
(Öhman and Östman 2007, 155). It “implies that we have to carry out 
tests or interviews to obtain information about what lies behind people’s 
speech and other actions” to find out what is inside the mind (155). Such 
a view would sanction the possession of a private language. Of the third-
person perspective Öhman and Östman (2007) conclude:

Analyses carried out in connection with this view thus tend to treat lan-
guage as being an entity detached both from the acting persons in question 
and the environment they are acting within. We can call this a third-person 
perspective on language—a perspective taken from a theoretical position 
that is distanced from the act of communication. In this third-person per-
spective, language is looked upon as an object—a tool or an instrument—
used for connecting meanings (concepts, ideas) with the world (referents, 
things). (155)

Significantly, the word “theory” derives from the classical Greek theoria 
meaning “viewing, speculation, contemplation, the contemplative life” 
(Peters 1967, 194). It is associated with theoros, meaning a spectator at a 
game. By drawing on Wittgenstein, Dewey, and the primacy of practice to 
formulate a first-person stance on action (i.e., transaction), even when we 
shift to a third-person perspective, it is nonetheless a shift to a third-person 
position within a first-person understanding of social meaning making. As 
empirical researchers, we recognize the value of theory and that ultimately 
we cannot altogether escape a third-person perspective, although we do 
think it is important to be fully aware of where, when, why, and how we 
shift positions within the primacy of the first-person perspective.
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The third-person perspective resembles what Dewey calls the spectator 
stance toward knowledge. Toulmin states the spectator position as fol-
lows: “philosophers in this tradition assumed that the ‘knower’ is in the 
position of a spectator, who makes judgments or discovers facts about the 
world without otherwise acting on it” (LW 4: x). Note the emphasis on 
action. Significantly, after expositing the distinction between the first- 
person and third-person perspectives using Wittgenstein, Öhman and 
Östman (2007) turn to Dewey’s later transactionalism as he worked it out 
with Arthur F. Bentley in Knowing and the Known to extend their think-
ing about the first-person perspective (156–159). We will have more to 
say about distinguishing the first-person from the third-person perspective 
transactionally at the end of the next chapter, and we will make use of 
both the transactional and Wittgensteinian versions of the distinction in 
Chaps. 3 and 4.

While we believe that the Deweyan transactional version of the first- 
person versus third-person distinction is exceptionally useful, this chapter 
has done more than enough to show that Dewey does indeed adhere to 
the first-person posture toward meaning making. Recall Quine’s remark 
that he joins Dewey in holding that “knowledge, mind, and meaning are 
part of the same world” (op. cit.). Such an orientation combined with the 
primacy of practice, action, antirepresentationalism, and contextualism 
that he shares with Wittgenstein provides a first-person perspective on 
learning. For instance, while discussing Wittgenstein’s first-person per-
spective, Öhman and Östman (2007) declare:

To the people directly involved in the act of communication, however, there 
are generally no divisions between language, meaning and reality. It is this 
first-person perspective on language usage that we would like to use in our 
analysis of moral meaning making. (155)

They further affirm, “by using a first-person perspective on language the 
inner-outer dualism tends to disappear, and the meanings that humans 
make can therefore be said to be observable in the use of language” 
(Öhman and Östman 2007, 155). Such statements of Wittgenstein’s 
 first- person perspective accord well with Dewey’s participant stance, which 
he contrasts with the spectator stances this way: “If we see that knowing is 
not the act of an outside spectator but of a participator inside the natural 
and social scene, then the true object of knowledge resides in the conse-
quences of directed action” (LW 4: 157). Again, note the primacy of 
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action, practice, and use, which indicates a first-person perspective. In 
Chap. 3, we will expound the first-person perspective in order to provide 
a transactional understanding of PEA and SER. Chapter 4 extends this 
distinction to SAR.  In the chapters to come, we will add philosophical 
details from Wittgenstein and Dewey as well as those that draw upon them 
as necessary.

notes

1. Nowhere in this chapter has emphasis been added to any citation.
2. Wittgenstein writes: “When I think in language, there aren’t ‘meanings’ 

going through my mind in addition to the verbal expressions: the language 
is itself the vehicle of thought” (PI §329). Linguistic behavior is irreduc-
ible to psychic mental functioning, although there are, no doubt, neuro-
physiological concomitants including linguistic habits.

3. See Quine (1969, 28). He incorrectly cites the passage substituting “the-
ory” for “thing” in the passage that starts “The characteristic thing….”

4. William James coined the phrase “The psychologist’s fallacy” to describe 
this sort of confusion. According to Dewey, “it is to confuse the standpoint 
of the observer and explainer with that of the fact observed” (EW 4: 144).

5. These methods and models will also allow us to describe and explain at 
least an important subset of artistically expressive linguistic experiences as 
well as artistically expressive and consummatory nonlinguistic experiences.

6. According to Dewey, that meaning socially shared “alone condemns tradi-
tional nominalism” (LW 1: 145). Nonetheless, Dewey thinks the nominal-
ist is right about “the status and function of a symbol” (LW 12: 261). 
Dewey also disagrees with conceptualism insofar as it assumes concept cap-
ture something “antecedently ‘common’ to a number of singulars” (LW 
12: 261). What is common emerges within shared social practices, although 
he agrees with conceptualism that meanings (generals, universals, etc.) are 
“conceptual or ideational in nature” (LW 12: 261). Dewey is a unique 
kind of realist about meaning in that he agrees with their “interpretation of 
generals in affirming that ways of acting are as existential as are singular 
events and objects” (LW 12: 261). However, he thinks generality accrues 
when universals are used “as a controlling function, in the continuity of 
inquiry” (LW 12: 261). As he puts it elsewhere, “a universal, like any rule, 
is a formulation of an operation to be performed” (LW 11: 107). Meanings, 
concepts, universals, and so on are ideas that guide action whose warrant 
lies in their ability to coordinate social practices that engage a resistant 
world. When Dewey speaks of language or the self as a tool of tools, he is 
a realist about meaning, albeit, of a certain rather Wittgensteinian kind. We 
must also remember that language, and the self, are consummatory as well 
as instrumental.
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7. Dewey states:

The material and spiritual, the physical and the mental or psychological; 
body and mind; experience and reason; sense and intellect, appetitive 
desire and will; subjective and objective, individual and social; inner and 
outer; this last division underlying in a way all the others. (LW 16: 408)

8.  We will not explore it here, but the arguments of Dewey in The Quest for 
Certainty greatly resemble those in Wittgenstein’s On Certainty. See 
Eodice (1990).

9. For an argument against the mereological fallacy of reducing the mind to 
the brain that relies on Dewey while mentioning Wittgenstein, see Boyles 
and Garrison (2017).

10. See Mead (1934/1967).
11. Elsewhere, Wittgenstein writes: “If there did not exist an agreement in 

what we call ‘red’, etc. etc., language would stop” (R § 70).
12. Chapter 2 of Dewey’s 1938 Logic is titled, “The Existential Matrix of 

Inquiry: Biological.” The next chapter is titled “The Existential Matrix of 
Inquiry: Cultural.” The later chapter contains some of his most refined 
remarks on language acquisition.

13. Dewey distinguishes reflective from customary morality:

The intellectual distinction between customary and reflective morality is 
clearly marked. The former places the standard and rules of conduct in 
ancestral habit; the latter appeals to conscience, reason, or to some prin-
ciple which includes thought. The distinction is as important as it is defi-
nite, for it shifts the centre of gravity in morality. (LW 7: 162)

The difference is relative not absolute, but reflective morality is critical and 
creative; it allows us to avoid dogmatic cultural reproduction.
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CHAPTER 2

Distributed Minds and Meanings 
in a Transactional World Without a Within: 

Embodiment and Creative Expression

Abstract In this chapter, we exposit ideas found in Dewey that are either 
underdeveloped or entirely unexplored by Wittgenstein. Nonetheless, the 
Deweyan ideas we consider are generally commensurable with most of 
Wittgenstein. This chapter discusses such aspects of Dewey’s philosophy as 
the primacy of the aesthetic encounter, creative action, embodiment and 
especially nonlinguistic embodied immanent meaning, aesthetically expres-
sive meaning, and how mind and meaning distribute to wherever they occur 
throughout a world without withins. All of these will contribute to the col-
lection of data and the analytical models developed in Chaps. 3 and 4.

Keywords Aesthetics • Embodiment • Creative expression

We begin by examining the primacy of the embodied encounter in Dewey 
with special emphasis on anoetic (i.e., noncognitive) as well as embodied 
experience. This will allow us to develop Dewey’s empiricism in ways use-
ful for carrying out our empirical investigations in Chaps. 3 and 4. Next, 
we will distinguish “knowing how” from linguistically normative “know-
ing that.” We will then develop Dewey’s notion of embodied immanent 
meaning as post-linguistic “knowing how.” There is an extensive discus-
sion of consummatory aesthetic meanings as well as artistic self-expression. 
Expressive meaning contributes a great deal to the development of SARs 
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in Chap. 4. We show how Dewey’s reconstruction of the very idea of 
 mental representation as distributed throughout a world without a within 
allows us to study situated leaning empirically because most often the rep-
resentative function can be empirically detected. Mental functioning is 
often empirically detectable. We conclude by developing a transactional 
first-person perspective on learning.

2.1  The Primacy of The embodied aesTheTic 
encounTer1

Experience happens to any sentient being. While plants are sensitive, tax-
onomists do not classify them as sentient.2 Sponges are classified as ani-
mals, but not as sentient because they lack a central nervous system (i.e., 
the spinal cord and brain). Dewey’s commitment to Darwinian continuity 
does not require us to determine definitive transitions. Nonetheless, 
Dewey suggests, “in animals in which locomotion and distance receptors 
exist,” we can be confident that “sensitivity” is “realized as feeling, even 
though only as vague and massive uneasiness, comfort, vigor and exhaus-
tion” (LW 1: 197). Such neurophysiologically complex creatures will 
likely also be capable of forming habits. As we saw in Chap. 1, any living 
creature capable of forming habits is capable of learning.

“Sentiency in itself is anoetic,” Dewey notes, “it exists as any immediate 
quality exists, but nevertheless it is an indispensable means of any noetic 
function” (LW 1: 199). Because sentient beings are participants in their 
environment and not spectators, “qualities characteristic of sentiency are 
qualities of cosmic events” (LW 1: 204). The qualities are not subjective 
or objective; they emerge when sentient events transact with other cosmic 
events. The presence of anoetic qualities of sensation and feelings marks 
the primacy of the aesthetic encounter and, as we will see later, comprises 
the ultimate context of inquiry.

Dewey’s thinking about anoetic experience likely owes a debt to William 
James’s notion of “pure experience” that is not of itself subjective, objec-
tive, mental, or physical, and from whence all such distinctions along with 
their structures, connections, and disconnections emerge as distinctions. 
James (1912/1976) contends:

‘Pure experience’ is the name which I gave to the immediate flux of life 
which furnishes the material to our later reflection with its conceptual 
 categories … a that which is not yet any definite what, tho’ ready to be all 
sorts of whats; full both of oneness and of manyness, but in respects that 
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don’t appear; changing throughout, yet so confusedly that its phases inter-
penetrate and no points, either of distinction or of identity, can be caught. 
Pure experience in this state is but another name for feeling or sensation…. 
Its purity is only a relative term, meaning the proportional amount of unver-
balized sensation which it still embodies. (46)

A “that” is an anoetic quality having a vague reference (thatness, isness, 
etc.) from whence “whats” (organisms, environments, minds, bodies, 
human beings, and object real and imagined) may arise depending on the 
relations they enter and how the active being having the experience even-
tually comes to organize it and parse it linguistically. The PEA method 
along with the SER and SAR models that capture emergent, situated, 
epistemic relations situate artistic relations in the process of learning along 
with their verbal parsing. Pure experience is extraordinarily “first-person” 
in the sense we are using it.

In The Meaning of the Body, Mark Johnson (2007) emphasizes the pri-
macy of the aesthetic encounter and the arts of human existence in the 
Dewey-inspired work of Thomas M. Alexander (1987). Dewey states the 
primacy of the aesthetic encounter this way: “If we take advantage of the 
word esthetic in a wider sense than that of application to the beautiful and 
ugly, esthetic quality, immediate, final or self-enclosed, indubitably charac-
terizes natural situations as they empirically occur” (LW 1: 82). Dewey 
also finds that “artistic and esthetic quality is implicit in every normal 
experience” (LW 10:18). Johnson and Dewey are not thinking of aesthet-
ics in the modern Kantian sense confined to beauty, but rather in terms of 
ancient Greek aisthetikos (αἰσθητικός), which means sentient, perceptive, 
feeling, sense, and sensitivity.

Johnson’s (2007) thesis is, “meaning grows from our visceral connec-
tions to life and the bodily conditions of life” (ix). The thesis depends 
on two main ideas. First, “the processes of embodied meaning in the 
arts are the very same that make linguistic meaning possible” (209). 
Think of the feelings and habits involved in the skilled “knowing how” 
that helps one coordinate prelinguistic action that may later enable the 
acquisition of linguistic competency. Concurrently, one masters various 
techniques by participating in a form of life that involves artistically 
making, creating, or calling something into existence in the classical 
Greek sense of poiesis.3

Dewey states, “Habits are arts. They involve skill of sensory and motor 
organs, cunning or craft, and objective materials. They assimilate objec-
tive energies, and eventuate in command of environment. They require 
order, discipline, and manifest technique” (MW 14: 15). Spiders may find 
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fulfillment in transforming their world (e.g., web building). We may not 
wish to call such activity “artistic,” but many find spider webs aesthetic. 
Dewey believes:

Because experience is the fulfillment of an organism in its struggles and 
achievements in a world of things, it is art in germ. Even in its rudimentary 
forms, it contains the promise of that delightful perception which is esthetic 
experience. (LW 1: 25)

The rudimentary forms Dewey is referring to here are those of any living 
creature.4 Much of our intelligence and creativity resides in our embodied 
feelings and habits, prelinguistic or linguistic, unconscious as well as con-
scious. In Chap. 3, PEA in conjunction with the SER model will allow us 
to observe nonlinguistic as well as linguistic instances of SERs as instances 
of the primacy of the aesthetic encounter. Furthermore, nonlinguistic 
expressions of feeling are important signs of learning or frustration at not 
learning. PEA and the SER model will also allow us to identify instances 
of affective expression as SERs. The expression of feeling is also an indica-
tor of consummatory aesthetic experience, which in Chap. 4 we identify 
by using PEA in conjunction with the SER model and the SAR model in 
tandem.

Johnson’s (2007) second main idea is that “aesthetics is not just art 
theory, but rather should be regarded broadly as the study of how humans 
make and experience meaning” (209). The following passage from Dewey 
resembles Johnson’s second hypothesis: “The problem is that of effecting 
the union of ideas and knowledge with the non-rational factors [impulses, 
affectivity, and habits] in the human make-up. Art is the name given to all 
the agencies by which this union is effected” (LW 13: 170). We artistically 
create meaning, which involves the embodied ability to master language- 
games within forms of life.

We pause here to make some brief comments about Dewey’s fellow 
pragmatists and James’s “radical empiricism.” For James (1909/1975), 
radical empiricism consists of a postulate, which is a statement of a fact and 
a generalized conclusion. James postulates, “the only things that shall be 
debatable among philosophers shall be things definable in terms drawn 
from experience” (6). “The statement of fact,” he finds, “is that the rela-
tions between things, conjunctive as well as disjunctive, are just as much 
matters of direct particular experience, neither more so nor less so, than 
the things themselves” (7). Finally,
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The generalized conclusion is that therefore the parts of experience hold 
together from next to next by relations that are themselves parts of experi-
ence. The directly apprehended universe needs, in short, no extraneous 
trans-empirical connective support, but possesses in its own right a concat-
enated or continuous structure. (7)

We experience relations as much as the relata. We do not need transcen-
dent forms (e.g., Plato) any more than we need transcendental categories 
(e.g., Kant) to structure experience. It comes pre-structured, although we 
can surely construct forms, categories, concepts, and such to extend our 
ability to structure and restructure phenomena in ever more reticulated 
and complex ways. However, thought itself, as well as language, is part of 
experience. In the “Postulate of Immediate Empiricism,” Dewey explicitly 
embraces a version of radical empiricism as part of his own philosophy (see 
MW 3: 158–167). Radical empiricism provides a rich first-person perspec-
tive on relations in human experience as simply neither inside nor outside 
of a place called “the mind.” The method of PEA along with the SER and 
SAR models allows us to detect a learner’s experience of relationship in a 
given context.

Since we may directly experience relations, we may feel them before, as, 
and after we think. Such feelings are part of the primacy of the aesthetic 
encounter in Dewey and Johnson’s sense. James remarks: “We ought to 
say a feeling of and, a feeling of if, a feeling of but, and a feeling of by, 
quite as readily as we say a feeling of blue or a feeling of cold” (James cited 
in Johnson 2007, 95). Johnson contends: “Even our most abstract con-
cepts (such as cause, necessity, freedom, and God) have no meaning with-
out some connection to felt experience” (93). Feelings join habits as 
important ways of embodying relations and thereby embody meaning. Of 
James’s phrase, “a feeling of but,” Johnson slyly asks:

Can you feel William James’s “but”? If you can’t, then there is something 
wrong with you, something repressed or submerged in your understanding. 
To feel James’s “but” is to feel the quality of a situation as a kind of hesi-
tancy or qualification of something asserted or proposed. (96)

Feeling relations also contributes to a first-person perspective. Learning to 
feel relations rightly is imperative to proper learning, although such epis-
temic feelings are virtually never identified, much less discussed. We will 
analyze such relations in Chaps. 3 and 4.
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Let us consider the qualitative matrix of meaning. In Chap. 4 of his 
book, Johnson explores “The Grounding of Meaning in the Qualities of 
Life.” The chapter relies on arguably the single most important essay of 
Dewey’s later works, “Qualitative Thought,” whose thesis is, “The world 
in which we immediately live, that in which we strive, succeed, and are 
defeated is preeminently a qualitative world” (LW 5: 243). Dewey insists 
that the immediate, anoetic, aesthetic experience of reality (aisthetikos) 
always precedes artistic production:

The only thing that is unqualifiedly given is the total pervasive quality…. 
“Given” in this connection signifies only that the quality immediately exists, 
or is brutally there. In this capacity, it forms that to which all objects of 
thought refer, although … it is never part of the manifest subject-matter of 
thought. In itself, it is the big, buzzing, blooming confusion of which James 
wrote. (LW 5: 254)

We are participants in situations, not spectators; therefore, the qualities of 
situations depend in part on our participation. The immediately experi-
enced qualitative whole is vague, inexact, and indeterminate, yet influ-
ences later discriminations of thought. It is what James would call “pure 
experience.”

Dewey insists such situations are initially “felt rather than thought” 
(LW 5: 248). Further, “intuition precedes conception and goes deeper…. 
Reflection and rational elaboration spring from and make explicit a prior 
intuition” (LW 5: 249). Feelings influence our intuitions and involve 
need, desire, selective interest, purpose, and more. Dewey writes:

Responses are not merely selective, but are discriminatory, in behalf of some 
results rather than others. This discrimination is the essence of sensitivity. Thus 
with organization, bias becomes interest, and satisfaction a good or value and 
not a mere satiation of wants or repletion of deficiencies. (LW 1: 197)

If our qualitative intuitions go awry, we will attend to the wrong aspects, 
have a bad feel for relations, and collect the wrong data for inference 
while compounding it incorrectly into types, kinds, and universals for 
logical implication. Inquiry collapses upon poor intuitions. The PEA 
method along with the SER and SAR models will allow us to observe such 
intuitive moments.

Here is how Dewey describes the transformation of the qualities of 
 situations into linguistic meanings:
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[D]ifferences in qualities (feelings) of acts when employed as indications of 
acts performed and to be performed and as signs of their consequences, 
mean something…. Without language, the qualities of organic action that 
are feelings are pains, pleasures, odors, colors, noises, tones, only potentially 
and proleptically. With language they are discriminated and identified. They 
are then “objectified”; they are immediate traits of things…. When named, 
they enable identification and discrimination of things to take place as means 
in a further course of inclusive interaction. Hence they are as much qualities 
of the things engaged as of the organism. For purposes of control they may 
be referred specifically to either the thing or to the organism or to a specified 
structure of the organism. (LW 1: 198)

During linguistic parsing, feelings, interests, qualitative discriminations, 
habits, and such undergo transformation into intelligent abstract norma-
tive linguistic meanings or what Dewey calls “significant meanings.” We 
no longer merely “have” and “are” these neurophysiological states—they 
become explicitly meaningful, and we may even come to know and amend 
them. Of course, linguistic acquisition is social through and through and 
presumes the primacy of shared social practices.

According to Dewey, the ability to abstract from existential qualities 
“furnishes the material for the relation of thing signifying and thing signi-
fied—a relation that is actualized when discourse occurs” (LW 1: 207). 
The sign-signified function emerges from within the given qualities of 
pure anoetic experience:

Any quality as such is final; it is at once initial and terminal; just what it is as 
it exists. It may be referred to other things, it may be treated as an effect or 
as a sign. But this involves an extraneous extension and use. It takes us 
beyond quality in its immediate qualitativeness. If experienced things are 
valid evidence, then nature in having qualities within itself has what in the 
literal sense must be called ends, terminals, arrests, enclosures. (LW 1: 82)

Immediate qualities are anoetically given. Abstract, cognitive signs (the 
sign-signified relation) are socially taken or created from the qualities 
found in given situations. Language emerges within shared social practices 
(e.g., forms of life), which involve “extraneous extension and use” of the 
given quality.

The qualities of organic action (pains, odors, tones, etc.) are themselves 
meanings only proleptically. When named, they become significant mean-
ings like those we find in the various language-games that help guide prac-
tice. By now the point of the following passage should be perfectly clear:
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Language is a natural function of human association; and its consequences 
react upon other events, physical and human, giving them meaning or sig-
nificance. Events that are objects or significant exist in a context where they 
acquire new ways of operation and new properties. Words are spoken of as 
coins and money. Now gold, silver, and instrumentalities of credit are first of 
all, prior to being money, physical things with their own immediate and final 
qualities. But as money they are substitutes, representations, and surrogates, 
which embody relationships. (LW 1: 137)

We derive linguistic significance (i.e., significant meanings) from initially 
meaningless, noncognitive, shared qualitative situations:

The very conception of cognitive meaning, intellectual significance, is that 
things in their immediacy are subordinated to what they portend and give 
evidence of. An intellectual sign denotes that a thing is not taken immedi-
ately but is referred to something that may come in consequence of it. 
Intellectual meanings may themselves be appropriated, enjoyed and appreci-
ated; but the character of intellectual meaning is instrumental. (LW 1: 105)5

The quality of red is in itself meaningless. However, in a shared social situ-
ation, we may use a red light to normatively coordinate human action 
(e.g., as with a traffic light) in the form of life we might call the driving-a-
vehicle-game. The red light functions much the same as Wittgenstein’s 
“sign-post” (e.g., a stop sign).

The feelings of relations, and the habits formed from acting upon them, 
found in the primacy of the aesthetic encounter and prelinguistic action 
persist and influence linguistic and later post-linguistic thought and action. 
The next section examines some of these influences.

2.2  from PrelinguisTic “Knowing how,” 
To The linguisTic “Knowing ThaT,” To embodied, 

PosT-linguisTic “Knowing how”: Tracing 
The emergence of significanT and immanenT meaning

The formation of habits that structure feelings for relations in stable and 
repeatable modes of more or less intelligent action enable prelinguistic 
“knowing how.” However, whatever prelinguistic skilled “knowing how” 
may accomplish, it falls short of linguistic meaning, which always assumes 
shared norms of social practice for Wittgenstein and Dewey. In this section, 
we will trace the progress from prelinguistic “knowing how” to linguistic 
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meaning (i.e., significant meaning) and “knowing that,” and then move 
forward to embodied immanent (or sense) meaning. Immanent meanings 
emerge after one acquires the linguistic referent of a significant meaning.

Immanent meaning involves possessing the embodied feelings and hab-
its requisite to coordinating some situation (i.e., context) defined and/or 
described abstractly in terms of significant meanings statable as “knowing 
that.” We will find that often one may possess an abstract, decontextual-
ized meaning statable as “knowing that” while not actually being able to 
perform the action it describes or defines. One at least will not be able to 
perform the action smoothly, quickly, and to full satisfaction. Immanent 
meaning concretely embodies the content of abstract, decontextualized, 
significant (i.e., linguistic) meaning in some context of action. One does 
not fully grasp the meaning of a word or proposition without such post- 
linguistic “knowing how.”

2.2.1  From Prelinguistic “Knowing How,” to the Linguistic 
“Knowing That”: Abrichtung and Unterricht6

Here, we want to consider the continuity from embodied prelinguistic 
learning to embodied language learning. Sentient creatures capable of 
forming habits acquire coordinated patterns of response to a complex 
array of environmental stimuli from the diverse situations they encounter. 
The same may be said of human beings, which is why both Pavlovian clas-
sical and Skinnerian operant conditioning provide satisfactory explana-
tions for a wide range of behavior (i.e., action) in laboratory rats and 
human beings. Social animals such as Homo sapiens can also learn by 
imitating conspecifics and perhaps other creatures. A great deal of skilled, 
creative human action involves such prelinguistic “knowing how.”

While a great deal of learning is spontaneous and unintended, human 
beings along with other animals can also be deliberately trained using the 
reward schedules of behavioral conditioning. Such training may occasion 
the transition into linguistic behavior within forms of life capable of learn-
ing language. For Wittgenstein, primordial language learning involves 
Abrichtung, which translates from German into English as “training,” 
but emphasizes the kind of training most appropriate for animals. 
Wittgenstein’s point is that basic language learning is much like training 
an animal. Abrichtung is the kind of teaching used in the slab game. It 
comprises the “ostensive teaching” of the basic relation between word 
and object (PI §6). Ostensive teaching entails a teacher pointing to an 
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object and saying, “slab.” Wittgenstein writes, “I do not want to call this 
‘ostensive definition’, because the child cannot as yet ask what the name 
is. I will call it ‘ostensive teaching of words’” (PI §6). Something like the 
picture theory works at this level of crude behavioral response. Although 
rudimentary and uncomprehending (almost mindless), language learning 
as Abrichtung is perhaps already only within the capacity of human beings 
(see Tomasello 1999).7

In Deweyan terms, we might understand linguistic Abrichtung as build-
ing up basic linguistic habits that allow us to “know how” to use words 
even if we do not understand them. These background linguistic habits 
persist to influence the foreground of linguistic statements of meaning 
including “knowing that.” Hence, in a passage that could almost have 
been written by Wittgenstein, Dewey remarks, “in the strictest sense, phi-
losophy cannot solve important problems but only those that so arise from 
different linguistic habits that they can be straightened out by analysis” 
(LW 14: 89). While Wittgenstein has little to say about the role of habits 
in mastering social practices, the previous chapter has already connected 
the acquisition of habits to acquiring social techniques. We may “know 
how” to perform the various techniques of a practice, “know how” to use 
the blocks, pillars, slabs, and beams of the builders’ game, yet lack statable 
“knowledge that” particular things and relations are thus as so. As your 
assistant, I may habitually bring you the right slab because you as a master 
builder have ostensively taught me how to connect the word to the object. 
Nonetheless, I may be entirely unable to ask any intelligent questions 
about the brick or understand an explanation of why it is useful to 
 completing the task at hand. We acquire the rudimentary habits of lan-
guage use through such primitive Abrichtung.

More complete linguistic comprehension involves Unterricht, which 
also commonly translates as “training,” but has a very different connota-
tion or as Wittgenstein says, “a quite different understanding” (PI §6).8 
For Wittgenstein, Unterricht involves “ostensive definition” and other 
more nuanced, complicated linguistic practices than those learned by 
“ostensive teaching.” Unterricht is the sort of teaching that entails stu-
dents questioning, explicit instruction, discourse, reasoning, and even per-
haps tuition and attending classes. It assumes prior “ostensive teaching” 
(Abrichtung). Wittgenstein states, “Any explanation has its foundation in 
training [Abrichtung]. (Educators ought to remember this.)” (Zettel 
419).9 Wittgenstein writes: “We may say: only someone who already knows 
how to do something with it [the King in chess] can significantly ask a 
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name” (PI §31). Training at the level of Unterricht presumes Abrichtung. 
Primitive linguistic “knowing how” coupled with prelinguistic “knowing 
how” is necessary for statable “knowing that,” which allows us to enter the 
living logos where one is expected to give and exchange reasons (see 
Brandom 2011).

2.2.2  Significant (i.e., Linguistic) Meaning 
and Immanent Meaning

Let us revisit Dewey’s account of the acquisition of linguistic meaning found 
in his 1925 Experience and Nature and discussed in Chap. 1. Here, we 
supplement that discussion with some insights gleaned from a later essay 
(1928) where he replied to a critic, “Meaning and Existence” (LW 3: 
82–91) as well as an earlier “Syllabus” dated 1922–1923 (MW 13: 348–395). 
Our goal is to better appreciate the role of prelinguistic feeling and habits of 
skilled action in acquiring and mediating significant (i.e., linguistic) mean-
ings as well as post-linguistic, immediate, immanent meaning.

Dewey remarks that in animals,

Signaling acts evidently form the basic material of language. Similar activi-
ties occur without intent in man; thus a babe’s scream attracts the attention 
of an adult and evokes a response useful to the infant, although the cry itself 
is an organic overflow having no intent. (LW 1: 140)

While skilled caregivers may be able to interpret an infant’s cry as a non-
linguistic natural sign signifying “wet diaper,” for the nonlinguistic infant, 
it is simply an act accompanying an organic state. Such a cry may also serve 
as a signal stimulating the family dog to a sympathetic response.10

Signaling acts can coordinate complex social behavior even between 
species. We often coordinate with the family pet using signals. Indeed, 
signaling is also an important aspect of human communication.11 However, 
signaling falls short of linguistic meaning:

While signaling acts are a material condition of language they are not lan-
guage nor yet are they its sufficient condition. Only from an external stand-
point, is the original action even a signal; the response of other animals to it 
is not to a sign, but, by some preformed mechanism, to a direct stimulus. By 
habit, by conditioned reflex, hens run to the farmer when he makes a cluck-
ing noise…. [H]is movement is thus not a sign of food; it is a stimulus that 
evokes flight. (Dewey, LW 1: 140)12
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Drawing on Wittgenstein, the developmental and comparative psychologist 
Michael Tomasello has amassed considerable empirical evidence that other 
primates have culture. That is, they can pass learning from one generation 
to another including tool use and shaping each other’s behavior through 
signaling (gestures etc.). Nevertheless, Tomasello (1999) believes what 
they miss is the following:

[T]hey do not seem to understand the instrumental behavior of conspecifics 
in the same way as do humans. For humans the goal or intention of the 
demonstrator is a central part of what they perceive, and indeed the goal is 
understood as something separate from the various behavioral means they 
may be used to accomplish the goal. (30)

Again, Darwinian continuity requires no sharp line between prelinguistic 
behavior, linguistic behavior, and post-linguistic behavior; however, 
Tomasello’s empirical research suggests other species are unable to co- 
intend environmental objects. That is, they can convey cultural “know 
how,” but not “knowing that.” In any case, co-intending in the context of 
use in shared social practices is critical to Wittgenstein and Dewey’s 
approach to language acquisition:

But a human infant learns to discount such movements; to become inter-
ested in them as events preparatory to a desired consummation; he learns to 
treat them as signs of an ulterior event so that his response is to their mean-
ing. He treats them as means to consequences. The hen’s activity is ego- 
centric; that of the human being is participative. The latter puts himself at 
the standpoint of a situation in which two parties share. This is the essential 
peculiarity of language, or signs. (LW 1: 140)

There is much in the forgoing passage to consider.
First, we note that taking the attitude of the other in co-intending an 

object establishes a three-term schema not present in simple signaling, 
which is a two-term schema. This three-term schema will become increas-
ingly important as we go along. Next, note that signs involve “means to 
consequences” relations. The master builder’s request to an assistant 
“bring me a slab” uses the word (i.e., sign) “slab” as a means to the social 
consequence of securing the object that is the referent coordinating their 
action by coming to agreement in action. However, it is important to 
comment on the uniqueness of Dewey’s understanding of means-ends 
coordination. He states:
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But there is no separation of means and consequence (ends). The consum-
mation is consummation of the intervening process; and the means are 
means of the end. The continuity of the moving function in re-organization 
is the primary fact; the distinctions of means and consequences fall within it. 
(MW 13: 380)

There are neither means nor ends (consummations) until agents achieve a 
functional coordination of the situation. Means and ends are only useful 
analytic distinctions within the actual situation. Here, as in so many places, 
it is important to distinguish between existence and essences derived from 
our analysis of existence. We can analytically separate means from consum-
matory consequences, but we must not construct a dualism between 
them, which often leads to the metaphysical reification of merely useful 
logical partitions.

From a first-person perspective, means and ends emerge together in the 
course of inquiry. The means constitute the end, and securing the end 
determines what may serve as means. In his The Creativity of Action, Hans 
Joas (1996) proclaims, “pragmatism is a theory of situated creativity” 
(133). He focuses on Dewey’s practical means-ends rationality as creative 
action. It is not hard to identify this creative, artistic dimension in Dewey. 
In his 1938 Logic, Dewey asserts: “Rationality as an abstract conception is 
precisely the generalized idea of the means-consequence relation as such” 
(LW 1: 17). Elsewhere he insists,

The end-in-view is a plan which is contemporaneously operative in selecting 
and arranging materials…. The end-in-view is present at each stage of the 
process; it is present as the meaning of the materials used and acts done…. 
Every process of free art proves that the difference between means and end 
is analytic, formal, not material and chronologic. (LW 1: 281)

Dewey reminds the reader of “the relation of means and consequence, 
process and product, the instrumental and consummatory” before pro-
claiming that any “activity that is simultaneously both rather than in alter-
nation and displacement, is art” (LW 1: 271). If we commit the “great 
evil” of separating the instrumental and consummatory, we will miss the 
art as well as the aesthetics of not only language, but also inquiry. The 
reciprocal relation between means and ends “enables us to re-define the 
distinction drawn between the artistic, as objectively productive, and the 
esthetic” (LW 1: 280). Both “involve a perception of meanings in which 
the instrumental and the consummatory peculiarly intersect. In esthetic 
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perceptions an object interpenetrated with meanings is given; it may be 
taken for granted” (LW 1: 280–281). Meanwhile, “Artistic sense… grasps 
tendencies as possibilities” (LW 1: 281). In Chap. 4, we will use PEA, 
SER, and SAR to identify aesthetic, consummatory feelings along with the 
grasping of the possible in the actual.

Joas elaborates and expands on what he calls Dewey’s “non-teleological 
interpretation of intentionally” (1996: 148 ff.). The goals of human inten-
tionality emerge as what Dewey calls “ends-in-view” (ideas, ideals, and 
other such meaningful representations), which undergo constant revision 
in the process of inquiry until terminating in some existential consumma-
tion. Joas asserts:

The alternative to a teleological interpretation of action, with its inherited 
dependence on Cartesian dualisms, is to conceive of perception and cogni-
tion not as preceding action but rather as a phase of action by which action 
is directed and redirected in its situational context…. [G]oal-setting does 
not take place by an act of the intellect prior to the actual action, but is 
instead the result of a reflection on aspirations and tendencies that are pre- 
reflective and have already always been operative. (158)

While Joas is thinking about means-ends coordination, we may note that 
the sign-signified coordination operates in much the same way as the 
means-ends relation, which is why Dewey mentions the means-ends rela-
tion immediately after noting that unlike ego-centric hens, other-oriented 
human infants learn to treat movements as signs in the passage cited above 
(LW 1: 140). The PEA method and the SER and SAR models can identify 
nonteleological intentionality wherein perceptions, meanings, and goals 
emerge in action, which means we may intelligently infer them from action.

Dewey’s discussion of social experience in the “Syllabus” closely prefig-
ures his later, more precise discussion in Experience and Nature. Let us 
consider Dewey’s 1922–1923 “Syllabus” in some detail. Regarding 
human activity, Dewey declares: “As conditioning the consequences 
attained, we may designate the earlier phase as Control. As supplying the 
consummatory functional activity with meaning, we may speak of their 
Reference. The first is existential, physical; the second, is intellectual, cog-
nitive, logical.” (MW 13: 380). Existential physical actions (e.g., coordi-
nated movements, physical gestures, verbal gestures, etc.) are existential 
means of control that may acquire linguistic meaning if they aid the agent 
in securing cognitive (intellectual or logical) reference:
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[T]hey also have the meaning of pointing to it, of needing it to complete 
their own meaning. Short of its attainment, their meaning is hypothetical, 
tentative, partial, no matter how categorical and physical their existence. 
This is what is meant by reference. Such meanings are indicative, signifying, 
referential; they are not self-contained. The meaning of the consummatory 
function on the other hand is self-contained, immanent, conclusive, not 
referential; it is not as such intellectual or logical. (MW 13: 380)

Given means-ends (means-consequences), sign-signified continuity, the 
means in one moment of a process are the end in the next—the sign in one 
moment is the signified in the next. Likewise, what is the referent in one 
moment is the immanent, conclusive meaning in the next. To fully grasp 
the referential meaning, one must experience the immanent meaning. To 
fully grasp an artistic experience, one must grasp the aesthetic consumma-
tory experience.

Let us begin here to sort out three kinds of meaning in Dewey’s phi-
losophy. First, there are mediating significant (i.e., linguistic) meanings 
including words, propositions, ideas, concepts, hypotheses, ends-in-
view, and such that have a consummatory referent. Second, there are 
immanent meanings that arise from the immediate consummatory expe-
rience of the referent of a significant meaning: “That is, every meaning 
in the concrete is both referential and immanent” (MW 13: 380–381). 
These immanent meanings involve the feelings for relations and habits 
of response that are formed in acquiring the referent of the significant 
meaning. Finally, there are immediate, consummatory, expressive, aes-
thetic meanings that are shown, but not said. We will expand on all three 
senses of meaning as we move forward. However, it is worth stating now 
that all three forms of meaning interconnect and interpenetrate in the 
movement of thought, feeling, and action. There is an immediate, 
unstatable, consummatory, aesthetic aspect to all meaning whether sig-
nificant, immanent, or purely aesthetic. This aesthetic, consummatory 
aspect is especially apparent in immanent and aesthetic meanings. The 
aesthetic, consummatory aspect of immanent meaning involves actively 
retaining the referent. Meanwhile, “purely aesthetic” experience requires 
that we “suspend cognitive reference” (LW 10: 220). Aesthetic mean-
ings in their richest sense comprise what Dewey calls having “an experi-
ence” (LW 10: 42). We will further discuss having “an experience” 
below. In what follows, we want to make useful distinctions without 
constructing false dualisms.
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As already indicated, Dewey’s discussion of social experience in the 
“Syllabus” closely  prefigures his detailed discussion in Experience and 
Nature where he says, “By social is denoted such things as communica-
tion, participation, sharing, communion” (MW 13: 282). He also tells us: 
“Anything concerned as means to shared consequence, or involved in 
communication and given a name—or as capable of being named—
acquires a meaning” (MW 13: 384). We should understand his earlier 
discussion of meanings in the “Syllabus” as proleptically presuming this 
assertion. PEA, SER, and SAR allow us to observe such meaning-making 
moments.

Dewey makes the following distinction that helps distinguish prelin-
guistic “knowing how” from linguistic “knowing that” and the “knowing 
how” of post-linguistic (post-referential) immanent meaning:

Mediate and immediate in knowing. We have and use things and objects 
without knowing them. Such a grasping, using and enjoying enters into every 
knowing-situation as immediate. But intellectual knowledge is mediatory. 
Contrast with habit, knowing how … as well as with attained truth—imma-
nent meanings. As truth it is mediated by evidence, inference, but it is also 
consummatory and as such directly appropriated and enjoyed. (MW 13: 384)

Here we have prelinguistic habitual “knowing how” to use things, but it 
is not knowledge in Dewey’s restricted intellectual sense of being a norma-
tively governed linguistic meaning, or more exactly a well-warranted (i.e., 
true) proposition, nor is it an immanent meaning involving post-referen-
tial immediate “knowing how.” We retain the phrase “knowing how” 
because Dewey clearly concedes above that we may immediately have and 
use objects habitually, but lack inferential, evidential “intellectual knowl-
edge” (i.e., statable “knowing that”). He also acknowledges immanent 
meaning that involves having the referent along with the feeling for rela-
tions and habits to make immediate use of them.

Let us briefly clarify Dewey’s thinking. Whether trained or not, animals 
may demonstrate what we might call prelinguistic “know how,” which 
they may demonstrate by “knowing how” to find objects like a water hole 
they have previously found on their own, or perhaps followed a conspecific 
to locate, or were trained (Abrichtung) to locate as we train our house 
pets. Humans may also know how to do such things without functioning 
linguistically. However, humans, and perhaps some other species (e.g., 
bonobos), have the capacity for training linguistically (Abrichtung). In this 
way it is possible to acquire primitive relations between words and objects, 
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or what Dewey calls significant meanings. More complex training 
(Unterricht) involves using significant meanings in discourse, questioning, 
explanation, and ostensive definition. The following proposition involves 
significant meanings: “There is seven-foot hobgoblin haunting your 
home.” In writing our text we form a triadic relation between ourselves as 
the authors, you as the reader, and the shared referent (i.e., the hobgob-
lin). Although we would need to vary the referent, we may say much the 
same for every other word in our monograph. Here, if you comprehend 
the words (i.e., significant meanings) “hobgoblin,” “seven-foot,” “haunt-
ing,” and “home” along with their conjunctive grammar, you, the reader, 
and we, the authors, share an array of significant meanings, that is, mental 
cognitions. We would also share the meaning of the proposition “There is 
seven-foot hobgoblin haunting your home.” However, our claim that 
there is a hobgoblin in your home is not scientifically well warranted since 
there is little evidence for inferring the existence of ghosts; therefore, 
although statable linguistically, it is not intellectual knowledge (i.e., 
“knowing that”) because it is not true.

Dewey distinguishes significant linguistic meaning from truth (i.e., 
knowledge):

Orders, relations, universals are significant and invaluable as objects of 
knowledge. They are so because they apply to intensive and extensive, indi-
vidualized, existences; to things of spacious and temporal qualities…. It is 
for the sake of the laws, principles, ideals. Had they not been detached for 
the purpose of application, they would not have meaning; intent and poten-
tiality of application in the course of events lends them all their significance. 
Without actuality of application, without effort to realize their intent, they 
are meanings, but they possess neither truth nor falsity, since without appli-
cation they have no bearing and test. (LW 1: 325)13

One may have a linguistic, abstract, referential, significant meaning (e.g., 
ghosts) without having logical, evidential meaning. Both referential and 
evidential meanings are linguistically significant meanings, but only an evi-
dential, significant meaning is a statable “knowing that.” Knowledge (i.e., 
truth) is simply the refinement of cognitive, linguistic, significant mean-
ings into well-warranted evidential meanings.14 Meanwhile, immanent 
sense meanings involve fully realizing intent; they entail embodied “know 
how” that allows us to actualize the meaning of a word or proposition in 
concrete practice. How well our “know how” performs in practice depends 
on the truth value of their references.
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Dewey uses the phrases “immanent meaning,” “sense meaning,” or 
most often simply “sense,” to depict the kind of meaning that comes after 
acquiring the referent of significant (i.e., linguistic) meaning. It depends 
on embodied “know how” (including feeling of relations as well as habits) 
developed during the acquisition of statable “knowing that” that persists 
once we acquire the linguistic meaning. To fully comprehend a concept is 
to “know how” to use it in action or in some form of life supported only 
in part by its accompanying language-games.

Let us explore “immanent” or “sense” meaning as a way of comprehend-
ing the implications of post-linguistically mastering a technique. To arrive at 
such meanings, recall the primacy of the aesthetic encounter and the journey 
we must take through feelings, interest, intuition, selective bias, purposes, 
and habits to arrive at abstract, linguistic, “significant meanings.” The feel-
ings, intuitions, and habits acquired during the instrumental “Control” 
phase are “conditioning the consequences attained” (op. cit.). The process of 
arriving at the referent of a significant meaning as well as any post-linguistic 
consummatory experience that may occur can remain to enable skilled 
action when engaged in subsequent practice. Dewey’s example discussed 
below, and analyzed in Chap. 3, derives from the art of sailing a boat.

By the time he comes to write Experience and Nature, Dewey is far 
clearer that meanings only emerge in the context of shared social practices. 
Even so, the use of language that arises after it does not need to be social. 
That there are no private languages does not imply that a linguistic indi-
vidual cannot develop and use the language in unique and idiosyncratic 
ways, although even a hermit on a mountaintop talking to himself acquired 
language sociolinguistically.

Dewey’s theory of embodied “immanent meaning” or “sense” depends 
upon and completes significant, symbolic, linguistic meaning. Sense “has 
a recognized reference; it is the qualitative characteristic of something, not 
just a submerged unidentified [anoetic] quality or tone” (LW 1: 200). 
According to Dewey, signification

involves use of a quality as a sign or index of something else, as when the red 
of a light signifies danger, and the need of bringing a moving locomotive to 
a stop. The sense of a thing, on the other hand, is its immediate and imma-
nent meaning; it is meaning which is felt or directly had. (LW 1: 200)

“But the meaning of the whole situation,” he says, “is apprehended as 
sense” (LW 1: 200). Sense (i.e., immanent meaning) allows us to grasp 
the whole situation temporally and spatially at once.
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Recall Wittgenstein’s observation: “We may say: only someone who 
already knows how to do something with it [the King in chess] can signifi-
cantly ask a name” (op. cit.). Consider the proposition: “You should castle 
your King.” Players will not understand the meaning of this proposition 
unless they know how to perform the intended maneuver, which includes 
how to move the rook. A chess master, like a master builder, not only has 
mastery of the technique, which they may have first learned through 
Abrichtung, but can provide a technical explanation about the maneuver 
along with an extended exposition of its proper use in the game, at least 
some of which also involved earlier Unterricht. However, the immanent 
meaning of when to best perform the maneuver involves inarticulate intu-
itions, a feeling for the quality of a given game and the opponent along 
with skilled habits of execution (e.g., setting and avoiding “traps”), selec-
tive attention that allows them to attend to relevant details while ignoring 
others, and much more that lies beyond statable linguistic meaning, 
although it depends upon it.

For Dewey, the mind does not fully emerge until we have both abstract, 
decontextualized, instrumental, “significant,” linguistic meanings and 
concrete, immediate, “immanent” meanings. He concludes: “Whenever 
a situation has this double function of meaning, namely signification and 
sense, mind, intellect is definitely present” (LW 1: 200). Said differently, 
our minds are fully functioning only when we are in possession of both 
significant and sense (immanent) meanings. Too often, educators ignore 
the role of embodied immanent meaning; hence, they may never be sure 
the minds they seek to educate are complete in active thought as well as 
passive memory.

There is a marked difference between being able to accurately state a 
meaning (proposition, etc.), having “knowledge that,” and being able to 
use it quickly and correctly in practice. This difference leads Dewey to deride 
mere “book-learning” as mindlessly detached from intelligent practice:

Because their knowledge has been achieved in connection with the needs of 
specific situations, men of little book-learning are often able to put to effec-
tive use every ounce of knowledge they possess; while men of vast erudition 
are often swamped by the mere bulk of their learning, because memory, 
rather than thinking, has been operative in obtaining it. (MW 6: 222)

The best form of learning integrates symbolic manipulation with concrete 
practice involving immanent meanings. The best forms of learning do not 
forget that language-games arise within social practices (i.e., forms of life). 
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Further, for Dewey, we do not adequately possess the meaning of an 
abstract symbol or string of symbols (e.g., propositions) unless we can 
fully embody the meaning in thought, feeling, and action.

When we teach abstract, symbolic, significant meanings entirely 
detached from the concrete context of practical use from whence they 
arise, students may acquire the ability to state true propositions (i.e., 
“knowing that”) properly, but not “know how” to employ what they state 
in actual practice. Just because one can state “blocks,” “pillars,” “slabs,” 
“beams,” and their relations does not mean they actually know how to 
play the builders’ game. This sort of thing becomes as obvious in the labo-
ratory or the art studio as on the construction site. We cannot be sure a 
mind is entirely present until our students possess both linguistic signifi-
cant and post-linguistic immanent (i.e., sense) meanings.

The acquisition of decontextualized, linguistic, significant (i.e., sym-
bolic) meanings involves an embodied trace of qualities, feelings of rela-
tions, intuitions, habits, and all the rest that went into the sociolinguistic 
construction. This is precisely the problem with passive rote memorization 
and standardized test regurgitation. However, if a student adequately 
learns the significant meaning (including its referent), they will retain the 
requisite embodied elements and may readily mobilize the habits of action 
and intuitive feeling for relevant relationships acquired in initially securing 
the referent as well as the feeling of aesthetically satisfying consummatory 
unity the referent brings in the coordination of action. Since for Dewey 
“no experience of whatever sort is a unity unless it has esthetic quality,” 
there is an aesthetic aspect to having immanent meaning, however limited 
(LW 10: 47). Those that retain the feelings, intuitions, and habits that led 
to the referent will have an embodied, aesthetic experience of the imma-
nent meaning as well as the significant meaning of what they have learned. 
Dewey comments:

According to my hypothesis, immanent meanings exist in consequence of 
the repeated successful outcome of referential or evidential meanings…. 
Thus the fulfilling or consummatory meaning of a referential case becomes 
the immanent meaning, the directly taken-for-granted meaning, of subse-
quent situations. (LW 3: 87)15

We can see Dewey’s principle of continuity at work here. Earlier, he had 
written: “Referential and immanent meanings. The former present in con-
sciousness the significance of things as means; the latter of consummations. 
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Reciprocal relationship because of reciprocity of means-consequences” 
(MW 13: 388). The referent of the linguistic, significant meaning may 
become post-linguistically the consummatory, final, and fulfilling imma-
nent meaning of future situations. However, we must not commit the 
“great evil” of separating “instrumental and final functions” (op. cit.).

We may have an immediate, noncognitive, ineffable, pure anoetic, quali-
tative experience of the terminating events of existence. Dewey remarks:

Immediacy of existence is ineffable. But there is nothing mystical about such 
ineffability; it expresses the fact that of direct existence it is futile to say any-
thing to one’s self and impossible to say anything to another. Discourse can 
but intimate connections which if followed out may lead one to have an 
existence. Things in their immediacy are unknown and unknowable, not 
because they are remote or behind some impenetrable veil of sensation of 
ideas, but because knowledge has no concern with them. For knowledge is 
a memorandum of conditions of their appearance, concerned, that is, with 
sequences, coexistences, relations. Immediate things may be pointed to by 
words, but not described or defined. (LW 1: 74–75)

The immediate consummatory referent is anoetic in and of itself; it is sim-
ply whatever it is qualitatively. We have it and may feel it, but we cannot 
state it: “There is an ineffable or unstated in every experience. All state-
ment is of means; we cannot state consummations but only means to or 
conditions of them. But the consummatory object acquires an immanent 
meaning by having its conditions stated” (MW 13: 385). Dewey deplores 
it when “consummatory or immanent meanings are confused with reflec-
tive or cognitive meanings” (MW 13: 390). However, once we acquire 
linguistic references, we may then state the conditions requisite to having 
an immanent meaning. Immanent meanings provide cognitive experi-
ences of situations that draw on all of the feelings for relationships as well 
as habits that went into securing the linguistically significant meanings. 
This is not only how post-linguistic immanent meanings arise, but, as we 
will discuss in the next section, it is also how distinctively aesthetic and 
expressive meanings arise. In the next chapter, we will use the PEA model 
and the SER method to explore the acquisition of immanent meaning by 
a young sailor learning how to sail a rudderless dinghy into the wind. 
Chapter 4 will use the PEA model in conjunction with the SER and SAR 
models in tandem to do the same for expressive meanings and having “an 
experience” (op. cit.).
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In Art as Experience, Dewey comments on the presence of the past in 
skilled expression:

Each of us assimilates into himself something of the values and meanings 
contained in past experiences…. It will be, in the degree of its spontaneity, 
an intimate union of the features of present existence with the values that 
past experience have incorporated in personality. Immediacy and individual-
ity, the traits that mark concrete existence, come from the present occasion; 
meaning, substance, content [felt meaning, integrated habits], from what is 
embedded in the self from the past. (LW 10: 77–78)

When a subsequent situation has a felt quality similar to an earlier one, we 
may, by means of felt relations and ensconced habits of response, intui-
tively grasp what needs doing and respond immediately without thinking 
linguistically at all because it has become a part of who we are as unique 
human beings. Consequently, the embodied precursors of referential 
meaning allow us to subsequently use significant meanings more swiftly 
and securely, but only because sociolinguistic meanings have rendered 
them abstractly intelligent, unified, and functionally coordinated within a 
domain of practice or a form of life.

Immanent meanings are important because while they do not precede 
the referent of linguistic meaning, they may operate “apart from the lan-
guage function” (op. cit.). We may readily identify such knowing with 
post-linguistic skilled “know how” apart from the linguistic statement of 
propositional “knowing that.” In Chap. 3, we will conduct a PEA of a 
student learning how to sail. Conveniently, the example Dewey uses to 
illustrate his distinction regarding referential linguistic meaning and 
immanent sense meaning involves sailing:

There are two possible cases, those of “referential” and “immanent” mean-
ing. In the former, there is an event that has the meaning of indicating, 
signifying, being a sign…. This case would be exemplified if the sailor were 
inexperienced or were a landlubber. He would hear the shriek and crack, and 
would think it signified something, but he would have to … use the noise as 
a symbol—and do something to find out what it signified. If, however, the 
sailor is experienced, the consequences of his prior-tested and verified infer-
ences enter directly into the object of perception; the noise will be, to him, 
a sail blown out of its bolt ropes. This sort of thing is what is intended by 
the phrase “immanent meaning,”—precisely the same sort of thing hap-
pened in the case of the supposititious landlubber when he identified an 
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event as a noise, a cracking noise, etc. In such cases there is no distinction of 
something as sign and something else as thing signified; there is a total situ-
ation “had,” having its direct meaning-content. Upon my hypothesis how-
ever, there are no “immanent meanings” except in consequence of the 
results of prior referential or reflective (inferential) meanings. And the event 
in its immanent meaning also enters into some other situation with refer-
ence to a part of which it serves as a sign—in the referential sense. For 
example, just as the landlubber in hearing the peculiar noise would ask what 
it signifies, the sailor will ask, on “knowing” that the sail is blown out, What 
next? Or, what shall I do about it? (LW 3: 89–90)

The experienced sailor has embodied immediate immanent meaning, 
which includes not only linguistic reference, but also all the feelings, intu-
itions, discriminations, and skilled habits needed to “know how” to 
quickly restore dynamic functional coordination to the disrupted situation 
without engaging in inquiry or even consciously thinking about it. For the 
novice (landlubber), there are no shortcuts from their experience of the 
pervasive, qualitative situation that will make sense of the experience and 
successfully carry it forward. Those in between (like our sailor in the 
research transcript for Chap. 3) possess varying degrees of immanent 
meaning that they must reconstruct if they are to master the sailing tech-
nique called tacking. There, we will find that significant meanings shouted 
from the shore, like the proposition, “You should castle your King,” is 
meaningful but alone will not allow the sailor to embody the immanent 
meaning.

2.3  consummaTory aesTheTic meanings 
and arTisTic self-exPression

In Chap. 4, we will develop the SAR model to study consummatory aes-
thetic experience and artistic self-expression. While the aesthetic aspect of 
life was of immense importance to Wittgenstein, he has remarkably little 
to say about the topic. Beyond the notes taken by some students from 
lectures in his private rooms at Cambridge during the summer of 1938, 
which were published as Lectures and Conversations on Aesthetics, 
Psychology, and Religious Belief (LCA), all we have are brief references 
scattered throughout the corpus of his writings.16 Like Dewey, he seems to 
consider the role of aesthetics in our lives far more broadly than art works 
found in museums and such Wittgenstein certainly does not develop the 
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insight to anything like the depths Dewey explores, but rather seems to 
more narrowly confine aesthetics to the beautiful rather than to all con-
summatory experiences.

In LCA, Wittgenstein emphasizes comprehending the artist and the 
work of art much as we do other language-games within the practices 
constituting forms of life within a given time and place. He also indicates, 
“An entirely different game is played in different ages” (LCA, 8). Aesthetic 
reactions and judgments evolve. When Wittgenstein says that “to describe 
what [appreciation] it consists in we would have to describe the whole 
environment” we will find Deweyan resonances (LCA, 7).

“The sense of a proposition,” Wittgenstein insists, “is very similar to 
the business of an appreciation of art” (LCA, 29). The notion of a prop-
osition having a sense and not just reference also resonates with Deweyan 
thought. Wittgenstein asserts, “A man may sing a song with expression 
and without expression. Then why not leave out the song—could you 
have the expression then?” (LCA, 29). While he acknowledges expres-
sive meaning, other than pointing out expression is not simply causal in 
the way conventional psychology (e.g., stimulus-response models) con-
ceives it, Wittgenstein does not much analyze it. He tends to leave 
expressive meaning among those things that can be shown, not said. In 
this section, we will see that Dewey agrees. Dewey naturalizes expressive 
meaning, which Wittgenstein might not have liked, but does so in emer-
gent ways that evades Wittgenstein’s sound arguments against the 
reductive psychologists. In Chap. 4, Dewey’s theory of expressive mean-
ing, along with the rest of his aesthetic thinking, contributes to our 
development of SAR.

We have seen that immanent meanings arise after we have secured the 
cognitive referent. Immanent meanings are one instance of ineffable, 
immediate, anoetic, qualitative, consummatory meaning. Remembering 
the nature of immanent meaning, along with recalling that Dewey is think-
ing in terms of classical Greek aisthetikos, makes it easy to understand where 
Dewey is headed in the following passage: “Meaning may become purely 
esthetic; it may be appropriated and enjoyed for what it is in the having. 
This also involves control; it is such a way of taking and using them as to 
suspend cognitive reference” (LW 1: 220).17 Immanent meanings, like all 
fulfilling qualitative experiences, have aesthetic character. However, there is 
a difference between immanent meanings and “purely esthetic” meanings.

We have seen that “the consummatory object acquires an immanent 
meaning by having its conditions stated” (op. cit.). However, as Dewey 
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remarks, “Science states meanings; art expresses them” (LW 10: 90). 
Expressive meanings are shown, not said. Similarly, “knowing that” states 
meaning while “knowing how” may express meaning. We must be able to 
state the conditions of immanent meanings; hence, we cannot ever fully 
suspend cognitive reference. Meanwhile, artists are commonly incapable 
of stating the conditions for producing their artistic artifacts because they 
so effectively suspend cognitive reference, although, like immanent mean-
ing, the emergence of such artifacts depends on the use of intelligence 
including logic if not language. Dewey proclaims:

It is not possible to divide in a vital experience the practical, emotional, and 
intellectual from one another and to set the properties of one over against 
the characteristics of the others. The emotional phase binds parts together 
into a single whole; “intellectual” simply names the fact that the experience 
has meaning; “practical” indicates that the organism is interacting with 
events and objects which surround it. (LW 10: 61)

In different contexts, we may consciously or unconsciously suspend (i.e., 
bracket out) one or another aspect of meaning, but every meaning has an 
emotional, practical, and intellectual aspect.

We said earlier that we want to make useful distinctions without con-
structing false dualisms. We are now positioned to finish making good on 
that promise. Consider the following passage:

Only the psychology that has separated things which in reality belong 
together holds that scientists and philosophers think while poets and 
painters follow their feelings. In both, and to the same extent in the 
degree in which they are of comparable rank, there is emotionalized 
thinking, and there are feelings whose substance consists of appreciated 
meanings or ideas…. Those who are called artists have for their subject-
matter the qualities of things of direct experience; “intellectual” inquirers 
deal with these qualities at one remove, through the medium of symbols 
that stand for qualities but are not significant in their immediate presence. 
The ultimate difference is enormous as far as the technique of thought 
and emotion are concerned. But there is no difference as far as depen-
dence on emotionalized ideas and subconscious maturing are concerned. 
Thinking directly in terms of colors, tones, images, is a different operation 
technically from thinking in words. But only superstition will hold that, 
because the meaning of paintings and symphonies cannot be translated 
into words, or that of poetry into prose, therefore thought is monopo-
lized by the latter. (LW 10: 80)
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In significant meaning, the intellectual aspects of cognition and reference 
are foremost. In immanent meaning, the reference remains important, 
but the practical embodied aspect of having a feeling for relations and 
practical habits of response that effectively interact with environing 
events and objects is foremost. In purely aesthetic experience we suspend 
the practical and intellectual (including reference) aspects of experience 
in favor of an emotionally charged experience of the qualities of events 
and objects.

Now, recall our discussion of Joas’s (1996) explication of Dewey’s 
“non-teleological interpretation of intentionally” (op. cit.). As indicated 
earlier, it gives us easy access to Dewey’s thinking about the kind of intel-
ligent control that yields an aesthetic experience, which is the sort of expe-
rience that “may be appropriated and enjoyed for what it is in the having” 
(op. cit.).18 Whenever we are engaged in intelligent inquiry, we have an 
idea (guess, conjectures, hypothesis, etc.), however vague, of what we are 
trying to accomplish, whether it is how to prove Goldbach’s conjecture, 
paint a picture, compose a poem, write a paper, or cook dinner. Dewey 
calls these ideas (ideals, representations, and the rest) “ends-in-view.” In 
the forward movement of inquiry,

The end is then an end-in-view and is in constant and cumulative reenact-
ment at each stage of forward movement. It is no longer a terminal point, 
external to the conditions that have led up to it; it is the continually develop-
ing meaning of present tendencies—the very things which as directed we 
call “means.” The process is art and its product, no matter at what stage it 
be taken, is a work of art. (LW 1: 281)

Intelligent, rational, means-ends activity is artistic; it produces aesthetic 
artifacts, however humble. If we completely suspend the cognitive refer-
ent, such artifacts may become purely aesthetic.

Recalling that the distinction between means and ends is only analytic, 
not material or chronological, brings us to the following conclusion:

While the means-consequence relationship is directly sensed, felt, in both 
appreciation and artistic production, in the former the scale descends upon 
the side of the attained; in the latter there predominates the invitation of an 
existent consummation to bring into existence further perceptions. Art in 
being, the active productive process, may thus be defined as an esthetic per-
ception together with an operative perception of the efficiencies of the 
esthetic object. (LW 1: 281)
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There is an embodied felt sense (immanent meaning) to the habitual use 
of means while a fully aesthetic experience depends on being able to appre-
ciate the means that led to the aesthetic product as well as realizing the 
aesthetic artifact may itself be productive of further meanings. This sense 
is always more or less esthetic; once we completely suspend cognitive ref-
erence, we get something “purely aesthetic,” that is, an entirely unstatable 
expressive meaning.

We can only point at purely aesthetic meanings as we might gesture 
with the index finger. Again, recall “we cannot state consummations but 
only means to or conditions of them” (op. cit.). While we cannot state 
aesthetic meanings, we may nonetheless point with words. We might sim-
ply say, “look” or give directions such that someone else might share the 
consummatory aesthetic meaning. The following is an aesthetic turn at 
Wittgenstein’s sign-post:

The poetic as distinct from the prosaic, esthetic art as distinct from scientific, 
expression as distinct from statement, does something different from leading 
to an experience. It constitutes one. A traveler who follows the statement or 
direction of a signboard finds himself in the city that has been pointed towards. 
He then may have in his own experience some of the meaning which the city 
possesses. We may have it to such an extent that the city has expressed itself to 
him—as Tintern Abbey expressed itself to Wordsworth in and through his 
poem…. Prose is set forth in propositions. The logic of poetry is super-prop-
ositional even when it uses what are, grammatically speaking, propositions. 
The latter have intent; art is an immediate realization of intent. (LW 10: 91)

We may say the same for the publication of a mathematical proof that 
Dewey says for signboards or prose. For those with the sensibilities to fol-
low the signs, the proof terminates in a consummatory experience having 
aesthetic quality that some mathematicians experience as purely aesthetic. 
Similar remarks hold for the write-up of scientific experiments.

Recall that the distinction between means and ends is only analytic. The 
separation of prose and poetry is likewise strictly analytic as the existence 
of “found poetry” aptly illustrates. Then again, the separation of theory 
from practice or the technosciences from the arts is likewise only analytic. 
Once this perception dawns we will understand the following:

Science is an art, that art is practice, and that the only distinction worth 
drawing is not between practice and theory, but between those modes of 
practice that are not intelligent, not inherently and immediately enjoyable, 
and those which are full of enjoyed meanings. (LW 1: 268–269)
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The artifacts of science are warranted assertions, which are enormously 
useful to the other arts.

We find the same understanding of the expressive use of words in 
Wittgenstein, although he does not explicitly thematize it in his philoso-
phy, nor does he connect the sciences to the arts. While we are mostly 
interested in his later work, the Tractatus already asserts that the richer 
meanings language seeks to communicate can only be shown, not said. At 
best, we may only point to them with words. “What we cannot speak 
about,” Wittgenstein (1922/1974) famously concludes, “we must pass 
over in silence” (Proposition 7). We get a clue as to what he is up to from 
his approving response to a poem sent to him by his friend Paul Engelmann: 
“And that is how it is: if only you do not try to utter what is unutterable 
then nothing gets lost. But the unutterable will be—unutterably—con-
tained in what has been uttered” (Monk 1991, 151).19 One will never 
grasp the meaning of a poem if all one comprehends are its references. We 
may say the same of science, mathematics, logic, or any other intelligent 
activity, theoretical or practical. “Hence an experience of thinking,” 
Dewey believes, “has its own esthetic quality” (LW 10: 45). Any social 
practice, any form of life, any artistic endeavor has its consummatory aes-
thetic satisfactions. Linguistic comprehension involves appreciating inar-
ticulate meanings that include not only linguistic reference but exceed it. 
We require a feel for the immanent meanings of the subject matter. 
Sometimes, as in poetry, we may suspend the reference of significant and 
immanent meanings such that they become a pure aesthetic experience of 
immediate quality, that is, “an experience.”

Poetry, as any other expressive meaning (e.g., sculpture, architecture, 
etc.), has logic about it, although it is super-propositional. Indeed, all 
good thinkers have a refined “feel” for the precognitive qualities of situa-
tions and intuit qualities correctly for the sake of subsequent inquiry. They 
also appreciate the consummatory aesthetic quality of the reference of 
their words and ideas while relying on acquired feelings for relations and 
habits of response that allow them to practically comprehend the imma-
nent meaning of situations as a unit. Thinking at its best will also occasion 
an experience of pure aesthetic meaning wherein the referent of their 
thought is suspended:

Thinking is preeminently an art; knowledge and propositions which are 
the products of thinking, are works of art, as much so as statuary and sym-
phonies. Every successive stage of thinking is a conclusion in which the 
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meaning of what has produced it is condensed; and it is no sooner stated 
than it is a light radiating to other things—unless it be a fog which obscures 
them. (LW 1: 283)

Anyone that can think will experience the “Ugh!,” “Huh!,” and “What!” 
of wonder or of confusion. When thought successfully reaches its  conclusion, 
thinkers will also experience the “Ahh!,” “Whoopee!,” “Eureka!,” and 
“That’s it!” The only difference between those we usually call artists and 
those we commonly call scientists is the materials with which they work.

Let us now turn directly to the characteristics of purely aesthetic experi-
ence. Dewey titles chapter 3 of Art as Experience, “Having an Experience.” 
“Experience occurs continuously,” Dewey believes, “because the interac-
tion of live creature and environing conditions is involved in the very pro-
cess of living” (LW 10: 42). However, much of experience is fragmented, 
jagged, unfocused, and jumbled. In contrast, “we have an experience when 
the material experienced runs its course to fulfillment. Then and then only 
is it integrated within and demarcated in the general stream of experience 
from other experiences” (LW 10: 42). His examples are useful:

A piece of work is finished in a way that is satisfactory; a problem receives its 
solution; a game is played through; a situation, whether that of eating a meal, 
playing a game of chess, carrying on a conversation, writing a book, or taking 
part in a political campaign, is so rounded out that its close is a consummation 
and not a cessation. Such an experience is a whole and carries with it its own 
individualizing quality and self-sufficiency. It is an experience. (LW 10: 42)

In such an experience, “every successive part flows freely, without seam 
and without unfilled blanks, into what ensues. At the same time there is no 
sacrifice of the self-identity of the parts. A river, as distinct from a pond, 
flows” (LW 10: 43). Furthermore,

An experience has a unity…. The existence of this unity is constituted by a 
single quality that pervades the entire experience in spite of the variation of its 
constituent parts. This unity is neither emotional, practical, nor intellectual, for 
these terms name distinctions that reflection can make within it. (LW 10: 44)

He concludes, “no experience of whatever sort is a unity unless it has 
esthetic quality” (LW 10: 47). It does not matter if the experience is in 
mathematics, auto mechanics, quantum mechanics, cooking, poetry, 
prose, sports, dance, or sailing.
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The unity of which Dewey speaks yields his notion of aesthetic form. 
Dewey recognizes that there “is an old formula for beauty in nature and 
art: Unity in variety. Everything depends upon how the preposition ‘in’ is 
understood” (LW 166). Forms for Dewey are not static; they are dynamic:

Polarity, or opposition of energies, is everywhere necessary to the definition, 
the delimitation, that resolves an otherwise uniform mass and expanse into 
individual forms. At the same time the balanced distribution of opposite 
energies provides the measure or order which prevents variation from 
becoming a disordered heterogeneity. (LW 10:161–162)

This unity of opposites has a temporal quality since “rhythm is an essential 
property of form” (LW 10: 152). Dewey identifies rhythm with recur-
rence, but it is always that the “recurrence is with a difference” (LW 10: 
168). It is not static “recurrence, with regular return of identical ele-
ments” (LW 10: 168). Instead, it is “recurrence on the basis of further-
ance, through the energy of the elements, of a complete and consummatory 
experience” (LW 10: 168). Forms gather up what has come before and 
evolve. The expressivity of the form often relies on the subtle retention of 
what went into its making, including the materials and the skill with which 
they were used. All citations in this paragraph are from chapter 7 of 
Dewey’s Art as Experience, “The Natural History of Form.” In his 1938 
Logic, Dewey says, “What I have said in Art as Experience, in chapter VII, 
on ‘The Natural History of Form’ can be carried over, mutatis mutandis, 
to logical forms” (LW 12: 372).

In Chap. 4, we will develop SAR as a method that will include, in part, 
an analysis of artistic expression (i.e., expressive meanings). To that purpose, 
let us conclude this section with some of Dewey’s remarks in chapter 4 
of Art as Experience, “The Act of Expression.” The beginning of artistic 
expression arises from basic, biological impulses: “Impulsions are the 
beginnings of complete experience because they proceed from need” (LW 
10: 65). Need establishes a “demand that belongs to the organism as a 
whole and that can be supplied only by instituting definite relations (active 
relations, interactions) with the environment” (LW 10: 64). Mere expulsion 
of feeling in action (e.g., rage) is not aesthetic expression if for no other 
reason than it lacks the intervening workings of intelligence; that is, intent 
including ends-in-view. To meet needs and satisfy desires, it is necessary to 
creatively transform the environment:
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The epidermis is only in the most superficial way an indication of where an 
organism ends and its environment begins. There are things inside the body 
that are foreign to it, and there are things outside of it that belong to it de 
jure, if not de facto; that must, that is, be taken possession of if life is to con-
tinue. (LW 10: 64)

If we think in terms of living functions, then it is easy to understand why 
the body as a functioning system is not simply located. Similarly, meaning, 
the mind, and the self are also not simply located. The lack of simple loca-
tion is the topic of the next section. What matters most here is that we 
must transactionally transform the world, which is the beginning of the 
creation of expressive meaning.

Expression does not begin until we encounter and strive to overcome 
obstacles in a stubborn and resistant world:

In the process of converting these obstacles and neutral conditions into 
favoring agencies, the live creature becomes aware of the intent implicit in 
its impulsion. The self, whether it succeed or fail, does not merely restore 
itself to its former state. Blind surge has been changed into a purpose; 
instinctive tendencies are transformed into contrived undertakings. The atti-
tudes of the self are informed with meaning. (LW 10: 65)

By addressing and overcoming, or failing to overcome, obstacles to achiev-
ing our ends, we become aware of ourselves, our intentions, that is, the 
self that expresses itself in the world comes to know itself as the world 
reflects its action back to it (LW 10: 65). Dewey finds that all creation is 
re-creation in which “the present impulsion gets form and solidity while 
the old, the ‘stored,’ material [ideas, images, feelings, habits, and such] is 
literally revived, given new life and soul through having to meet a new 
situation” (LW 10: 66). In expression, the conditions constituting the 
obstructive situation “become means, media” (LW 10: 66). “The abiding 
struggle of art,” Dewey finds, “is thus to convert materials that are stam-
mering or dumb in ordinary experience into eloquent media” (LW 10: 
233). According to Dewey, “The artist does his thinking in the very quali-
tative media he works in, and the terms lie so close to the object that he is 
producing that they merge directly into it” (LW 10: 21). “Only where 
material is employed as media,” Dewey concludes, “is there expression 
and art” (LW 10: 69).
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Dewey makes four comments that sum up much of his thinking about 
the artistic expression of meaning. First, “The real work of art is the build-
ing up of an integral experience out of the interaction of organic and envi-
ronmental conditions and energies” (LW 10: 70). Second, “The thing 
expressed is wrung from the producer by the pressure exercised by objective 
things upon the natural impulses and tendencies—so far is expression from 
being the direct and immaculate issue of the latter” (LW 10: 70). Third,

The act of expression that constitutes a work of art is a construction…. It 
means that the expression of the self in and through a medium, constituting 
the work of art, is itself a prolonged interaction of something issuing from 
the self with objective conditions, a process in which both of them acquire a 
form and order they did not at first possess. (LW 10: 70)

We can see Dewey’s transactional realism operating here. We create our-
selves as we create the world. Said differently, we transform ourselves as we 
creatively transform the world. Either way, the emergent form is aesthetic, 
a unity in variety, and a dynamic equilibrium. Finally, “when excitement 
about subject matter goes deep, it stirs up a store of attitudes and mean-
ings derived from prior experience. As they are aroused into activity they 
become conscious thoughts and emotions, emotionalized images” (LW 
10: 71). Our analysis in Chap. 4 relies on identifying all four factors.

2.4  rePresenTaTion as disTribuTed menTal 
funcTioning: siTuaTed learning 

ThroughouT a world wiThouT wiThins

The last chapter discussed Dewey’s antirepresentationalism as a rejection 
of psychic or mental representations as somehow “in” the mind that cor-
responds someway to the “external” world. In this section, we examine 
what Dewey means by “representation.”

We have already learned that intent (ends-in-view, ideas, ideals, hypoth-
eses, and other guiding representations) only arises as we begin to intel-
ligently transact with the world. Further, Dewey finds that we do not 
self-consciously come to know our intent until we begin striving within a 
resistant world. This insight brings on the understanding that organisms 
relate transactionally with their environments. Dewey writes, “a living 
organism and its life processes involve a world or nature temporally and 
spatially ‘external’ to itself but ‘internal’ to its functions” (LW 1: 212). 
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For instance, sunlight, oxygen, flora, fauna, food, water, other species, 
other human beings, tools, language, and cultural institutions are all 
external to individual human existence, but internal to its functioning. 
Functional transactions dissolve the dualisms of internal versus external, 
nature versus culture, and body versus mind. The result is a functional 
world without a within.

Dewey is thinking of living functions in biological terms. From a 
Darwinian perspective, the mind is also a living function. Sound mental 
functioning contributes to the adaptability of the organism to the environ-
ment. In the last chapter, we established that for Dewey, the mind emerges 
nonreductively from a biological matrix, although alone it is not enough 
to secure mental functioning, that is, the possession and use of meanings. 
We observed that there is also a social matrix, from which linguistic mean-
ings emerge along with the post-linguistic immanent (sense) meanings 
and purely aesthetic meanings depend:

Mind is seen to be a function of social interactions, and to be a genuine 
character of natural events when these attain the stage of widest and most 
complex interaction with one another. Ability to respond to meanings and 
to employ them, instead of reacting merely to physical contacts, makes the 
difference between man and other animals; it is the agency for elevating man 
into the realm of what is usually called the ideal and spiritual. In other 
words, the social participation affected by communication, through lan-
guage and other tools, is the naturalistic link which does away with the often 
alleged necessity of dividing the objects of experience into two worlds, one 
physical and one ideal. (LW 1: 6–7)

The biological matrix emerges nonreductively from a physical-chemical 
matrix without a breach of continuity. Similarly, the social-cultural matrix 
emerges from the biological without breach of continuity. Finally, mental 
functioning emerges nonreductively from the socio-cultural matrix.

We will not say anything here about the physical-chemical matrix. In 
the last chapter, we mentioned our native biological endowment (i.e., 
“first nature”) and we saw how neurophysiological habits emerge as “sec-
ond nature” from first nature organism-environment transactions. Here, 
we only need to say a few more things about habits so that we may discern 
their distributed nature. First, we notice “habits are like functions in many 
respects, and especially in requiring the cooperation of organism and envi-
ronment” (MW 14: 15). Next, we recognize “habits are ways of using and 
incorporating the environment in which the latter has its say as surely as 
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the former” (MW 14: 15). For every habit, Dewey insists, “incorporates 
within itself some part of the objective environment, and no habit and no 
amount of habits can incorporate the entire environment within itself or 
themselves,” which means the habits and the self that possesses them are 
always subject to change (MW 14: 38). Likewise, we must not ignore the 
role of “desire and thought in breaking down old rigidities of habit and 
preparing the way for acts that re-create an environment” (MW 14: 42). 
Once we overcome the organism-environment dualism, it becomes clear 
we are natural beings that participate in the affairs of nature upon which 
our survival and joy depend. We may creatively shape the environment 
(physical, biological, and social) that shapes us. Because habits must incor-
porate the environment into themselves to function, they are not simply 
located. Instead, they distribute wherever they have functional conse-
quences in shaping the environment or wherever the environment that 
shapes them resides.

The functioning of habits alone is enough to prove human beings are 
not simply located; instead, all life functions are distributed throughout a 
world without a within. The following passage allows us to generalize this 
insight:

The thing essential to bear in mind is that living as an empirical affair is not 
something which goes on below the skin-surface of an organism: it is always 
an inclusive affair involving connection, interaction of what is within the 
organic body and what lies outside in space and time, and with higher 
organisms far outside. (LW 1:215)

We are living functions, which means all of our subfunctions, including 
language and mental functioning, are not simply located. This lack of 
simple location in conjunction with the mind-environment transactional 
co- dependence means that many mental functions will have environ-
mentally observable aspects. This is precisely what makes the method of 
PEA and the SER and SAR models so serviceable. Oftentimes we may 
quite literally observe the environmental subfunctions of mental func-
tioning. That is the chief advantage to a first-person as opposed to a 
third-person stance.

We have found that minds do not emerge without the acquisition of 
linguistic meaning, although we cannot confine meanings and mental 
functioning to only significant linguistic meanings. Furthermore, meaning 
is not a private possession; there are no private languages:
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Primarily meaning is intent and intent is not personal in a private and exclusive 
sense. A proposes the consummatory possession of the flower through the 
medium or means of B’s action; B proposes to cooperate—or act adversely—
in the fulfillment of A’s proposal. Secondarily, meaning is the acquisition of 
significance by things in their status in making possible and fulfilling shared 
cooperation. (LW 1: 142)

Dewey joins Wittgenstein in rejecting the possibility of a private language. 
If meanings are not a private possession, then mental functioning is not 
simply located, but rather the language function is distributed throughout 
a physical-chemical, biological, and especially social world without a 
within. Before moving on, let us note one other thing about the relation 
between A, B, and R as emergent beings and references in a sociolinguistic 
transaction: it is a triadic relation.

We have already said enough to establish that the mind, self, and mean-
ing are complex functions that are not simply located. However, we want 
to say a bit more about representation, intentionality, and human func-
tioning to bring out further details. We have learned that like Wittgenstein, 
Dewey rejects representationalism if by “representation” we mean any-
thing distinctively psychic that involves the inner workings of mind apart 
from the rest of external nature. That does not mean Dewey entirely aban-
dons the notion of representation—far from it.

J. E. Tiles (1995, 142) calls attention to Dewey’s pedestrian definition 
of mental representation:

But a thing which has or exercises the quality of being a surrogate of some 
absent thing is so distinctive, so unique, that it needs a distinctive name. As 
exercising the function we may call it mental. Neither the thing meant nor the 
thing signifying is mental. Nor is the meaning itself mental in any psychical, 
dualistic, existential sense…. A probable rainstorm, as indicated to us by the 
look of the clouds or the barometer, gets embodied in a word or some other 
present thing and hence can be treated for certain purposes just as an actual rain 
storm would be treated. We may then term it a mental entity. Such a theory … 
explains the mental on the basis of a logical function. It does not start by shov-
ing something psychical under a logical operation. (MW 13: 57–58)

For Dewey, a “mental entity” is a naturalistic, intellectual (i.e., logical), 
durational-extensional semiotic function, not a psychical substance buried 
in the “mind.” It is an emergent function; it is not something in the mind, 
much less the brain, although the latter is a necessary subfunction.
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Tiles (1995) notes that Dewey does not just move the mental out into 
the world and then discard the subject (144). Instead, he reconstructs the 
schema of intentionality. Traditionally, theories of intentionality involve 
what Tiles (1995) calls “the relatively simple two-term schema” (145). 
On such a schema, we have “a subject or agent whose state or act refers to 
something beyond the subject or agent” (145). This theory of intention-
ality is also part of the dominant Western epistemology; it is the theory of 
representation rejected by Wittgenstein, Quine, and Rorty. In the corre-
spondence theory of truth, a subject’s mental state within the mind intends 
(represents, etc.) some object and intends it truly when it corresponds to 
the way things really are within the external world to which it refers. 
According to Tiles, Dewey holds a more complicated “three-term schema” 
wherein “we have a subject or agent whose act is to take something beyond 
itself as referring to something else beyond itself” (144). Tiles goes on to 
note that this “is the typical schema; obviously a moderately sophisticated 
subject can act so that in some cases either or both of the second two 
terms function reflexively” (144). For living behavior-agents, the second 
two terms are often external to their existence, but internal to their mental 
(i.e., intentional) functioning, although sometimes all three terms func-
tion subcutaneously.

While Dewey does not discard the individual mind, he does dispose of 
the isolated self-acting subject by proposing a decentering “Copernican 
revolution” (LW 4: 229 ff.):

Neither self nor world … nor nature (in the sense of something isolated and 
finished in its isolation) is the centre [sic.], any more than either earth or sun 
is the absolute centre of a single universal and necessary frame of reference. 
There is a moving whole of interacting parts; a centre emerges wherever 
there is effort to change them in a particular direction…. Mind is no longer 
a spectator…. The mind is within the world as a part of the latter’s own 
ongoing process. (LW 4: 232)

In a transactional world without withins, a transient center emerges wher-
ever there is an effort to functionally coordinate the flux of events. There 
is no unconditional, eternal, and immutable center of existence, no abso-
lute frame of reference, and no fixed and final context of action. There are 
only transactions among events in complex situations that include the self.

While the three-term representative scheme may complete itself subcu-
taneously where we might not explicitly recognize the individual is 
engaged in semiotic activity, we may nonetheless often accurately infer 
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such activity from the explicit actions (involving affective gestures, native 
responses, and the exercise of habits) of the agent. Physiologists, brain 
scanning, and such can observe at least one term not observable as explicit 
action (behavior, etc.). There are reflexive instances where all three terms 
are only observable by such methods. However, there are many occasions 
when two of the three terms of the three-term schema are directly observ-
able as overt action. These are the aspects of mental functioning directly 
observable by such methods as PEA and models such as SER and SAR. 
Oftentimes, the sign or linguistic symbol is plainly in view, such as when a 
sailor is instructed form the shore or a dancer is given a “cue.” Oftentimes, 
the linguistic sign is intended to urge the agent to attend to nonlinguistic 
signs as well as their own immanent or purely aesthetic meanings.

2.5  Toward a TransacTional firsT-Person 
PersPecTive on learning

Thus far, we have mentioned transaction a great deal without stopping to 
explicitly examine it. As promised at the conclusion of the previous chap-
ter, here we will examine transactionalism as a first-person stance on 
human action. Dewey and Bentley distinguish three forms of action, the 
first two of which take a detached, third-person spectator perspective:

Self-action: where things are viewed as acting under their own powers.

Inter-action: where thing is balanced against thing in causal interconnection.

Trans-action: where systems of description and naming are employed to deal 
with aspects and phases of action, without attribution to “elements” or 
other presumptively detachable or independent “entities,” “essences,” or 
“realities,” and without isolation of presumptively detachable “relations” 
from such detachable “elements.” (LW 16: 101–102)

The detachable characters of self-action and inter-action spawn a host of 
dualities: knower versus known, mind versus matter, mind versus body, 
representation versus represented, thought versus action, feeling versus 
thought, inner versus outer, and so on. The PEA method along with the 
SER and SAR models provide a system of description and naming that 
deal with aspects and phases of action without attributing primitive ele-
ments or other presumptively independent entities or relations. Whenever 
aspects are detached for analysis using these methods and models, it is 
always done with an appreciation of the first-person perspective, even 
when the researcher must take a third-person perspective. Even an anthro-
pologist using the data collection method of participant observation has, 
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sooner or later, to take a third-person position when interpreting data and 
writing a report. Researchers are free to use their methods and models 
from either perspective. Sometimes they may employ them from a first- 
person participatory perspective while at other times they may wish to 
employ them from a third-person spectator perspective. The same tool 
may perform both functions if used properly. Either way, every effort is 
made to at least acknowledge if not preserve the larger context of first- 
person practical action and use.

To overcome the dualisms of the detached, decontextualized third- 
person stance, Dewey proposes thinking of existence as comprised of 
“durational-existential” events distributed wherever they have conse-
quences in a world without a within rather than of lumpy substances:

A caterpillar and a butterfly are parts, phases of a single unified “durational- 
extensional” event; they belong together. Likewise, waves upon the ocean, or 
electromagnetic waves in space, are events requiring temporal duration and 
spatial extension to disclose their full being. The same holds for a newborn 
child. All development is a “durational-extensional” event, but that is because 
every “thing” is an event. Events do not reveal themselves as an instantaneous 
temporal-spatial presence. Indeed, the very concepts of temporal instant or spa-
tial point are idealized logico-mathematical constructions within a specialized 
form of inquiry. Likewise, we may distinguish relatively static developmental 
“stages” as terms of interactional inquiry, provided we do not confuse method-
ological descriptions for distinctions of existence. (Garrison 2001, 287)20

We must not confuse existential events from the analytical meanings and 
essences we extract from them. Thus comprehended, it is easy to take a 
first-person perspective on durational-existential events. Dewey and 
Bentley proclaim, “Our own procedure is the transactional, in which is 
asserted the right to see together, extensionally and durationally, much 
that is talked about conventionally as if it were composed of irreconcilable 
separates” (LW 16: 67). A first-person perspective is primarily about “see-
ing together” what a third-person perspective sees apart (see Ryan 2011). 
It is often methodologically useful to dissect a living event for study (say a 
cadaver), but once we do, we can never reassemble the results into a vital 
living being. Recognizing the important role of the first-person transac-
tional perspective in the primacy of practice allows the empirical educa-
tional researcher to develop methods and models to identify and analyze 
subfunctions of a single living function as one extended durational- 
existential event that it may study in situ, in processus, vivus.
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Being especially interested in a first-person perspective on language, 
Öhman and Östman (2007) call attention to such passages as the follow-
ing from Dewey and Bentley’s Knowing and the Known:

It will treat the talking and talk-products or effects of man (the namings, 
thinkings, arguings, reasonings, etc.) as the men themselves in action, not as 
some third type of entity to be inserted between the men and the things they 
deal with. (158, see LW 16: 11)

Öhman and Östman (2007) point out, “Bentley and Dewey emphasize, 
however, this way of treating language is not to be perceived as an ‘-ism’ 
or a ‘theory’ but as a way of investigating peoples’ meaning-making” 
(157). They then cite from further along in the same paragraph:

The difference in the treatment of language is radical. Nevertheless it is not 
of the type called “theoretical,” nor does it transmute the men from organ-
isms into putative “psyches.” It rests in the simplest, most direct, matter-of- 
fact, everyday, common sense observation. (LW 16: 11)

This statement is an explicit repudiation of theoria as detached contempla-
tion; instead of a spectator stance, it urges us to enter the various games of 
life.

Öhman and Östman (2007) further point out that from a transactional 
stance, thought, feeling, action, and our environment (things, nature, and 
fellow human beings) belong to the same reality. In this regard, they refer 
to the following:

[T]he man who talks and thinks and knows belongs to the world in which 
he has been evolved in all his talkings, thinkings and knowings; while at the 
same time this world in which he has been evolved is the world of his know-
ing. (159, see LW 16: 45)

This is a strong linguistic statement of the transactional first-person per-
spective; however, we are also interested in artistic and aesthetic expressive 
meaning that may only be shown, not said.
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noTes

1. This section draws on Garrison (2015).
2. Many plants manifest gravitational sensitivity through geotropism in root 

growth as well as seasonal and/or diurnal sensitivity to sunlight through 
heliotropism of leaf and branch growth.

3. In Plato’s Symposium, Diotima the Mantinean teaches the young Socrates 
the true meaning of poetry, which is not words that rhyme in meter or 
some such; She declares:

[T]here is more than one kind of poetry in the true sense of the word—
that is to say, calling something into existence that was not there before, 
so that every kind of artistic creation is poetry [poiesis], and every artist is 
a poet (Hamilton and Cairns 1961, 205b). 

4. Dewey titles the chapter from whence we draw this passage, “The Live 
Creature” and largely limits itself to the experiences we share with other 
live creatures.

5. The last two sentences are referring to interpenetration of the consumma-
tory and instrumental that indicates rich aesthetic experience of Dewey.

6. This section draws on Macmillan (1983).
7. Tomasello relies on Wittgenstein to make his case. Also relying on 

Wittgenstein, Segerdahl, Fields, and Savage-Rumbaugh (2005), who also 
rely on Wittgenstein, respond directly to Tomasello with strong contraven-
ing evidence that bonobos in a hybrid bonobo-human culture can acquire 
linguistic functioning. If they are right, one may still wonder if such train-
ing is confined to Abrichtung or may involve Unterricht.

8. Near the end of PI §6 in the German, Wittgenstein shifts from Abrichtung 
to Unterricht and says, “With different training [Unterricht] the same 
ostensive teaching [Abrichtung] of these words [e.g., slab] would have 
effected a quite different understanding.”

9. Zettel 418 reads, “To begin by teaching someone ‘That looks red’ makes 
no sense. For he must say that spontaneously once he has learnt what ‘red’ 
means, i.e., has learnt the technique [‘knowing how’] of using the word.” 
Abrichtung is only good for “ostensive teaching” of the technique of word 
use.

10. Such a response is not far-fetched given human and canine co-evolution 
(see e.g. Schleidt and Shalter 2003).

11. What the misleadingly phrase, “body language” designates is unintentional 
nonlinguistic communication of thoughts, intentions, or feelings through 
gestures, posture, eye movements, touch, and so on. See Garrison (2011).

12. The “external standpoint” is the third-person perspective.
13. Recall Toulmin’s remarks regarding Dewey, Wittgenstein, and universals.
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14. No one knows with certainty that further inquiry into your home will not 
reveal the reality of hobgoblins.

15. Recall the distinction between a merely referential meaning (e.g., hobgob-
lin) and an empirically warranted evidentially “true” meaning.

16. See Wittgenstein, LCA.
17. We must be careful here. Dewey is not saying that pure aesthetic meanings 

do not have a reference; they do. He is only saying that some experience 
may become purely aesthetic by taking it in such a way as to deliberately sus-
pend cognitive reference. Recognizing possible confusion regarding this 
statement, Dewey adds a footnote that in part reads: “Having a meaning is 
not a reference, but every meaning had is taken or used as well as had. 
‘Dialectic’ [logic, analysis, etc.] means to take it a certain way” (LW 1: 220).

18. While many immanent meanings may simply involve skilled “know how,” 
we do not particularly enjoy possessing; nonetheless, a great deal of the 
aesthetic pleasure of sailing involves possessing immanent meaning. It is 
the same with any other practice. Those that do it best and enjoy it the 
most employ their “know how” with aesthetic joy.

19. The poem is Ludwig Uhland’s “Count Eberhard’s Hawthorn.”
20. The classicist Wolfgang Schadewaldt (1979) reflected on “physis,” the root 

of the Greek word for nature:

Physis is never that “nature” out there where people make Sunday excur-
sions, “in” which this and that occurs or this and that is such and such…. 
[T]he noun physis, like all Greek constructions with –sis, does not mean 
some object or material thing, but a coming-to-pass, an event. (220)

Dewey’s naturalism comprehends nature this way.
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CHAPTER 3

A Method and Model for Studying 
the Learning of Body Techniques: Analyzing 

Bodily Transposition in Dinghy Sailing

Abstract This chapter introduces the SER model and PEA method as 
elaborated tools to empirically answer three paradigmatic questions about 
learning: (a) how learning is connected to continuity and change, (b) what 
constitutes learning, and (c) what influences learning. The SER model 
draws on Dewey’s theory of inquiry and the distinctions between anoetic 
experience, significant and immanent meaning while the first-person per-
spective and transactionalism is used to provide a primarily transactional 
understanding of PEA.  This framework is then applied to the mobility 
practice of dinghy sailing and an empirical analysis that explains the process 
and content of learning the body technique of roller-tacking is employed. 
In so doing, the SER model provides descriptions and explanations regard-
ing learning processes and products from data collected using PEA.

Keywords Anoetic experience • Transactionalism • Sailing 
• Roller-tacking

In this chapter, we will explain and illustrate how philosophical concepts 
and insights can guide empirical educational research when it comes to 
developing analytical models and methods and therefore the concrete 
work of empirical analysis. Here the primacy of practice identified in the 
philosophy of Dewey and the later Wittgenstein in Chap. 1 along with the 
primacy of the aesthetic encounter emphasized in terms of embodied 
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experience developed in Chap. 2 informs the construction of an analytical 
model of SER and an analytical method PEA. In Sect. 3.1, we introduce 
SER, PEA, and some paradigmatic questions about investigating learning. 
Sections 3.2 and 3.3 consist, respectively, of a detailed description and 
explanation of SER and PEA as well as an analysis of how SER and PEA 
rely on the ideas put forward in the first two chapters. In Sect. 3.4, we 
analyze and explain the embodied learning in a specific mobility practice—
dinghy sailing—by using the SER and PEA tools we have fashioned. Lastly, 
we discuss the findings and the philosophically grounded methodology in 
relation to the paradigmatic questions. Section 3.5 provides a reflective 
discussion of the analytical work, what is learned, what influences the learn-
ing, continuity and change, and connections to embodiment and 
philosophy.

3.1  SER, PEA, And SomE PARAdigmAtic QuEStionS

The primacy of practice indicates social practice is the pivot around which 
mental functioning (e.g., thinking) is built. Hence, our methodology 
departs from a first-person perspective on language, the interplay between 
humans and the material world, and embodiment. As noted in the last 
chapter, although we as researchers cannot escape a third-person position 
altogether, we can make choices about which perspectives we employ. A 
rejection of a private language means that we hold the view that one can-
not step out of language. From a robust contextualism, it follows that the 
connection between the basic relation that occurs between word and 
object, which we referred to as abrichten in Chap. 2, occurs when we learn 
to coordinate ourselves within (and make sense of) the world and selec-
tively attend to certain transactions while we disregard others. Hence, the 
world we are related to is greater than the environment in which we create 
our ends-in-view. A part of a first-person perspective involves the notion 
that humans have the capacity of being affected. Fear, hope, rage, love, 
and several other immediate experiences that defy definition point to the 
fact that we experience things in a qualitative way where they have a “brute 
and unconditioned ‘isness’” (LW 1: 75). The first-person perspective on 
human-environment transactions emphasizes that meaningful experience 
is not a stored package; rather, it is a repetition with variation within a new 
context. Action always involves a rebodying. In relation to the paradig-
matic question on how learning is connected to continuity and change, 
the answer is that the rebodying refers to continuation rather than simple 
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reproduction. Such continuous repetitions within new contexts means 
that there exist no identical experiences, and that continuity always is 
accompanied by change and change is always accompanied by continuity 
(see Pepper 1942/1970, 232–233).

The SER model facilitates identification and analysis of the content and 
process of shared methods of action in educational contexts, that is, con-
texts where cultural means are used in relation to institutional purposes. 
By understanding embodiment through focusing on three phases of 
human experience—qualitative experience one had, the inquiry process, 
and immanent meaning—the model provides descriptions and explana-
tions of the learning of body techniques derived from the PEA data. First 
published in Andersson, Östman, and Öhman (2015), the SER model was 
originally developed against the background of diverse PEA studies in the 
field of education (e.g., Lidar et  al. 2006; Klaar and Öhman 2012; 
Maivorsdotter and Quennerstedt 2012). Both PEA and SER have since 
been elaborated by Chris Shilling (2016, 2017) to advance sociological 
writings on the embodied character of cultural formation and transforma-
tion. Thus, the SER analysis is an analysis of the participants’ temporary 
delimitation of the world (physical and socio-cultural) into an environ-
ment of embodied action seeking to reach an end-in-view. Analysis is done 
by organizing the PEA data in order to identify participants’ practically 
stated conditions (SER variables) for certain consummatory outcomes 
(SER indicators). The PEA data are also used to identify the conditions 
(psychological and material) that influence the learning process leading to 
a specific SER variable, and an SER indicator is learned. This chapter 
employs the example of a young woman learning the body technique of 
tacking (i.e., sailing upwind) to illustrate the analytical model of SER and 
the analytical method of PEA.

The analytical method of PEA embarks from a first-person perspective 
on language. In doing so, it solves some of the methodological challenges 
relating to the paradigmatic questions of what constitutes learning and 
what influences learning. In a review of cultural psychology, Lehman et al. 
(2004) conclude that although most researchers within this field admit to 
a mutual relationship between culture and psychological processes, two 
different substantial bodies of research are treated as being entirely inde-
pendent. These two areas relate to (a) research into the ways that culture 
influences psychological processes and (b) how psychological processes 
contribute to the origins and persistence of cultures. The authors there-
fore draw attention to the need for research “that focuses more fully on 
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the dynamic relations between psychology and culture” (Lehman et  al. 
2004, 705). Rogoff (1995, 139–140, 141) expresses similar reasoning as 
does Wertsch (1998, 48) and Lave (1996, 5). Already in the 1980s, a 
similar plea was raised in developmental psychology and environmental 
psychology (Fogel 2009; Sameroff 2009; Altman and Rogoff 1987; 
Hartig 1993; Stokols 1988). PEA makes it possible to conduct in situ 
analysis of not only the dynamic relation between psychology and culture, 
but also the dynamic relation to the physical world. PEA approaches the 
dynamic by attending to the verbal communication and bodily move-
ments of humans (and other organisms) as well as changes in the physical 
world. Thus, PEA delivers data that can be used to describe and explain 
the learning content of body techniques as well as how content is learned.

In the following, the SER model and PEA method aims at a systematic 
and comprehensive understanding of embodiment in relation to qualifica-
tion (acquiring), socialization (participating), and self-transformation 
(becoming). By systematic, we mean that the understanding of all three of 
these human functions can be generated within one methodology, though, 
we will here foreground the process of embodiment in relation to acquir-
ing certain body techniques. Comprehensive understanding refers to how 
this methodology is constructed to handle the three paradigmatic ques-
tions about learning mentioned above; that is, the necessary tools to 
explain continuity and change, specify the learning content that is consti-
tuted in the practice as well as what influences the learning.

3.2  thE AnAlyticAl modEl of SER
SER is an analytical model built upon the idea that cultural initiation is 
always situated within specific social, technical, and material circumstances 
and that the initiation is anchored in a promotion of certain perceptions 
and actions in the world. Hence, any cultural initiation includes a specific 
embodied language-game; that is, a specific intellectual and bodily capa-
bility developed within social, technical, and material circumstances that 
create and structure an environment and allows one to control aspects of 
the environment as means to specific ends. To master an embodied 
language- game implies an ability to govern activities in relation to specific 
purposes. Such capability includes the following:
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 1. Staging a specific environment out of the material circumstances; 
that is, the ability to put certain variables (physical, biological, and 
cultural objects as well as events in the world) and relations between 
them in focus for some activity.

 2. Coordinate the staged environment in relation to a purpose (intent) 
and to perform bodily movements based on that coordination.

An SER analysis provides a high-resolution description of the embodied 
language-game the students must use in order to participate in a specific 
cultural activity. In this chapter we will describe what students must master 
in order to accomplish 1 and 2.

SER implies the important distinction between surroundings and envi-
ronment. Anything surrounding an organism that does not enter into its 
functioning is not part of its environment. The SER model explains which 
situated meanings made within unique circumstances while focusing on 
the environment of action that participants create to handle an end-in- 
view in a successful way by identifying participants practically stated condi-
tions (SER variables) for certain consummatory outcomes (SER 
indicators). Taken together, these situated meanings, ends-in-view, coor-
dinations, and movements constitute an embodied language-game (a 
body technique) or a part of an embodied language-game.

From a first-person perspective, meaning making includes not only 
what we commonly call intellectual meaning but also the accompanying 
feelings and habits. As we found in our discussion of William James, we 
may directly experience relations, we may feel then before, as, and after we 
think. Bodily feelings, including feelings of immediate qualities, are part of 
every transaction and are analytically important to pay attention to in 
order to clarify the process of embodiment as well as what constitute 
understanding. An analytical focus on feeling and immanent meaning 
(i.e., sense meaning) is also important when clarifying the learning of hab-
its and how habits may function as second nature (see Chap. 2). Because 
of the journey a learner must make through feelings, intuition, interest, 
selective bias, purposes, and habits to arrive at both abstract linguistic sig-
nificant meaning as well as embodied immanent meaning when learning 
an embodied language-game, the SER model relies on the primacy of the 
aesthetic encounter. Accordingly, here we describe one crucial process 
where bodily felt qualities play a crucial role in meaning making and learn-
ing. This process is the archetype (Fig. 3.1) for any learning of significant 
and immanent meanings and draws on how James and Dewey refer to 
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pure anoetic experience of immediate existence to explain immediate qual-
itative experience as well as Dewey’s work on inquiry, significant meaning, 
consummation, reference, and immanent meaning (see Chap. 2).

Dewey suggests that all concepts ultimately derive from inquiry into some 
immediate experience of a qualitative whole. Such experiences are vague, 
inexact, and indeterminate, yet influence later discriminations of thought. It 
is important to recognize that anoetic experience is not  something intended 
by the subject. It is not intellectual at all. It is simply the qualities that emerge 
from the transaction of the sensory systems of the body with larger existence 
(the world, some situation, etc.). This recognition is important because it 
establishes meaning making as not an entirely anthropocentric event that is 

Transactions 

Anoetic experiences
(affect: an immediate recognition of an effect on our body) 

Inquiry

(actively working on the anoetic experience through
re-actualizing immanent meanings reaching a consummation)

Significant meaning
(intelligible and bodily felt meaning)

Continued consummation 
(repeated consummations using the significant meaning in specific practices) 

Immanent meaning 
(immediate use of significant meaning including a sense of the event)

Fig. 3.1 The figure of the archetypical process of learning
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often conditioned by unintentional events that sometimes lead to unintended 
consequences.

Dewey’s extensive theory of inquiry is important to the SER model as 
is the way inquiry operates to establish an emergent coordination from a 
disruptive (i.e., uncoordinated) anoetic experience. For Dewey, anoetic 
experience, even though not actively worked upon, influences our selec-
tive attention (discrimination). Gould (2010) makes a very evocative 
description of this phase of experience in which the material world has a 
bodily effect. Gould does so by referring to affect as an immediate bodily 
experience of relations with the world. For Gould (2010) affect is 
something:

[U]nfixed, unstructured, and something that we do not quite have language 
for, something that we cannot fully grasp or express but is nevertheless in 
play, generated through interaction with the world, and affecting our 
embodied beings and subsequent actions…. Affect is the bodily sensation 
that exceeds what is actualized through language or gesture. As a body’s 
registered sensation of a moment of existing relationally, interactively, in the 
world, affect is an effect of being affected, and an effect that is itself a prepa-
ration to act in response, but in no preset or determined way. (26–27)

Again, feeling (affect) is an experienced quality, a quality of a fuzzy whole-
ness. It is pre-individual, has no meaning since no distinctions have been 
made, not even that of self and environment, although it has intensity since 
it is felt bodily (Massumi 1995). When individuals start to tamper with 
feelings, they re-actualize earlier experiences (including significant and 
immanent meanings), that is, re-actualizing meanings situated in language- 
games that have been acquired in earlier situations. If the inquiry is suc-
cessful, it will result in certain significant meaning. A significant meaning 
has a referent (a that) but also retains traces of the anoetic existential expe-
rience (isness) that initially triggered the inquiry. In the last chapter we saw 
that Johnson illustrates this marriage between cognition and feeling 
(between that and isness). Understanding “but” includes not only an 
understanding what it is linguistically meant, but also having a specific 
bodily feeling of a kind of hesitancy or qualification of something asserted 
or proposed (see Johnson 2007, 96). The traces of anoetic experience 
“provide meanings with their existential stuff” connecting words, utter-
ances, and movements directly to the felt material world (LW 1: 227).

Although we are most interested in how the learner moves from pure 
anoetic experience through the task of inquiry to a consummatory experi-
ence as the consequence of inquiry, we want to first make a critical distinction. 
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Of itself, pure anoetic quality is simply a terminus of events occurring when 
natural events transact with the natural event that is the sensory systems of 
the human body. We call this transaction of events “experience.” Recall the 
following passage cited in Chap. 2, which emphasizes the primacy of the 
aesthetic encounter; it contains the critical distinction:

Any quality as such is final; it is at once initial and terminal; just what it is as 
it exists. It may be referred to other things, it may be treated as an effect or 
as a sign. But this involves an extraneous extension and use. It takes us 
beyond quality in its immediate qualitativeness. If experienced things are 
valid evidence, then nature in having qualities within itself has what in the 
literal sense must be called ends, terminals, arrests, enclosures. (LW 1: 82)

For the most part, anoetic experience is so fleeting it is not even con-
sciously processed unless something interesting catches our attention and 
redirects action or some obstacle occurs requiring inquiry to overcome it 
for coordinated action to continue. When attention is aroused and pas-
sions come into play, then need, desire, concern, and interest may begin to 
propel inquiry. Only then is a context of inquiry established.

In his 1938 Logic, Dewey calls the context of inquiry arising from a 
disruption in action a “situation” or a “problematic situation.” He defines 
inquiry thus: “Inquiry is the controlled or directed transformation of an 
indeterminate situation into one that is so determinate in its constituent dis-
tinctions and relations as to convert the elements of the original situation into 
a unified whole” (LW 12: 108). In a footnote to this passage the reader is 
told, “The word ‘situation’ is to be understood in the sense already 
expounded, ante, pp. 72–3” (LW 12: 108). On pages 72–73, Dewey is 
distinguishing between the contextual qualitative whole characteristic of a 
situation from objects, events, data, kinds, and such that are eventually 
derived from a given situation. Hence, “a situation is a whole in virtue of 
its immediately pervasive quality. When we describe it from the psychologi-
cal side, we have to say that the situation as a qualitative whole is sensed or 
felt” (LW 12: 73). Here is an example of what Dewey has in mind:

That which is “given” in the strict sense of the word “given,” is the total field 
or situation. The given in the sense of the singular, whether object or quality, 
is the special aspect, phase or constituent of the existentially present situation 
that is selected to locate and identify its problematic features with reference 
to the inquiry then and there to be executed. In the strict sense, it is taken 
rather than given. This fact decides the logical status of data. (LW 12: 127).1
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What is given in the context of inquiry is a vague, general qualitative 
whole; not only are data and objects “taken” in the process of inquiry, but 
so too are particular qualities (e.g., red). Selective attention (discrimina-
tion) is especially important in the initial taking of data as natural signs for 
inference. However, with respect to the immediate anoetic qualitative 
experience of the whole, such taking “involves an extraneous extension 
and use” for the purposes of inquiry (op. cit.). The PEA method in con-
junction with the SER model is ideal for capturing at least some aspects of 
the taking of singular qualities, data, kinds, objects, and such from an ini-
tially anoetic qualitative situation that sets the context of inquiry.

In inquiry, we discriminate from the larger qualitative whole of anoetic 
experience. We begin to distinguish the environment from ourselves, we 
distinguish objects (data, kinds, etc.) in the environment, and we create 
references for our actions. Dewey makes it very clear that feelings cannot 
be defined or pinpointed within purely anoetic experience. It is only pos-
sible to gesture (point, utter Huh!, etc.) toward anoetic experience (see 
Chap. 2). When certain feelings become active parts of inquiry, their ano-
etic qualities will acquire certain significant meaning.

It is important to notice that the primordial process of discrimination 
describes the origins of intellectual knowledge (significant meaning) as 
well as feeling and habits (immanent meaning). This should not be con-
fused with the complex everyday process of learning or meaning making. 
Most learning processes do not start with anoetic experience, but rather 
with certain problems of understanding or initiation of new purposes. 
Such situations involve “existential stuff” because the already known expe-
riences (immanent meaning) contain traces of anoetic experience, but also 
because the problem of understanding might cause bodily feelings as hap-
piness or uneasiness. The last mentioned bodily feelings are generated in 
connection to certain expectations, for example, to solve a problem or to 
create an understanding. As described in Chap. 2, Dewey refers to such 
closure in inquiry as consummatory experience.

Immanent meaning is a result of repeated consummations where the 
response to the referent of a significant meaning involved in the consum-
mation becomes increasingly embodied as habits and feeling of intelligent 
action. When the process of embodiment has reached a certain stage, indi-
viduals “know how” to immediately understand and respond to a situa-
tion. For example, a word, a gesture, or a movement is directly intelligible 
and the situation where the word, gesture, stimulus, referent, and such is 
staged makes sense directly (see below). Inquiry or reflection is not needed. 
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In PEA, the term used by Östman and Wickman (2001, see also Wickman 
and Östman 2002a, b) for such immediate immanent meaning is “stand 
fast,” which they borrow from Wittgenstein to identify when people in 
their language usage do not hesitate but act immediately because they 
already possess the requisite meanings. “Stand fast” also includes merely 
significant meanings (e.g., words) even in the absence of immanent mean-
ing. What stands fast in a situation can be a single word, an expression, a 
judgment, a bodily movement, or an SER. Wittgenstein uses an everyday 
observation to illustrate this: We do not, in most cases, check or reflect 
upon whether we have two legs before we realize the intention (demand) 
to stand up. We just stand up: “This is how I act” (OC §148).

That things are immediately intelligible in a situation also means the 
whole situation (transaction or event) makes sense. Sense can be described 
as an immediately meaningful quality of the situation that is felt bodily. 
But it is not just a feeling (or a pure anoetic experience) because sense has 
a referent—a particular environment—that a vague feeling alone lacks. 
Thus, immanent meaning and anoetic experience both include a direct 
pervasive felt bodily quality. However, while anoetic experience has a 
vague felt quality, immanent meaning or sense has a quality of feeling 
accompanied by a reference capable of guiding intelligent, meaningful 
action. Immanent sense meaning involves immediate meaning where 
action, including words and gestures are directly intelligible.

With the complex everyday process of learning mentioned above, we 
are implying that immediate qualitative experience is omnipresent, not 
necessarily restricted to the beginning of every process of inquiry, that is, 
anoetic experience. As indicated in the last chapter, for James we feel con-
nections before, during, and after thinking. Making an SER analysis allows 
the researcher to describe which meanings (significant as well as immanent 
meaning) an inquiry involves. To be able to sail upwind (to tack) is not 
merely an understanding of words, gestures, movements, and how to do 
things, but also a bodily feeling of smooth and efficient upwind sailing 
(see below). The sailor will never grasp the meaning of upwind sailing if all 
she comprehends is its references. Thus, to stage an environment out of 
the material circumstances (1 above) and to coordinate this environment 
(2 above), one needs to use and create significant meaning as well as 
immanent meaning.

Indeed, in any learning situation, the creation of meaning always involves 
a privileging (c.f., discrimination) of certain aspects and the marginalization 
of others. This entails opening up certain learning environments and closing 
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down others, a privileging (Wertsch 1998), or environing (LW 1: 184, 196, 
299), which includes participants making certain discriminations. Exploring 
the institutional means through which individuals are exposed to bodily 
pedagogics via an SER analysis also enables us to identify particular institu-
tional indicators of consummation, which in an educational context can be 
characterized as progress (Andersson and Östman 2015). These indicators 
include bodily sensations. When learning to swim, for example, pupils may 
need to learn body movements in relation to felt discriminations about the 
specific relation between breathing, buoyancy, and speed through water 
(SER variables). An embodiment of such judgment (the immanent mean-
ing of swimming) is dependent on students having attended selectively to 
appropriate consummatory outcomes (SER indicators). Oftentimes, when 
instructing toward indicators of progress, teachers are challenged by the 
fact that while the sign or symbol may be plainly in view, immediate quali-
ties are undetermined and plentiful, such as when a sailor is instructed from 
the shore or a dancer is given a “cue.” Therefore, instruction calls for a 
specified environment in which teacher and student have to consider their 
own anoetic experience as well as those of others in relation to techniques, 
conditions, and joint purposes. For instance, when a coach says to an ath-
lete, “follow all the way through on your shot” the athlete must have the 
right qualitative feeling and habits while attending to the correct kinesthetic 
(such as the rhythm of their breathing) sensations as well as an appreciation 
for the immanent meaning of the words. Based on such a privileging of 
crucial aspects (an environing), the student may grasp what he or she is sup-
posed to feel when transactions are just right. In the SER model, these 
indicators of progress are termed SER indicators. An SER indicator is a 
consummatory experience that is connected to purposeful and intentional 
actions. As indicated in the last chapter, such consummatory experiences 
are often indicated by “Whoopee!,” “Ahh!,” “That’s it!,” and such. For 
example, when we experience fulfillment or disaffection, at having achieved 
or failed to achieve a goal or lived up to an expectation. Often the fulfill-
ment or disaffection is connected to an SER indicator. Such satisfaction and 
dissatisfaction is often expressed in an immediate way through aesthetic 
judgment of likes and dislikes (Wickman 2006).

It is important to notice in connection to an empirical focus on con-
summatory outcomes of practically stated conditions that an SER indica-
tor (as for example “smooth” in connection to tacking) can be used both 
as an end-in-view in an activity (which is the case in one of the empirical 
examples below) or as an experience directly had as an appreciated 
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consequence of prior actions. Thus, means can be analytically distin-
guished from consummations, that is, instrumental functions from final 
functions (see Chap. 2). This distinction recognizes Dewey’s claim that we 
cannot state consummations but only their conditions. Therefore, the 
SER analysis consists of identifying participants’ practically stated condi-
tions (SER variables) for consummatory outcomes (SER indicators). 
When an indicator of progress is used as an instrumental means, partici-
pants can come to practical agreement in action on what experience to 
expect if certain crucial variables are coordinated. That is, the participants 
co-create (in the instructional event) an embodied shared referent of 
progress to an agreed significant meaning.

Drawing on the robust contextualism discussed in Chaps. 1 and 2, the 
SER model explains meaning as something common between speaker, 
hearer, and the thing to which speech refers. To fail to understand is to fail 
to come into agreement in action (LW 1: 141), to set up action at 
 cross- purposes. Once we come to agreement in action, we may share a 
common, bodily felt, consummatory experience. Within the SER model, 
meanings made are described, then, as a local method of action, a way of 
using things as means to a shared consummation (LW 1: 147). The SER 
model thus recognizes our ability to experience finished work in satisfac-
tory ways, which means that it marks the difference between experiencing 
closures and mere cessations of existential events. When performing the 
empirical analysis, consummatory experiences are used both to identify 
the institutionally approved SER variables and to identify the bodily expe-
riences that are indicators of progress (SER indicators).

3.3  thE AnAlyticAl mEthod of PEA
Wittgenstein strongly influenced Wickman and Östman 2002a, b (see also 
Wickman and Östman 2001; Östman and Wickman 2001) when they first 
developed PEA, which is especially designed for generating data out of a 
first-person perspective on actions (including language usage) with an 
interest in the content of the meaning making made by participants in an 
activity with purposes. Regarding the process of meaning making PEA 
allows research to address the following two questions:

 1. How do encounters with the physical and socio-cultural world influ-
ence the meaning made?

 2. How do participants’ earlier experiences (knowledge, skills, values, 
identity, etc.) influence the meaning made?
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Grounded in a first-person perspective, PEA seeks to answer questions 
regarding the importance of the physical and socio-cultural circumstances 
of learning as well as what role students’ earlier conceptions have for so- 
called conceptual change. Most importantly, PEA generates data through 
in situ studies that can address the influences involved in the interplay 
between students’ preconceptions, or more generally their prior experi-
ences, and the physical and socio-cultural environment. To capture the 
interplay between the psychological and the material surrounding in a 
learning processes, one must investigate actions as the environment condi-
tions them. How does one investigate the psychological dimensions in 
action? Here it seems researchers have been limited by the idea that knowl-
edge, values, and such can only be investigated by interview methods. 
Researchers assume only good interview techniques can identify such men-
tal functions. This idea is rooted in a specific view on language: a third-
person perspective on language (compare to “the picture theory of 
meaning” in Chap. 1). In this perspective, language is seen as a thing, a tool 
separated from the world and the human being. Language is, therefore, 
something in which you dress the antecedently existing thought to com-
municate your knowledge, thoughts, feelings, and so on. However, here 
one runs the risk of dressing the thoughts, and so on in the wrong gar-
ments. Thus, one cannot trust what people say and write because there is a 
process—a clothing procedure—between the thoughts and the language. 
To control for the possibility of persons interviewed making mistakes in this 
process of using the language as an instrument, one needs to enact special 
methods to carefully control the interview process. Supposedly, a correctly 
conducted interview can pass through the barrier of language and seize 
hold of the person’s “true” thoughts, values, feeling, and the like. To inves-
tigate the interplay between the psychological and the environmental, one 
needs to combine interviews (before and after) with in situ analysis. Such 
third-person assumptions create needless methodological problems. One 
of which is that an interview in itself is a learning situation.

As described in Chap. 1, Dewey and Bentley heavily criticized the third- 
person perspective on language; a language is not a third thing that exists 
outside people and the physical environment. Instead, they proposed a 
first-person perspective on language. To deepen this first-person perspec-
tive Wickman and Östman (2002a, b) turned to Wittgenstein. As was dem-
onstrated in Chap. 1, Wittgenstein provides a way of resolving philosophical 
(and perhaps psychological and sociological) problems by not approaching 
language as something external to being and acting (Stenlund 2000, 24). 
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In such an approach, a natural methodological move is to remember to 
“think about how you learned the word or phrase for the first time” to 
avoid escaping into a third-person perspective when conducting investiga-
tions (Fann 1993). The point of these reminders is to connect language to 
our way of being and acting in a certain activity, in a specific language-game 
(Stenlund 2000, 20).

A fundamental point of departure in Wittgenstein’s later works, elabo-
rated in Chap. 1 as a robust contextualism and a rejection of a private 
language, is that we cannot step out of language. When one actively uses 
language—when you read our book, for example—it is pointless to 
describe this activity in terms of first relating it to what is written as a 
physical expression (strokes, lines, and characters on a piece of paper) and 
then try to create meaning for these physical expressions by connecting 
them with the natural world. In using language, relations between words, 
meanings, and objects have already been established. Therefore, there is 
no need to generate these relations from some spectator’s theoretical posi-
tion because they are already established by participation within the pri-
macy of practice. In other words, when we learn a language, we do not 
only learn how to use it, but also—and at the same time—we learn about 
the nature of the world and about people’s experiences, values, and so on:

In ‘learning a language’ you learn not merely what the names of things are, 
but what a name is; not merely what the form of expression is for expressing 
a wish, but what expressing a wish is; not merely what the word for ‘father’ 
is, but what a father is; not merely what the word for ‘love’ is, but what love 
is. In learning language, you do not merely learn the pronunciation of 
sounds, and their grammatical orders, but the ‘forms of life’ which make 
those sounds the words they are, do what they do – e.g., name, call, point, 
express a wish or affection, indicate a choice or an aversion, etc. (Cavell 
1999, 177–178)

The most basic relation between word and object (abrichten) occurs when 
we learn to coordinate ourselves within (and understand) the world with 
others (e.g., a teacher). The fact that we often immediately observe and 
understand what people feel, think, want, and so on by the way they use 
language in specific situations is a result of having learned psychological 
language at the same time as learning psychological experience within the 
primacy of practice (Monk 1991, 473–475). What is regarded as hidden 
and unobservable in a third-person perspective on language is visible on a 
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first-person user perspective (Edwards 1997, 48). As elaborated in Chap. 2, 
we can say that this first-person perspective on language leads to a view of 
mental functioning as distributed in a world without a within.

Methodologically speaking, the consequence of taking a first-person 
perspective on language is that what comes in focus is meaning as a tool 
for doing things in common within specific social activities and not lan-
guage or sign in themselves (LW 1: 147). Thus, PEA relies heavily on a 
first-person perspective on language.

The name of the analytical method—PEA—is inspired by the pragma-
tist approach to epistemology as an integral part of our everyday sociolin-
guistic practices (Rorty 1991). Viewed in this way “Truth for us is simply 
a collective name for verification processes, just as health, wealth, strength, 
and so forth, are names for other processes connected with life” (James 
1907/1975, 104). The word “epistemology” leaves the impression that 
PEA is suited only for studies of knowledge acquisition, but PEA func-
tions also in relation to socialization (e.g., values, norms) as well as identi-
fication and subjectification (see e.g., Öhman and Östman 2007 
respectively Van Poeck and Östman 2017).

Subsequent theoretical developments have adapted PEA to different 
empirical questions and analytical models. For example, Wickman (2006), 
Jakobson and Wickman (2008), and Maivorsdotter and Wickman (2011) 
adjusted PEA to analyze aesthetics; Klaar and Öhman (2012) and 
Quennerstedt (2013) to analyze movements; Almqvist and Östman (2006) 
to analyze artifacts; Lidar et al. (2006) to analyze teachers’ influences on 
students privileging processes in meaning making; and Östman (2010) 
adopted PEA to a transactional model of learning. In this chapter, we 
develop PEA to deliver data that can be used within the SER model to gen-
erate an understanding of the learning of an embodied language-game.

PEA uses four concepts that are easily operationalized in terms of par-
ticipants’ actions (language use and movements) within the world (physi-
cal and socio-cultural). These four concepts are the following: “encounter,” 
“gap,” “relation,” and “stand fast.” The term encounter is used to describe 
what happens when the students transact in a situation. An encounter can 
be made with the material world, for example, a teacher, a peer, a text-
book, a stone, or one’s earlier experience. Gaps occur in these encounters 
since no situation, no encounter, is identical with others one has previously 
experienced. To fill the gap, relations have to be created between what the 
students already know and what is new in the situation. What students 
already know becomes visible in action when these actions are performed 
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without questions or hesitation. Thus, in the actions within a language-
game, some things are standing fast; they are immediately intelligible; no 
additional information is needed for the actor to understand the event. 
Thus, the filling of a gap with relations often occurs directly, which means 
that the gap is often not visible. However, it is important to notice that 
what stands fast is situated (i.e., it stands fast in this particular transaction 
in a specific language-game). In following a transaction, it often becomes 
obvious that what did stand fast was not relevant. If this is the case, it is 
evident that the gap is no longer possible to fill with relations. This 
becomes observable as the participants hesitate, ask questions, make 
guesses, and so on.

The focus on relations is inspired by Wittgenstein who states, “What 
stands fast does so, not because it is intrinsically obvious or convincing; it 
is rather held fast by what lies around it” (OC §144). Relations, then, 
takes the form of differences and similarities, which is related to 
Wittgenstein’s concept of family resemblance that he develops in relation 
to describing language-games (§§66–67). Thus, there is no single similar-
ity among all language-games, but there exist many similarities between 
many of them as well as differences.

The practical work of doing a PEA consists in a study of how people use 
language and bodily movements and how they transform them in specific 
encounters. This approach accords with Wittgenstein’s methodological 
advice that we should look at specific circumstances when using words and 
sentences (see e.g., PI, § 66).

SER uses two concepts, variables (practically stated conditions) and indi-
cators (bodily felt qualities of consummation stated in the practice), to 
describe the content (bodily and intellectual) involved in learning embod-
ied language-games and body techniques. This content is identified by 
studying how teachers and students create learning environments out of 
the material circumstances as well as how they coordinate the staged envi-
ronment in relation to purposes and how they perform bodily movements 
on the bases of that coordination. In relation to PEA, it means we need to 
use verbal as well as physical actions as our empirical material to produce 
data that can be used in relation to anoetic experiences, inquiry, significant 
meaning, consummatory experience, and immanent meaning. Anoetic and 
consummatory experiences are often visible when people are startled, 
stunned, amazed, taken aback, and so on, and/or when they use expres-
sions arising from the primacy of the aesthetic encounter. These include the 
“Ugh!” and “What!” of wonder and confusion at the start of inquiry or the 
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“Ahh!” and “That’s it!” of consummatory experience at the conclusion 
(for consummatory experience, see Wickman 2006; Jakobson and Wickman 
2008). Of great importance for using PEA data in relation to SER is 
employing them to identify visible gaps that often constitute the starting 
points of inquiries. As we remarked earlier, while most anoetic experiences 
are unconsciously fleeting, they are also the primordial starting points of 
inquiry. Expressed consummatory experiences are often signs of closures in 
inquiry and thereby important to recognize when  identifying SER indica-
tors.2 Searching for expressions of qualities such as hard and soft can also 
identify these indicators. In relation to Dewey’s vocabulary, one can say 
that if a gap is occurring and the individual makes a new relation to what 
stands fast for her/him, then significant meaning has been created. What 
stands fast for him/her is not only significant word meanings, but also the 
expressions of habits and feelings for relations found within immanent 
meanings. With the help of PEA and with attention to expressions of bodily 
feelings as well as verbal and bodily actions, it is possible to generate data 
that can be used within the SER model to describe what becomes the envi-
ronment for the learner, what is involved in the coordination and what 
movements occurs as part of that coordination. In other words, it becomes 
possible to describe the content of the embodied language-game.

In relation to the transactional approach to learning process, what is of 
great interest is the interplay between psychological, socio-cultural, and 
physical elements and what influence this particular interplay has for what 
meaning is created. From an individual perspective, in every transaction the 
earlier acquired meanings (experiences: knowledge, values, habits, etc.) are 
re-actualized in relation to what encounter that is staged. The meaning of 
the “that” encountered is thus influenced by what immanent meaning that 
is re-actualized. Moreover, the transformation of the immanent meaning 
that is re-actualized in the encounter is influenced by what is encountered 
in the situation. Thus, all participants (elements)—the persons’ earlier 
experience (the psychological) that is re-actualized and what is encoun-
tered (the socio-cultural and/or the physical elements)—are simultane-
ously and reciprocally (transactionally) affecting each other, and the 
significant meaning created as a result is, therefore, constitutively relational. 
In traditional Deweyan terms, we might speak of the reconstruction of 
knowledge. In PEA the specific situated interplay between psychological, 
socio-cultural, and physical elements becomes “visible” (as data) in terms 
of the specific relation that is created to what stand fast in an encounter with 
a particular element or elements in the world. By producing such data, it 
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is possible to generate answers on what concretely  influenced the learning 
of an SER. Since the meaning created is relational, the answer to what is 
influencing the learning will always be in terms of a specific interplay 
between the elements.

If one studies learning in organized settings, at least one socio-cultural 
element is always present in each transaction, namely the purpose of the 
activities at hand. Thus, the significant meaning made in each transaction 
is not only relational but also institutionally situated in terms of an expec-
tation. This expectation can be a teacher’s communicated purpose of an 
activity or the ends-in-view that the participants are orienting toward in 
their activities (see below).

If one takes into account the expectations of activities the participants 
are oriented toward in their meaning making in the analysis, one can also 
produce data regarding how the past (re-actualized immanent meaning), 
the present (the encounter with some material element), and the future 
(the expectation) are concretely played out. In doing so, it is possible to 
pinpoint the specific linkages between continuity and change in the con-
crete activity.

In conclusion, a PEA answers the following specific questions:

 (a) What are the expectations of the activity?
 (b) What is encountered in the world?
 (c) What stands fast for the individual?
 (d) What relations are created?
 (e) In what encounters do gaps become visible?
 (f) How are the gaps expressed?
 (g) In what situations are aesthetic expressions used?

By producing data in relation to these questions, it is possible to generate 
answers not only to questions concerning what is learned in terms of 
embodied language-games (SER variables and SER indicators), but also to 
questions that refer to how the learning took place. For example:

 1. What influenced the learning (what cultural means were used, what 
psychological and bodily dispositions were actualized, which social 
relation was implied, what physical objects and events were part of 
the transactions, etc.)?

 2. How was agency structure constituted in the process?
 3. What did the interlinkage between continuity and change look like?
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3.4  AnAlyzing EmbodiEd lEARning thRough thE 
ExAmPlE of dinghy SAiling

Every group of experienced practitioners shares certain habits. Hence, 
experienced sailors have certain habits that differ from non-sailors. For 
example, experienced sailors have so-called sea legs and specific percep-
tions, they are able to “read” cues in the blowing wind, the flowing water, 
the courses of other boats, distinct sea signs, and maneuver their vessels 
accordingly. These habits vary with different forms of sailing. The vacation 
sailors’ purposes differ from the competitive sailors’, keel boat sailors’ pur-
poses differ from dinghy sailors’ purposes, and the small boat sailing fish-
ermen’s and pilots’ purposes also differ. Different purposes relate to 
different institutional ends and means for achieving them. Navigation 
rules, racing rules for sailing, fair play regulations, and such are not per-
sonal choices, nor are the embodied language-games and the individual 
sailors’ techniques. Different sailboats are constructed according to cer-
tain principles and rules and to gain sufficient speed different crafts demand 
sailors to use distinct techniques according to regulated boat design, 
weather, and water conditions (Andersson and Garrison 2016). When you 
include gears, tools, equipment, and coaching styles, dinghy sailing 
becomes a unique and complex practice of shared body techniques. 
However, this collective aspect of body techniques does not detract from 
the fact that a sailor’s innumerable actions and encounters also personalize 
the meaning of sailing, giving each sailor a uniquely expressive style. 
Muscles and perceptions adapt to different aspects of sails, different phases 
and situations in a race, different weather conditions, and so on. A vaca-
tion sailor who wants to be trained in competitive racing needs to reevalu-
ate techniques and learn to make distinctly different judgments than those 
that follow from his earlier habits. Likewise, dinghy sailors who need to 
improve their sailing skills in different areas face the same challenges of 
re-inhabiting an already well-known environment. In illustrating our 
methodology, we will follow such a sailing vignette.

3.4.1  The Teaching Practice of Dinghy Sailing

Dinghy sailing involves a complex array of coordinated movements along 
with a great deal of immediate qualitative experiences, both anoetic and 
consummatory. John Hedberg, the Swedish dinghy designer, builder, 
sailor, and anthropologist, describes it in the following way:
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To sail a dinghy means to be offshore with a minimal of technology. As a 
technical extension of the body a dinghy gives immediate experiences of 
wind and water. Motion transports directly into the crew, whose movement 
in return influences the dinghy. Wind blows and water pressures are imme-
diately felt – mediate the feeling of the swimming fish through the dagger 
board and rudder, and the flight of the bird through the wings of the sail. 
(Hedberg 1999, s. 314)

The club sailor, who is inevitably a part of both a socio-cultural and an 
institutionalized educational milieu, must thereto be able to understand 
the meaning of different techniques and engage in complex, reticulated, 
and recursive instructional practices.

Dinghy sailing instruction oftentimes includes situations in which sail-
ors respond to an instruction by performing a certain maneuver. Material 
conditions (boat, sail, rudder, other boats, wind, water, and much more) 
are constantly shifting in their relation to the particular situation a sailor 
has to coordinate, whether or not they incorporate all these elements into 
her or his performance. For instance, despite the fact that a sailor might 
keep a specific adjustment of the sails and a certain course, the particular 
situation can swiftly shift if the winds change. Such changes mean that 
sailors have to adjust their body techniques accordingly.

Our empirical illustration emphasizes maneuvering skills and the learn-
ing content that needs to be embodied by the sailor along with what influ-
ences such learning. We have chosen two sequences from a video recording 
of Liza (a 13-year-old female) who is trying to perform a certain tacking 
technique (i.e., a roller-tack). We will follow a process where Liza is trying 
to render her previous habits intelligent in a new way. To sail upwind, to 
beat, is a skill that relies on many different techniques, anoetic experiences, 
feelings, significant, and immanent meanings. Dewey is clear that correctly 
stating the problematic situation is half of inquiry (LW 5: 249). That is, 
problematic situations are characterized by a growing recognition of what 
to act upon to achieve functional coordination thereby bringing the 
inquiry to a satisfactory conclusion (see LW 12: 108).

Roller-tacking aims at maintaining the speed of the boat through the 
whole maneuver from a starboard course to a larboard course or vice versa 
(see Fig. 3.2 picture strip of roller-tacking). The inclusive end-in-view is to 
(1) make the boat go windward by leaning to the leeward side (pic 1A), 
(2) make the boat go through the eye of the wind and have the sail switch 
over to the other side (pic 1B), (3) remain seated on the new leeward side, 
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Fig. 3.2 Picture strip of roller-tacking
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let the sail catch the wind, and make the boat tilt to the new leeward side 
(pic 1C), (4) move over to the windward side and pull the boat down to a 
flat position (pic 1D).3 The fourth step should result in a “pump” which 
pulls the boat forward at the new course and is especially efficient in light 
winds. If this technique is not performed correctly, the sailor will lose 
rather than gain speed.

Liza is an experienced sailor capable of innumerable skillful maneuvers. 
Nevertheless, until she is on the water attempting to acquire a new body 
technique, she will not be able to fully mobilize her existent immanent 
meanings; that is, she has many embodied habits and abilities to feel the 
qualitative references of their actions. She enters into the learning situa-
tion with these capacities. When learning new body techniques, already 
existing immanent meanings, including habits of action and feelings, have 
to undergo reconstruction. Even as she may rely on prior significant (ideas, 
categories, concepts, etc.) and immanent meanings (habits and feelings for 
relations), these too may undergo reconstruction.

When we enter the transcript below, Liza is halfway through her first 
attempt, which is somewhere between pic 1B and 1C. That means, she has 
passed the eye of the wind and ducked to allow the boom to swing and 
tilted the boat to the new leeward side. She is now about to move over to 
the windward side while the instructor begins to speak to her.

Dinghy Sailing Transcript

1 Instructor Liza
2 Liza What? (looking at the instructor while being in position on 

her new larboard course)
3 Instructor When you tack … (the instructor refers to the 1st attempt, 

pic 1A-1D)
4 Liza Ah
5 Instructor Instead of pressing down the boat and then sitting down just 

leap over immediately and sit down … and let the boat be 
pulled down like by your … your leap

6 Liza Okay
7 Liza (Sails 20 meter on larboard course and performs another tack, 

2nd attempt, pic 2C-2D)
8 Liza But it doesn’t work
9 Instructor Yes it does

10 Liza I don’t get under the boom, then I will capsize (referring to 
the way the boat tilts too much to leeward)
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11 Instructor No you won’t, try not to put your knees down and you’ll be a 
lot more limber up on your feet

12 Liza (Makes a new tack) but I don’t put my knees down
13 Instructor No, you did before but never mind
14 Liza (Completing the tack, gaining speed on a new larboard course 

and sailing away)
7 minutes later Liza is sailing a beat on a larboard course
15 Instructor Liza, when you tilt it over there, leap over immediately
16 Liza Yeah, isn’t that what I do?
17 Instructor What?
18 Liza But what am I doing?
19 Instructor (Driving up closer to Liza)
20 Instructor Instead of pressing down the boat (referring to her tilting the 

boat) and then walking over to sit down, just sit down directly 
(indicating a position on the gunwale) so leap to your position

21 Liza (Makes another tack. Tilting the boat leeward after passing the 
eye of the wind and ducking for the boom while moving over 
to the opposite side, 4th attempt, pic 4C-4D)

22 Instructor And now up there to your position (referring to sitting on the 
gunwale) immediately, there you go

23 Liza (Sits down on the gunwale steering a starboard course)
24 Instructor Ah, better
25 Liza But it doesn’t work, I don’t get, it is such a, such a clumsy 

tack … because there is so little wind, so I just pull down 
immediately … I have to pull smooth, right

26 Instructor Correct, but you don’t have to leap a giant leap
27 Liza (Sails a starboard course for 20 seconds)
28 Instructor The point is that you should get to your position at once
29 Liza Yes
30 Instructor So you don’t have to, like, walk there next
31 Liza (Makes a new tack over to larboard)
32 Instructor And now up and sit (indicating the gunwale)
33 Liza Yeah, but I can’t do that
34 Instructor Yes you can, because then the boat will come down (referring 

to how the boat will come to a flat position)
35 Liza (Building up speed on the new course) but it doesn’t work 

because then the rudder …
36 Liza (Holding her course for 15 seconds)
37 Liza (Makes a new tack over to starboard)
38 Instructor And up up up (referring to the gunwale, 6th attempt, pic 

6C-6D)
39 Liza But I am unable to catch up …
40 Instructor What?
41 Liza I get through the whole tack before I sit down (sails away)
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We now illustrate the use of PEA and SER to construct a detailed 
description of how Liza works on improving her tacking technique and 
what emerges as the learning content. We will present the analysis in a 
narrative manner that demonstrates both the data acquired through 
PEA and how these data are interpreted through the analytical model of 
SER.4

The particular end-in-view that Liza and the instructor share in this 
sequence is to make a roller-tack with limber transposition. Liza knows 
how to tack, and we can follow how she gets the boat through the tack 
and builds up speed on the new course. This is also demonstrated in a 
certain technique; she tilts the boat (pic 1A), ducks for the boom (pic 1B), 
presses the boat down (1C), and gets up to a position on the gunwale 
(row 21). Any sailor will immediately recognize that to be able to do what 
Liza does without any hesitation, you must have considerable sailing expe-
rience. In other words, Liza already embodies many functionally coordi-
nated immanent meanings. Hence, there are many movements that “stand 
fast” for her. For example, switching sides (visible in every tack Liza makes: 
rows 7, 14, 21, 31, 37, and pictures 1C, 2C, 4C, 6C) and coming into 
position (visible in Liza’s actions in rows 1, 14, 23), and she knows how 
to follow the linguistic instructions (visible in rows 23 and 33). Therefore, 
many other words and expressions stand fast in the communication with 
the instructor in the instructor boat.

On the other hand, Liza is only able to make half of the roller-tack using 
a skillful technique. She lacks a bodying understanding of what she is ver-
bally being asked to perform. The gap occurs when she has to move over 
to the new windward side (1C-1D, 2C-2D, 4C-4D, 6C-6D). This already 
becomes visible at row 5 where the instructor creates a relation between 
the tack that Liza had made and “pressing down the boat and then sitting 
down.” This relation describes how Liza made the tack. The instructor also 
offers a difference to the tack Liza had made: “Instead of pressing down 
the boat and then sitting down, just leap over immediately and sit down… 
and let the boat be pulled down like by your… your leap” (row 5). This 
difference describes what Liza should do. Thus, Liza encounters problems 
when she has to move from the leeward side (where she is tilting the boat) 
over to the new windward side and pull down the boat and end in a final 
position up on the gunwale. The problematic situation is the other half of 
the tack (C-D pictures). This is not a gap that is revealed only once at rows 
15–18 in the transcript, but is a recurring gap. For example, Liza expresses 
explicit gaps in the tilting part (rows 10, 15, 21, pic 1B-1C) while moving 
over to the other side (rows 11–12, 22, 28, 30, pic 1C, 2C, 4C, 6C); when 
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pulling it down (rows 25, 33, 29, pic 1D, 2D, 4D, 6D); and when she tries 
to reach her final position up on the gunwale and build up speed on a new 
course (rows 32–33, 38–39). Thus, the collection of similar gaps through-
out the vignette renders the problematic situation as distributed. What is 
also evident is that Liza and the instructor try to define the problematic 
situation verbally. This is done by Liza and the instructor co-creating a 
shared reference in responses to Liza’s physical movements. This is visible, 
for example, at rows 16–18 when Liza asks “But what am I doing?” (18). 
Here Liza expresses hesitancy (a gap); her habit has been disrupted and 
subjected to reflection, and the felt “but” is now an object of inquiry. She 
also exclaims, “I cannot do that” (row 33), “it doesn’t work” (row 35), 
which indicates that the boat will not be pulled down by this “leap over 
immediately” technique that she tries to perform.

3.4.2  Situated Epistemic Relation

Identifying the practically stated conditions (SER variables) of consumma-
tory outcomes (SER indicator) of the roller-tack maneuver must be done 
against the background of identified PEA data: (1) that Liza and the 
instructor have the shared purpose of making a roller-tack with limber 
transposition (end-in-view), (2) that Liza has demonstrated certain imma-
nent meanings and habits (relations that stand fast), (3) that they have 
encountered certain things and neglected others (encounters), (4) that 
they have identified a problematic situation (gaps). This provides the back-
ground for the SER analysis, in which we identify the means Liza and the 
instructor use (refers to/makes relevant) in order to bridge the gap in this 
problematic situation (the other half of the tack).

Following the analyses shows that the result of the amassment of the 
meanings Liza and the instructor make is an SER between the tilt angle 
(1C), the power in the sail (how much the wind is pressing down the boat 
at leeward), the desired flat angle (180º, 1D) between the hull and the 
water surface, and maneuverability. (A flat angle between the hull and the 
water surface is desirable because dinghies, unlike keelboats, sail faster 
with the hull flat to the water surface.) This SER is specifically identified 
from the relations the participants make with regard to the identified 
problematic situation, which stretches from tilting and transposition to 
pull-down. In the participants’ discussion of Liza’s tacking, there are two 
variables made immediately relevant. The first variable is the tilt angle in 
relation to the desired bodily movement. This variable is made relevant 
when Liza creates the following relations:
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Liza tacking (row 7) – “but it doesn’t work” (row 8) – “I don’t get under 
the boom, then I will capsize” (referring to the way the boat tilts too much 
to leeward) (row 10)

The relation refers to her inability to move to the other side under the 
boom if the tilt angle is too sharp, as then she will capsize the boat. In 
completing the movement in a later attempt, the second variable is com-
mented on by Liza in the following way:

But it doesn’t work, I don’t get, it is such a, such a difficult tack … because 
there is so little wind, so I just pull down immediately … I have to pull 
smooth, right (row 25)

Here, Liza linguistically communicates the second variable, power in the 
sail, by expressing “so little wind” and “pull down immediately” which are 
relations between her movement and the material condition of a lack of 
power in the sail. Therefore, the boat is not pulled down; it just falls down, 
so to speak.

The third and the fourth variables are identified when the instructor 
wants Liza to move not merely her body (mass) in relation to the prob-
lematic situation, but rather to move in such a way that Liza acquires a 
maneuverable position as quickly as possible when switching sides. Many 
alternative movements may potentially follow from an SER determina-
tion. Here, the movement needs to result in a maneuverable position as 
quickly as possible. This relation is already stated in the beginning of the 
conversation when the instructor creates the following relation:

Liza tacking – Instead of pressing the boat down and then sitting down – 
just leap over immediately and sit down – let the boat be pulled down like 
by your… your leap (rows 2–5)

In this relation, the instructor is linguistically confirming that Liza should 
bring the boat to a flat position by moving her body, but adds that she 
should make this movement so that sitting down on the gunwale is 
 integrated with the attempt to bring the dinghy to a flat position. The 
instructor points with words to maneuverability several times in different 
ways (rows 20, 22, 28, 30, 31, 38). It can also be seen in the consumma-
tory meaning communicated by the instructor, “ah, better” (row 24), 
after Liza sits down on the gunwale.
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Maneuverability does not become embodied immanent meaning for 
Liza, which is obvious at rows 15–18. Later (row 33), she comments on 
the instruction “and now sit up” with “Yeah but I can’t do that.” She 
shares the significant meaning of the SER with the instructor, but is unable 
to perform the movement. Said differently, Liza knows what feeling to 
expect, but is unable to accomplish that qualitative experience in action.

Liza is finally able to place her body in the right position, but the trans-
position is made in such a way that she experiences a gap in the rhythm of 
movement; “I get through the whole tack before I sit down” (41), which 
refers to an undesired movement in which she makes it up to her maneu-
verable position on the gunwale. Thus, her transposition does not result in 
a pull-down effect. In effect, it becomes an ordinary tack and not a 
roller-tack.

Liza’s ability to embody the SER between tilt angle, power in the sail, 
flat position, and maneuverability relates to the problematic situation, 
“the other half of the tack.”

By rebodying her habit (and the significant and immanent meaning 
that follow from such rebodying), Liza learns that a roller-tack is not only 
about moving mass. We can claim this by referring to how they mutually 
build up and share the significant meaning through their agreement on 
what has to be the consummatory outcome of executing the technique. 
Liza shows that she strives to get into position. She knows what to do, but 
finds she does not know how to do it (rows 33, 35). She is not able to 
experience an indicator of progress. Said differently, she can move mass, 
but not in a way that maintains maneuverability throughout the tack. 
When she finally achieves maneuverability (sixth attempt), the tack 
becomes just an ordinary tack. Although not coming to a closure of their 
inquiry into Liza’s body technique, the in situ learning does result in 
something that would have been impossible without Liza’s and the 
instructor’s purposeful inquiry into an indicator of progress. In so doing, 
Liza learns to delimitate the world (physical and socio-cultural) into an 
environment (variables) of embodied action to reach an end-in-view. 
However, she has not yet learned to coordinate her movements good 
enough in relation to this staged environment in order to reach the 
end-in-view.
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3.4.3  SER Indicator

The vignette does not illustrate a “finished” skillfully performed consum-
matory experience of a body technique that coordinates the problematic 
situation. Nevertheless, we are able to identify what indicates a skillful 
judgment in accordance to the SER. Furthermore, we can identify the 
participants’ agreed consummatory outcome (the SER indicator), which 
is reached by privileging certain positive and negative consummatory 
experience.

Liza and the instructor are creating smoothness as an SER indicator. She 
and the instructor identify and try to define smoothness according to a 
particular problematic situation (which results in certain SER variables) 
and a particular movement, although Liza is not capable of fully executing 
the body technique and experiencing the agreed upon consummatory 
outcome.

Smoothness is identified as an SER indicator through analysis of rela-
tions (created by the PEA data) between transposition, instructor, and 
Liza’s comments on the transposition. This is directly visible in row 25 
where smooth and clumsy are used by Liza in order to characterize one of 
her transpositions. Meanwhile, the instructor agrees on the characteriza-
tion in line 26. This SER indicator, smoothness, is also referred to when 
the instructor makes comments like “you’re a lot more limber” (row 11) 
and “get to your position at once” (row 28).

Liza makes progress in rebodying her tacking technique when trying to 
reach an end-in-view, but her movements remain somewhat uncoordi-
nated, and the instructor tries to get her to make the transposition (shift-
ing from one side of the boat to the other) as one unified movement 
instead of three or four separate movements. This struggle to achieve 
functional coordination is identified by the instructor’s building of a rela-
tionship between “leap over immediately” (rows 5 and 15) and “so you 
don’t have to like walk there next” (row 30).

Since smoothness stands fast as an SER indicator for both of them, the 
SER indicator becomes a part of Liza and the instructor’s shared method 
of action. For example, the instructor communicates a consummatory 
meaning as “correct” (row 26) when Liza states the SER indicator (25). 
However, the SER indicator never links to a skillfully performed  movement 
and never attains fullness of function in the immanent sense. Regarding 
the SER variables (tilt angle—power in the sail—flat position—maneuver-
ability), one can say that when the transposition is spot on, smoothness 
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should be consummated as an indicator of progress. Identified in the SER 
analysis, this relation is linguistically agreed upon as a significant meaning, 
but Liza is not yet able to integrate it fully with her earlier habits. The 
instructor draws on her own possession of embodied felt habitual imma-
nent meaning to help Liza acquire a better “feel” for the situation and, 
moreover, Liza clearly provides an exclamatory indication that she is 
acquiring some of the immanent meaning even as she fails to perform the 
action. Significantly, this felt indicator of learning immanent meaning 
comes both as the instructor attempts to answer a linguistically explicit 
question posed by Liza (row 26) and when the instructor tries to describe 
limber transposition (rows 11, 30).

3.4.4  What Influences the Learning

As shown above, Liza has a great deal of embodied prior experiences—
immanent meanings—that makes it possible for her to take part in the 
activity: for example, to make a tack and to immediately understand in the 
situation worlds like “boat” and “leap over.” That these words (significant 
meanings), as well as many movements embodied as the immanent mean-
ings necessary to perform a tack, stand fast become visible as questions, 
hesitations, and so on occurs in the dialogue and in the bodily perfor-
mance. As also described above, the gap defining the distributed problem-
atic situation occurs when she has to perform the second part of the 
movement: to move over to the new windward side. This gap becomes 
visible from row 8 throughout the whole transcript that follows. The first 
concrete definition of the gap is communicated in row 10 where Liza is 
saying that she has a problem getting under the boom and is afraid of 
capsizing. The gap—“but it does not work” (row 8)—occurs when Liza is 
encountering the tilt of the boat, and the gap can be described as between 
the tilt of the boat and a desirable movement: to get under the boom mov-
ing to windward side. When she is explaining (to the instructor) why it 
does not work, Liza makes up a specific relation between the tilt of the 
boat, the bodily movement of going under the boom, and capsizing.

What influences Liza’s creation of significant meaning is thus the spe-
cific interplay between her earlier experiences (immanent meaning), the 
physical condition of the boat, the cultural purpose of the activity, and a 
possible consequence in terms of a new, undesirable physical condition of 
the boat and Liza (captured in the word “capsizing”). To decide which 
one of these elements—the psychological, the physical, or the socio- 
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cultural—is the cause of the significant meaning made is impossible and 
not fruitful to search for in order to explain why Liza learned part of the 
desired SER described above. What is more scientifically interesting and 
relevant for any instructor dealing with this type of tack is the specific 
interplay that facilitates or hinders a successful learning experience.

There are four additional gaps occurring during the following conver-
sation. The first is on row 16 where a gap is produced when Liza com-
municates with the instructor describing what Liza can improve: to leap 
over immediately (row 15). Liza thought she was doing this already and 
asks “but what am I doing?” (row 18). The instructor follows up these 
questions by a more detailed description of what Liza means by referring 
to her actions and what she wants Liza to do instead (row 20). Thus, the 
gap can be characterized as a lack of information. The instructor providing 
further information closes the gap. The gap was caused by an encounter 
with an utterance by the instructor and was closed by a new encounter 
with the instructor. Liza seemed to understand what the instructor wanted 
her to improve since she tried once more to make a roller-tack. The fol-
lowing gap is crucial since it is in this event where the SER indicator is 
co-constructed. The gap—“but it doesn’t work” (row 25)—concerns the 
improved movement, introduced by the instructor at row 20, which Liza 
attempted. The significant meaning created by Liza when she explains to 
the instructor why it does not work involves a feeling of the movement as 
she attempts to get immediately up into position (sitting on the gunwale): 
“such a clumsy tack” (row 25). This bodily felt quality of clumsiness is put 
into relation to a specific variable—wind—and to another bodily desirable 
feeling: smoothness. The specific elements that interplay here and make 
the construction of an SER indicator possible are the following:

• The psychological element: specific immanent meaning of “pull 
down,” “wind,” and so on

• The physical element: little wind, the movement of the boat
• The physical element: a bodily felt quality of clumsiness
• The social element: the instructor’s guidance
• The cultural element: the technique of a roller-tack

The interplay among these specific elements makes it possible for Liza to 
construct the SER indicator. Her specific immanent meanings, the instruc-
tor’s guidance, and the practical attempt facilitated the bodily felt quality 
of clumsiness and the formulation of the desirable felt quality of smooth-
ness. That she created this SER indicator does not mean she thereby 
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knows fully what this indicator stands for in terms of a bodily felt quality 
of smoothness in this specific activity, but at least she has learned a crucial 
means for learning an SER.

What Liza also does in this event is to identify an important SER vari-
able: the power of the wind. Before she and the instructor have identified 
the tilt angle as an important variable and, in relation to the last two gaps 
(rows 33 and 39), two other variables are made relevant: the flat position 
and maneuverability. Without going into details, it is important to recog-
nize that, even here, a specific interplay between elements is influencing the 
way that Liza is bridging the gaps with relations resulting in the creation of 
several significant meanings. Thus, the learning of roller-tack is dependent 
on a complex interplay between the participant’s specific earlier intellectual 
and bodily experiences that are re-actualized and the specific physical and 
social-cultural environment encountered. Sometimes this interplay is fruit-
ful and sometimes not. In this case, one can draw the conclusion that it is 
successful because the interplay created relevant gaps and made it possible 
to fill the gaps with relations that allowed the activity to continue in a desir-
able direction. Without the specific knowledge and skills of the students 
and the instructor and the concrete practice making it possible to encoun-
ter the material world in relevant and constructive ways, this learning 
would not have been possible. However, it is important to remember that 
it was not these elements in isolation that made the learning possible; it is 
their interplay, their functional coordination, which was crucial.

3.5  diScuSSion

In our analysis, we have focused on the teacher’s and the student’s practi-
cally stated conditions for skillful maneuvering to identify SER variables 
and their designation of certain consummatory outcomes of that maneu-
vering in order to identify SER indicators. In other words, what we have 
done is to focus on what the participants create as a shared method of 
action in relation to a shared environment and a purpose.

Liza is trying to improve her roller-tack skills by moving in specific ways 
and on the basis of these actions Liza and the instructor point out and 
come into agreement in action about the critical phase of the maneuver, 
that is, the other half of the tack. Thus, as a result of their striving to take 
the attitude of the other in cointending an object, they define the prob-
lematic situation in terms of an event in the whole maneuver. We have, 
therefore, focused on this event and on the gaps that have occurred during 
this event as a problematic situation consisting of the relation between 
tilting—transposition—pull-down (pic 1C-1D, 2C-2D, 4C-4D, 6C-6D). 
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Against this background, we analytically approached the learning as dis-
tributed in a nautical world without a within.

In order to provide a detailed description of how Liza and the instruc-
tor take the measure of their continuously ongoing flow of immediate 
qualitative experience to improve the roller-tack technique in relation to 
this problematic situation, we have identified the SER variables: tilt angle, 
power in the sail, desired flat position, and maneuverability. By acting in 
ways that involve immanent meanings of maneuverability and the practi-
cally stated conditions involving significant meanings, Liza becomes capa-
ble of having new consummatory experiences. Thereby, she will be in a 
better position to convert the significant meaning into new immanent 
meaning. It is important to note here that significant and immanent mean-
ings are not distinct domains of knowledge; rather, they refer to different 
uses and aspects of certain privileged data and objects of inquiry. Liza and 
the instructor continuously rely on both significant and immanent mean-
ing while they are trying to undertake their inquiry about a specific body 
technique.

3.5.1  What Is Learned?

To identify what is learned, our methodological framework considers ano-
etic experience as important empirical data in every process of inquiry 
shared by teachers and students. Supported by Dewey’s theory of inquiry, 
our analysis demonstrates continuity and change between felt anoetic 
experiences of disrupted (i.e., problematic) situations, privileging pro-
cesses (environing), the taking of data by inquirers, inference, consumma-
tory experiences, and habit formation. Analyzing embodiment by focusing 
on continuity in human experience helps us manage one of the major chal-
lenges to body pedagogics, that is, how to study the way participants 
engage in structuring embodied experiences in conjunction with the way 
certain institutional means (SER indicators) support the coordinated privi-
leging of crucial variables (SER variables). As teachers and students engage 
the material and social world while learning a specific embodied language-
game, we identify what constitutes the concrete capability to environ and 
to coordinate the staged environment in relation to a purpose as well as to 
perform bodily movements on the basis of that coordination.

Habits and routines can become so rigid and inflexible that they are 
rendered incapable of responding to environmental change. Developing 
intelligent habits of self-control requires “plasticity”: the ability to learn 
from experience and the power to modify actions based on the results of 
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prior experiences (see MW 14). Although in possession of many skillful 
habits and a feeling for nautical contexts (i.e., immanent meanings), Liza 
has to rebody her functional habits of roller-tacking in order to cultivate 
her technique at a more intelligent level. In one sense, Liza and the 
instructor create gaps for their own purpose just as much as they encoun-
ter gaps as situated obstacles. In the learning process of habit formation, 
our analysis of the sailing vignette identifies what stands fast to establish 
continuity, what gaps are bridged, what actions are altered (changes) that 
direct the learning of a specific SER, and what consummatory outcome 
Liza and the instructor share as the end-in-view. Altogether, it is a descrip-
tion of what the learning of a body technique involves in terms of habitual 
environing, that is, to habitually stage a set of specific conditions and 
movements in relation to the environment and a shared purpose, as well as 
creating an embodied feel for the conditions and movements (SER indica-
tor). This flexible view of habits analytically highlights their ability to 
actively control the environment and create means to specific ends.

3.5.2  What Influences the Learning?

Whether Liza and the instructor create gaps for their own purpose or 
encounter gaps as situated obstacles, gaps in many ways constitute the 
conditions of certain changes. Although these influences are not analyzed 
as the causes of learning from a transactional perspective, nonetheless, par-
ticipant’s influences on each other were bidirectional, simultaneous, recip-
rocal, and the specific situated interplay between the psychological element 
(individuals earlier acquired meanings) and the material (material and 
socio-cultural) elements influencing individuals learning of a specific 
language- game (a specific SER or combination of SERs).

From a first-person perspective on language, interaction, and embodi-
ment, human beings must be understood as always already actively striving 
to coordinate with their environment. Consequently, any educational 
action must necessarily be described analytically as a redirection of the 
learner’s actions rather than as causes of them. In response, students’ 
altered actions alter the environment as well. Given these alterations and 
changes, the learning environment must remain recognizable for the stu-
dent through the transaction. In grounding our methodological frame-
work in a first-person perspective, neither acting persons nor physical 
environments receive any meaning until they become transactants in a 
specific encounter. Hence, any part of the human world can function as a 
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“transactant” (Hofverberg and Maivorsdotter 2017). PEA is designed to 
deliver data of any kind of encounter while being neutral to the character 
of transactants. Psychological elements are identified in the sailing vignette 
when Liza re-actualizes earlier experiences, fears a sharper tilt angle due to 
the risk of capsizing, or when she experiences a distinct disruption in her 
activity and exclaims “but what am I doing?” Social-cultural elements are 
identified when the instructor interrupts Liza’s functional habit of tacking 
and in their negotiations that result in a specific SER or when Liza is 
adapting to an artifact. Physical elements are identified when Liza’s func-
tional habit is rendered non-functional and she is unable to move in a 
coordinated way: here some aspects of both the physical-biological body 
and the physical surrounding are made relevant.

Liza might achieve some new technical skills (learning as acquiring) as 
a result of encountering socio-cultural and psychological elements, and 
the accompanied gaps, in her inquiry of the roller-tack technique. Likewise, 
she improves her usage of language-games in the instructional event 
(learning as participating) as a result of encountering material as well as 
psychological elements in her inquiry of a tacking habit. Lastly, she might 
undergo self-transformation processes (learning as becoming) as a result 
of encountering physical and social-cultural elements in her inquiry of the 
roller-tack technique.

3.5.3  Continuity and Change

In human being /environment transactions, the past, present, and future 
are experienced as integrated dimensions of a situation. In this sense, con-
tinuity is always accompanied by change, and change is always accompa-
nied by continuity (see Pepper 1942/1970, 232–233). This is a 
non-sequential perception of time where we recover the past into a pres-
ent that shapes our future. For example, the future exists in the transaction 
because the transaction is a part of an activity with specific ends-in-view.

Every transaction includes a potential for learning in that coordination of 
experiences is needed to handle an encounter (unconsciously or consciously). 
Continuity and change relates not only to single transactions but also to 
transactional events. (A transactional event is a series of transactions con-
nected to a certain ends-in-view.) The relational meaning made in one trans-
action is the starting point for the next transaction, a process that Dewey 
referred to as “environing.” This means that if continuity is achieved in an 
individual transaction, there is no guarantee that the environing consequence 
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of the transaction is favorable to creating a chain of functional continuity and 
change in relation to a specific end, much less overall reproduction or change 
of the culture (i.e., learning the language- game). That is, students and teach-
ers can use, neglect, or transform the institutional means, and every such 
action in some way changes their future learning environment.

In the sailing vignette, we identify continuity between Liza’s and the 
instructor’s immediate qualitative experiences, privileging processes, con-
summatory experiences, and habitual outcomes by referring to what 
stands fast and which earlier experiences they draw on in order to create 
relations and close gaps (instantly or by inquiry process). Changes are 
identified by referring to how they expand the purpose of the activity, by 
expressing immediate qualitative experiences, how they try to state the 
means or conditions of consummations, and how Liza tries to move her 
body accordingly.

3.5.4  Connection to Embodiment and Philosophy

In his essay, “Qualitative Thought,” Dewey holds that every experience 
known originates from our ability to immediately experience things in a 
qualitative way (LW 5: 247). He further contends, “the situation controls 
the terms of thought, for they are its distinctions” (LW 5: 247). Recall that 
data, objects, and even singular qualities are taken while only the anoetic 
immediate qualitative experience of existence is given. (If existence were 
not given, we would have to create meaning ex nihilo.) We have tried to 
empirically acknowledge this notion of immediate experience by providing 
an analysis that foregrounds the breathing, sweating, talking, embodied 
subjects as they engage in their meaning-making transactions with the 
world. Such a philosophically informed framework for study teachers’ and 
students’ efforts in coordinating situations presented by qualitative experi-
ences by not only using environmental resources including institutional 
means, but actually creating new resources and means has the potential to 
reveal where, when, why, and how teachers and students attend to their 
own feelings and immediate experiences as they personally engage, collec-
tively participate in shared situations, and technically acquire specific 
embodied language-games. In so doing, our methodological framework is 
not only grounded in the notions of an embodied mind (e.g., Lakoff and 
Núñez 2000; Gendlin 1997; Johnson 2007; Clark 1998), but also con-
nects to philosophical developments that show family resemblance with 
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Dewey’s transactional realism. Such developments are, for instance, evident 
in Shilling and Mellor’s (2007, see also Shilling 2012, 241–258) writings 
on ‘corporeal realism’, in Gendlin’s (1997) developments of the concept 
of ‘experiencing’ and in Sullivan’s (2001) engagement in Dewey’s transac-
tionalism by emphasizing “bodying.” Each and every one of them have, in 
their own way, contributed concepts relevant to the body pedagogic task 
of foregrounding the body as the subject and object of purposeful activity 
(Shilling 2012, 225). As indicated in our Preface, the goal is to bring phi-
losophy to the heartland of empirical educational research.

notES

1. Elsewhere, Dewey insists,

The name objects will be reserved for subject matter so far as it has been 
produced and ordered in settled form by means of inquiry; proleptically, 
objects are the objectives of inquiry. The apparent ambiguity of using 
“objects” for this purpose (since the word is regularly applied to things 
that are observed or thought of) is only apparent. For things exist as 
objects for us only as they have been previously determined as outcomes 
of inquiries. (LW 12: 122)

Ontology is a product of the process of inquiry; to consider objects (data, 
natural kinds, etc.) exist prior to inquiry is to commit what Dewey calls “the 
philosophic fallacy,” which arises from the “conversion of an eventual func-
tion into an antecedent existence” (LW 1: 34). We must not confuse exis-
tence with the distilled import of existence for our finite human purposes, 
that is, meanings or logical essences.

2. In Dewey’s definition of inquiry, investigation terminates with the conver-
sion of “the elements of the original situation into a unified whole” (op. 
cit.). The resultant satisfaction arises from the conversion into such a whole 
closely resembles Dewey’s analysis of having “an experience” in Art as 
Experience. Indeed, in his Logic, Dewey remarks, “What I have said in Art 
as Experience, in chapter VII, on ‘The Natural History of Form’ can be car-
ried over, mutatis mutandis, to logical forms” (op. cit.).

3. The direction from which the wind is blowing. Tacking refers to changing 
the course of the vessel by passing the bow through the eye of the wind.

4. For an illustration of a more detailed and technical analysis using an SER 
and a PEA (see Andersson and Östman 2015).
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CHAPTER 4

A Method and Model for Studying 
the Learning of Artistic Techniques: Analyzing 

Sculptural Expression in School Sloyd

Abstract While Chap. 3 emphasizes the empirical investigation of  learning 
an embodied langauge-game in a mobility practice, this chapter explores 
how Dewey’s aesthetics can further our methodology by investigating 
sculptural expression in a production practice. Against the background of 
the primacy of the aesthetic encounter, creative action, aesthetic apprecia-
tion, and especially the creation of artistically expressive meanings, this 
chapter develops the analytical model of SAR. The SAR model and the PEA 
method are used to analyze sculptural expression in school sloyd. Since 
sloyd is approached as an embodied production practice, the analyses enable 
explorations of learning as it moves from an instrumental learning of a body 
technique to an artistic expression through a body technique and through the 
material worked with. Thus, the connection between the learning of body 
techniques and artistic expressions and the formation and transformation of 
the self are investigated.

Keywords Sculptural expression • School sloyd • Mobility practice 
• Dewey

Chapter 3 focused on the empirical investigation of learning an embodied 
langauge-game in a mobility practice. In this chapter, the focus is redi-
rected to a production practice to illustrate how Dewey’s aesthetics can 
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further our methodology. As mentioned in Chap. 2, for Dewey, only in an 
analytical sense is it possible to separate the emotional, the intellectual, 
and the practical:

It is not possible to divide in a vital experience the practical, emotional, and 
intellectual from one another and to set the properties of one over against 
the characteristics of the others. (LW 10: 61)

From our philosophical as well as methodological approach, any practice 
contains all three features. There is an artistically creative and aesthetically 
appreciative component to every practice because “pragmatism is a theory 
of situated creativity” (Joas 1996, op. cit.). This property enables in situ 
analyses. While tacitly present in Chap. 3, this property of pragmatism is 
explicit in this chapter.

Though, analytically, we may only foreground one or two aspects of 
“vital experience” to generate descriptions recognizing the institutional 
purpose of an activity and the participants’ ends-in-view, as well as the need 
to answer particular research questions, all three are always present. This 
chapter provides an analysis of young people learning embodied langauge- 
games in the sloyd (slöjd) classroom by emphasizing aesthetic appreciation, 
creative action, and artistic (self-) expression. Artistic creative action includes 
passing moments of immediate consummatory aesthetic experience (having 
“an experience”) as part and parcel of the continuity of the artistic process; 
much as what is means in one moment are ends in the next in the process of 
(creative) inquiry.

Sloyd is a system of handicraft-oriented education. It is a compulsory sub-
ject in Swedish and Norwegian schools for students from around 9 to 15 
years of age. Dewey, himself, did indeed pay attention to sloyd. In a letter 
from Dewey to the president, William Rainey Harper, of University of 
Chicago, he requested funds to engage Otto Aron Salomon, the founder of 
Sloyd, for the fall of 1904 (see Correspondence, Number: 00953 Date: 
1904.02.06). In Dewey’s opinion, “Education through occupations conse-
quently combines within itself more of the factors conducive to learning than 
any other method” (MW 9: 319). For this reason, Dewey perceived sloyd as 
among those forms of education that provide a fine learning environment. 
Three important components of sloyd as a school subject are the development 
of the student’s ability to evolve ideas (i.e., the intellectual aspect of vital expe-
rience), considering different solutions (i.e., ideal ends-in-view), and judging 
results (the intellectual,  emotional, and practical unity found within the 
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consummatory experience of the artifact) by letting them engage in craft 
processes. The focus of this chapter is on students learning to express 
themselves while working with physical material; such learning involves 
artistic expression. Pedagogically, when we express the present self we also 
form the future self. Self- expression involves the creation of artifacts, and 
reciprocally in the transaction, the creation of a new self.

In analyzing a sloyd event, our methodology generates results regard-
ing the teacher’s and the student’s practically stated conditions for the 
three-dimensional plastic art of sculpting and their identification of certain 
consummatory outcomes in terms of artistic expressions of that activity. As 
in Chap. 3, our methodology seeks systematic and comprehensive under-
standing of embodiment in relation to qualification, socialization, and 
self-transformation. “Systematic” refers to the role of embodiment in 
learning to create an artistic expression that we analyze by including 
important aspects of skill acquisition and participatory engagement in 
relation to self-expression. “Comprehensive,” as in Chap. 3, refers to our 
goal of understanding this process by observing continuity and change 
and specify what learning that is constituted, as well as identify the influ-
ences of learning.

In Sect. 4.1, we describe the analytical model of SAR and how it is 
related to the SER model. In Sect. 4.2, we follow up with an explanation 
of how learning content and learning process is analyzed in two distinct 
steps. Section 4.3 consists of a description of how PEA is used together 
with SAR followed by Sect. 4.4 in which we make an SAR analysis using 
the PEA data. Finally, in Sect. 4.5 we discuss the analytical results.

4.1  The AnAlyTicAl Model of SAR
The analytical model of SAR is developed from the SER model in order to 
be used in conjunction with the PEA method and, thereby, facilitate 
empirical investigation of learning how to master artistic techniques (tech-
niques of self-expression). Artistic technique, which is deeply connected to 
Marcel Mauss’s (1973) notion of “body techniques” as physio-psycho- 
sociological assemblages of series of actions, are, for our purpose in this 
chapter, studied by analyzing a particular artistic expression in school 
sloyd, namely sculptural expression.

One of the reasons Dewey believed in education through the occupa-
tions was that he thought it provided students exceptional opportunities 
for personal growth by offering occasions for engaging materials as media 
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for creative self-expression. Such education trains students, not just in 
 fact-based knowledge and the logic of inquiry, but also in artistic expres-
sion. Thereby, students are encouraged to do their thinking “in the very 
qualitative media” they work in (LW 10: 21). We too are interested in 
artistic expression. Here, we focus empirically on a specific teaching event 
in school sloyd (sculpting). Our analysis is grounded in a conception of 
learning as a rhythmic need-demand-satisfaction process wherein PEA con-
cepts guide us in our observations of the teacher and students’ actions (see 
Garrison 1997). In order to answer the aim of the analysis, we use these 
data to make an SAR description of the teacher’s and the student’s actions 
in terms of how they environ and coordinate their immediate experiences, 
by directly employing felt bodily qualities in a shared practice.

Recall Joas’s elaboration of Dewey’s “non-teleological interpretation of 
intentionally” (op. cit.). The goals of human intentionality emerge in 
Dewey’s understanding of the role of “ends-in-view” (ideas, ideals, and 
other such meaningful representations) that undergo constant revision in 
the process of inquiry until terminating in some more or less aesthetically 
satisfying existential consummation. Also, recall the following claim:

Science is an art, that art is practice, and that the only distinction worth 
drawing is not between practice and theory, but between those modes of 
practice that are not intelligent, not inherently and immediately enjoyable, 
and those which are full of enjoyed meanings. (op. cit.)

While artifacts of science are warranted assertions, which are enormously 
useful to the other arts, in this chapter, we are looking at the artifacts of 
other arts—sculpting to be specific. The intentional end-in-view of any 
artistic practice, including the artistic practice of science, is connected to a 
possible consequence, namely an immediately enjoyable consummatory 
aesthetic experience (“an experience”). This chapter examines some of the 
artistic practices that arise in the pursuit of self-expression and the having 
of aesthetic experience in educational sloyd.

Artists are commonly incapable of stating the conditions for producing 
their artistic artifacts because they entirely suspend cognitive reference.1 
Nevertheless, the emergence of such artifacts depends on the use of intel-
ligence including logical inquiry. In the SAR model, such intelligence 
involves practical, intellectual, as well as emotional functions. Here we 
follow Dewey’s definition of these functions, mentioned in Chap. 3, but 
worth repeating:
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The emotional phase binds parts together into a single whole; “intellectual” 
simply names the fact that the experience has meaning; “practical” indicates 
that the organism is interacting with events and objects which surround it. 
(LW 10: 61)

In relation to the SAR framework the epistemic dimension is represented 
by the intellectual in the way Dewey, here, expresses it. Thus, Sloyd stu-
dents do their environing and coordination of actions by using material as 
media of creation.

The situated aspect of the SAR model draws on the practical function 
from whence data for inference is taken, not given, that is, from anoetic, 
qualitative, felt experience as part of inquiry. This presence of qualities of 
sensation and feelings (anoetic experience) that mark the primacy of the 
aesthetic encounter comprises the ultimate context of inquiry for the par-
ticipants. According to Dewey, “The artist does his thinking in the very 
qualitative media he works in, and the terms lie so close to the object that 
he is producing that they merge directly into it” (LW 10: 21). “Only where 
material is employed as media,” Dewey concludes, “is there expression and 
art” (LW 10: 69). Our analysis reveals that the communication connected 
to self-expression often involves a practical and technical vocabulary.

The intellectual aspect of the SAR model relies on the fact that artistic 
expression is not merely intuitive or improvised; rather, it is the result of 
sustained expressive work with the “data” actively, one can even say artisti-
cally, taken from anoetic experience and used as signs (means, media) in 
inference and inquiry. Again, a meaning is a method of action, a way of 
using things as means to a shared consummation. Ideas, ideals, and ends- 
in- view are meanings that help coordinate intelligent artistic inquiry. The 
means-consequence (i.e., means-ends) relationship is directly sensed or 
felt in both the process of artistic production and aesthetic appreciation of 
the product (i.e., having “an experience”). Indeed, anticipating an 
 appreciation of a consummatory experience is a primary source of the 
ends-in- view that guide inquiry. The ends-in-view that guide the artistic 
process are anticipations of consummatory experience of others as well as 
of one self; such imaginary ends derive in large part from such anticipa-
tion. Creative imagination releases the possible in the actual.

The relational aspect in the SAR model draws on the emotional function 
and Dewey’s notion that feelings join habits as important ways of embody-
ing relations and, thereby, immanent, sense meanings. Meanwhile,  aesthetic 
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experience involves suspending cognitive reference. Therefore, teacher and 
student will never grasp the full meaning of a sculpture if all they compre-
hend are its references and statable meanings. Originating from this con-
cept of meaning as relational yet nonreferential, the SAR model is designed 
to identify artistic expressions and connected aesthetic consummatory feel-
ings along with the grasping of the possible in the actual. The “flower 
game” makes a good example of what it means to emotionally grasp the 
possible in the actual: “B responds in a way which is a function of A’s rela-
tionship, actual and potential. He perceives the thing as it may function in 
A’s experience” (op. cit.). Such functional relationality appears within our 
analytical spotlight because we are able to thereby interpret practically 
stated conditions of unstatable consummatory outcomes.

Against the background of the aforementioned situated, artistic, and 
relational aspects in the SAR model our paradigmatic questions about 
learning are dealt with by analyzing learning content as well as learning 
process in two distinct steps.

4.2  leARning To expReSS oneSelf: The leARning 
conTenT And The eleMenTS influencing The leARning

In an educational setting where producing objects is the focus of instruc-
tion there are three basic features of artistic expression of importance to 
SAR analysis. Firstly, an active student engagement in learning how to pro-
duce artifacts includes students’ intent (i.e., purposes, desire, etc.) to 
express themselves. For example, an artistic activity involves expression of 
an anticipatory personal vision (i.e., an ideal end-in-view) of the completed 
artifact. Secondly, the media of the expression is the material worked with. 
As Dewey says, “Only where material is employed as media is there expres-
sion and art” (LW 10: 69). Thirdly, since the material is the media, com-
munications about sensations and feeling are often made with reference to 
the characteristic qualities of the material.

These three features of artistic expression illustrate that what constitute 
a learning content of an SAR is the same capability that constitutes an SER, 
with the addition that learning an SAR includes self-expression. Thus, to 
master an embodied langauge-game in a production practice means an 
ability to govern an activity in relation to specific purposes, including self-
expressive intent. Such capability includes
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 1. Staging a specific environment out of the material circumstances, that 
is, to put certain variables (physical and cultural objects and events in 
the world), and relations between them, in focus for the activity.

 2. Coordinate the staged environment in relation to a purpose (i.e., 
intent, intentional objects, ends-in-view), including personal self- 
expression, and to perform bodily movements based on that 
coordination.

SAR analyses provide a high-resolution description of the embodied 
langauge- game the students must use to participate in a specific culture 
involving the artistic production of aesthetic artifacts. Thus, in an analyti-
cal sense, one can discern two activities: one related to learning the practi-
cal and technical aspects of a practice that produces specific artifacts and 
one related to self-expression through the material producing the artifact. 
The SER model concerns the first activity and the SAR model the second 
activity. What is important to notice here is that self-expression is some-
thing that emerges; that is, it is something participants often develop (i.e., 
learn) while occupied by the educational activity. In the following example 
(Fig. 4.1) a student (Emma) is asking when are they supposed to know 
when the product is finished; instead of going into technical details, the 
teacher points toward a specific feature of the material (a piece of wood) 

Fig. 4.1 Judging “roughness”
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namely how it feels when touching it. The teacher does so by taking 
Emma’s finger and moving it over the surface of the wood.

After this instruction, Emma continues to use her finger to touch the 
surface to form judgments regarding “roughness” as an aesthetic quality 
of the wooden plate. In this way the teacher shows Emma a characteristic 
quality of the material she could use as a medium for knowing when the 
artifact is finished, that is, achieves the intended expression of aesthetic 
meaning. The teacher astutely grasps Wittgenstein’s insight that aesthetic 
meanings are shown, not said. Given the social context, the educational 
setting where the learning takes place, such artistic expression is inevitably 
connected to learning culturally approved ends-in-view. Although the 
teacher did not tell her how the surface should feel, he introduced her to 
a culturally accepted characteristic of the material that she could use as a 
specific medium for self-expression. Thus, part of the capability to use this 
specific langauge-game in this aesthetic context is to environ in a way that 
creates a culturally acceptable medium able to realize the student’s desire 
for self- expression, that is, to express oneself through the material by per-
forming certain processing techniques.

Anyone taught sloyd for example can recall situations where an envi-
roned characteristic of the medium is used by a student in ways that lead 
to conflict between personal self-expression and culturally accepted modes 
of practical-technical consummation, for example, the quality of a wood- 
joint or the “usefulness” of the product. Such situations can be explained 
analytically, as if there exist two parallel but integrated systems of environ-
ing and coordination of actions when learning to produce an artistic arti-
fact. One concerns the practical-technical aspect of producing the artifact 
and another concerns the artistic dimension of creating the consumma-
tory artifact to achieve self-expression. In a teaching and learning situation 
it might be impossible to focus on both at the same time, and in many 
situations it is unclear to both observer and participant which system is the 
locus of shared consummation.

Furthermore, to coordinate personal artistic expression with culturally 
approved intentions (i.e., ends-in-view) is ordinarily a crucial task for 
teachers and students in craft-oriented education. For instance, a cultural 
end-in-view could be privileging professional engagement in the craft 
product while the students’ personal expressions may privilege different 
ends-in-view leading to a different engagement with tools, materials, and 
such. What is privileged in terms of ends-in-view as objects of teacher 
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and student’s intentional activity is analytically identified by which  personal 
and collective relations teachers and students make in the craft process.

Thus, making an artistic product in an educational setting is to learn to 
produce a certain product with a specific cultural and idiosyncratic expres-
sion. If this learning occurs, the student is, theoretically described, able to 
control the specific variables and indicators that make up an SAR. That 
implies she or he is capable of artistically expressing her or himself through 
the very qualitative media in which they work.

4.3  The uSe of peA in An SAR AnAlySiS

In relation to the empirical analyses—using PEA to create data—we con-
centrate on events where self-expression is the goal for the student or the 
teacher. It can be situations where the student is trying to creatively express 
something beyond the confines of the practical-technical aspect of the 
product. Alternatively, it can be that the teacher, as in the above example, 
points toward a media for self-expression or toward anoetic qualities of a 
product. In the vocabulary of PEA, this means we look for gaps, inquiries, 
and consummations involving self-expressions connected to the end prod-
uct or the end-in-view involved in the process making the final end prod-
uct. By studying such situations, it is possible to identify the expressions 
and the artistic content learned. Thus, PEA in this chapter is used to gen-
erate data that can then be used within the SAR model to describe what 
becomes the environment, what is involved in the coordination, and what 
movements occur as part of that coordination.

In relation to the question of what influences the learning of SAR vari-
ables and SAR indicators, we will follow the same approach used when 
analyzing SER variables and SER indicators in Chap. 3. As part of our 
transactional approach, we also concentrate on the interplay between 
 psychological, socio-cultural, and physical elements and what influence 
this particular interplay has for what meanings are created. It is of course 
of extra interest to look for if and how the physical material creatively 
employed transactionally affect the interplay between the elements and, 
thereby, the learning, since Dewey suggests that the material is the media 
for the artistic.

As in the analyses performed in Chap. 3, here the interplay becomes 
“visible” as data involved in individual’s construction of relations to what 
stand fast. As the context is an educational context that means expression 
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of the self is something learned in encounters with the teacher, the  material, 
and socio-cultural elements involving artifact, purpose, and expectations. 
In such encounters, the experiences re-actualized are of great importance 
and can give answers to questions as to what experiences used in develop-
ing the idiosyncratic dimension of a situated intention directed to creatively 
imagined end-in-view. To provide some answers related to the cultural 
dimension of approved ends-in-view learned, one can look for which par-
ticular socio-cultural elements become part of the environment, and not 
just the surroundings, in the activity. As in Chap. 3, the method of PEA can 
generate data not only useful for answering questions about what is learned, 
but also useful for questions referring to how the learning took place. For 
example:

 1. What influenced the learning, that is, what cultural means were 
used, what psychological and bodily dispositions were actualized, 
which social relations were implied, what physical objects and events 
were part of the transactions?

 2. How was agency structure constituted in the process?
 3. How did the interlinkage between continuity and change look like?

4.4  An AnAlySiS of SculpTuRAl expReSSion 
ThRough The exAMple of School Sloyd

The overall aim of Swedish sloyd is to develop students’ abilities to gener-
ate ideas, consider different solutions, and judge the results by allowing 
them to engage in craft processes (Swedish National Agency for Education 
2011). Hence, during sloyd lessons, students are expected to individually 
accomplish very practical tasks.

The following analysis centers on a student assignment designed to give 
students sufficient direction to work on a defined product, but also the lib-
erty to suggest and employ creative individual solutions. The overall pur-
pose of the student assignment, which stretches through one semester, is to 
complete a craft product illustrating human activity. The assignment includes 
two pre-scripted tasks, to use certain techniques in forming a metal figure 
and to create a specific environment for that figure. Even though all the 
students (eight boys and eight girls) are given the same assignment, each 
project evolves differently because the students have considerable liberty to 
elaborate creatively in all the stages of the crafting process. Hence, the 
assignment results in a diverse teaching environment wherein students must 
uniquely express themselves through the material at their disposal.
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The sloyd classroom is open-spaced with a number of workbench 
islands grouped four on four. This setup allows for peer-collaboration and 
support as well as intervention and disagreement about how to carry out 
recommended courses of action. Considering these factors, together with 
the teacher’s established habit of moving in and through the workshop, 
sloyd education offers a dynamic classroom environment infused with 
bodily engagement and constantly changing social, material, and instruc-
tional conditions. Such teaching and learning contexts challenge teacher 
and students to find ways of channeling certain pervasive qualities into an 
artistically ordered interest.

The analyzed situation is a part of a lesson recorded by attaching a wire-
less GoPro camera to the teacher’s chest to secure a close-up and detailed 
view of pupil-teacher-body-material-tool encounters. In our analysis we 
will illustrate that learning an artistic technique not only includes pointing 
with words toward anoetic qualities, but also includes a very practical- 
technical vocabulary. Partly, this is due to the fact that the artistic sculptur-
ing takes place in an educational context where the environing, the 
coordination and movements in connection to self-expression, has to be 
learned. Thus, the situation illustrates that in educational contexts it is 
often necessary to come to agreement in action, that is, to coordinate the 
practical- technical aspects related to artistic expression. It often requires a 
great deal of not only technical, but also social, skill to consider different 
solutions and to accomplish a truly individual artistic expression. Such 
particular artistic techniques are often acquired through the teacher’s and 
the student’s practically stated conditions for consummatory outcomes.

We focus on a 15-year-old young woman named Ella who works on a 
product having an environment that includes a wood sculpture of a horse. 
She has found a picture from a magazine illustrating a particular expres-
sion of a horse. She uses this paper cut out as a sketch for the initial end- 
in- view to guide the creation of the sculpture.

When we first analytically enter the situation, Ella experiences a gap in 
relation to how to carve the piece of wood and craft the desired artifact. 
To translate the sketch into a wood sculpture requires a practical judgment 
according to her projected end-in-view of the product (i.e., the sketch) as 
well as the available the materials, tools, and possible techniques.

Attending to the sketch that is the intentional object (i.e., the end-in- 
view) in the first part of the analysis, we concentrate on pictures 1–7 in the 
picture strip (Fig. 4.2) and how Ella and the teacher define the problem-
atic situation. In the second part of the analytical description, we focus on 
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Fig. 4.2 Picture strip of sculptural expression
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different SAR variables. Pictures 8–9 Illustrate that Ella and the teacher 
denote specific parts of the material, which have to be cut out, which they 
do by using the material directly in forming their judgments. Pictures 
10–12 illustrate different collective relations between material, form, tech-
nique, and tool.

4.4.1  The First Part of the Analysis

In the first part of the analysis, Ella calls upon the teacher who approaches 
Ella’s workbench. At the workbench, Ella and the teacher try to come to 
grips with the problematic situation Ella experiences in relation to her 
desired artistic expression. This episode is represented by the communica-
tion at rows 1–32 in transcript A and pictures 1–7 in the picture strip.

Transcript A
 1. T: What?
 2. E: Oh, the head isn’t that thick, but I don’t know how to remove 

that bit (pic. 1)
 3. T: Let’s have a look then
 4. E: I mean, I can’t see how I can saw it
 5. T: Let’s see … if you put it there (puts the horse in the clamp) you 

can draw a line up there, if you look at it from the front
 6. E: Mmm
 7. T: Yes, it is from the front (demonstrates with the paper cut out of 

the horse) (pic. 2)
 8. E: Mmm … Wait (adjusts the paper cut out) (pic. 3)
 9. T: Oh but now I’m looking at the side, is it turning its head?
 10. E: Yes, the head’s there, it’s looking this way
 11. T: Yes, that’s how it should be (holds up the paper cut out and 

turns the horse’s head)
 12. E: No (takes the paper cut out and turns the head in a different 

way), see it’s already looking this way (pic. 4)
 13. T: Yes, but then it’s turned around (takes the paper cut out) if you 

stand like that (takes hold of and turns the student’s head)
 14. E: And it’s looking this way (turns his own head)
 15. T: Yes, like that (holds the student’s head) (pic. 5)
 16. E: Mmm
 17. T: The head will then be facing forwards, like this (touches the 

student’s cheek)
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 18. E: Yes, but it already is
 19. T: Yes (puts the paper cut out on the material)
 20. E: It’s the other way round
 21. T: Shouldn’t it be like that? (holds the paper cut out against the 

material)
 22. E: No, that’s not right
 23. T: Why isn’t it right?
 24. E: Because this side is there, here (points to the paper cut out)
 25. T: (Holds the paper cut out up) if you have the face like this, then 

you have an eye there and an eye there (pic. 6)
 26. E: Mmm
 27. T: A nostril there and a nostril there
 28. E: Mmm
 29. T: (Places the paper cut out against the material) so from the front 

the head is there
 30. E: (Removes the material from the clamp and holds it up) But it’s 

already like that, the head’s on this side (pic. 7)
 31. T: AHA, LIKE THAT… sorry (holds the material up) of course, 

sorry, I didn’t think about that. YES you can do that, all that part 
needs to be cut away

 32. E: Yes

Ella experiences a gap in her encounter with the material and states it to 
the teacher, thereby communicating her practical doubt about how to cut 
away a certain part of the material to shape the head of the sculpture  
(row 2). Ella and the teacher share an object of attention in considering 
sawing as an inappropriate technique, which stand fast for both of them. 
In relation to this shared stand fast the teacher tries to bridge Ella’s gap by 
creating a relation between the material and Ella’s sketch and ask her to 
draw directly on the material “you can draw a line up there, if you look at 
it from the front” (row 5). In trying to execute such a drawing, they create 
disparate relations between the two-dimensional sketch, the material, the 
form (a three-dimensional view of the horse head), and in consequence, 
they experience a gap (rows 7–9). They are trying to bridge this gap by 
just focusing on the relation between the sketch and the form. This is vis-
ible in Ella creating a relation between the sketch and the form at row 10 
and the teacher a different sketch-form relation at row 11. Their way of 
trying to bridge this new gap (pic. 4) is to include Ella’s body in the sculp-
tural process. At row 13, the teacher creates a relation between sketch, 
form, and body, and Ella is building a similar relation at row 14. As visible 
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in pic. 5 and at rows 13–17 a certain relation between the sketch, form, 
and body (Ella’s body) stands fast for both of them. When the teacher at 
row 19 goes back to focus on the relation between sketch, material, and 
form they once again experience several gaps (rows 20–24). At row 24, 
Ella returns to a sketch-form relation and proposes an new specific relation 
from which the teacher promptly creates a new relation between the sketch 
and specific positions of the eyes, “if you have the face like this, then you 
have an eye there and an eye there” (row 25 and pic. 6) and between the 
sketch and the position of nostrils (row 27). The teacher then continues, 
again, by creating a relation between sketch, form, and material at row 29, 
about which Ella does not agree, and finally they make a relation between 
material and form that allows them to come into agreement at rows 
31–32, illustrated by pic. 7.

In conclusion, in describing Ella’s and the teacher’s efforts to coordi-
nate thought, feeling, and action in this part of the transcript we are able 
to identify that the participants encounter material, sketch, form, Ella’s 
body, positions of eyes and nostrils, and also creates different relations 
among these. In the process, certain things stand fast and certain things 
occur as gaps.

As a context for the following analysis, it is important to notice that Ella 
and the teacher actually define the problematic situation in communicat-
ing as illustrated at rows 1–32 and pics. 1–7. As in Chap. 3, the analytical 
conclusion regarding participants’ problematic situation involves distrib-
uted meaning. That is, they have to take the attitude of the other as they 
work their way through qualitative referents to experience a shared con-
summation of Ella’s ideal vision (i.e., end-in-view) of an artistic sculptural 
expression (represented by the sketch). Now they know how the construc-
tion of the material is related to that specific ideal of expression. In the 
second part of the analysis, we will describe how they are trying to reach a 
point where that ideal end-in-view can be actualized.

4.4.2  The Second Part of the Analysis

In the following conversation, Ella and the teacher create various relations 
among the material and form, shapes, tools, and techniques in order to 
direct Ella’s desired artistic expression. They communicate over several 
minutes; to avoid an extensive transcript we will give short transcript 
examples (B–D) that contain collective relations that Ella and the teacher 
create on the basis of their shared meaning of the artistic end-in-view (the 
specific form of the head of the horse).
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Transcript B
 33. T: Well not quite, because the head will
 34. E: No, it will only (demonstrates with this hands)
 35. T: Yes
 36. E: I mean, wider up there
 37. T: Yes, right
 38. E: Then the neck will be here (pic. 8)
 39. T: That’s right, yes
 40. E: So it’s just a matter of taking that away, underneath
 41. T: Yes
 42. E: More or less here
 43. T: That’s right, yes (puts the material in the clamp). If you think 

you can draw it, I can help you.

Ella and the teacher are able to formulate several relations that function 
as judgments about what parts to cut away, for example at rows 36–37 and 
rows 38–39. In so doing, they are relying on a shared relation between 
material and form. Thus, one can say that they are materializing anoetic 
qualities when making these judgments. In addition, they communicate 
such qualities by directly using the material (pics. 8 and 9) in making their 
judgments “wider up there,” “Then the neck will be here,” “taking that 
away, underneath,” and “More or less here.”

Transcript C
In relying on a collective relation between material and form, Ella and the 
teacher are also able to inquire into specific techniques. Transcript C illus-
trates a collective relation between material, form, and technique.

 55. T: Yes, the question is how much I can saw here, let’s see, like that 
yes … yes (puts the saw down) that must be right

 56. E: (Takes the saw) if we saw from here and then
 57. T: Yes
 58. E: And then take that away
 59. T: Yes, that’s right … Yes (gets hold of the saw) so if you can saw 

like this (saws)
 60. E: Mmm
 61. T: (Saws) can you see there how much you think ought to be cut 

away
 62. E: Mmm
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Here, Ella and the teacher are not merely pointing out specific parts of 
the material to be cut away, but they are also approaching the material 
with the saw in order to sculpt it according to the relation between mate-
rial and form that stands fast for them. Thus, they create relations such as: 
“how much I can saw here”—“like that yes”—“yes” (row 55); “take that 
away”—“yes”—“saw like this”—“Mmm” (row 58–60).

The fact that they are also expressing consummations of the use of the 
saw on the material (rows 60–62) we can analytically conclude that yet 
another collective relation has emerged, this time between material, form, 
and technique. Stated differently, they point out various details of the 
wood to be cut away, that is, it is the “cut away” that is required in order 
to achieve the sought for artistic expressive end-in-view. Thus, the tech-
nique (to cut away some piece of the wood with the aid of a saw) becomes 
an artistic technique, a special method of action, involving the skilled use 
of a tool, in an identified context, and in relation to an intended artistic 
expression. The artistic expression stands fast for the participants since 
they already (transcript B above) have collectively created a relation 
between the material and form with the aid of several attempts to bridge 
the gap between the sketch, the material, and the form.

Transcript D
This last transcript illustrate that Ella and the teacher choose between two 
different tools in trying to cut away a certain piece of wood. As in tran-
script B and C, they are creating coordinated relations and before the 
teacher leaves Ella to let her work on the material alone they agree about 
using the saw to remove certain parts of the material (row 85).

 79. Yes, wait a minute (goes and gets a chisel and comes back)
 80. T: This is very sharp, it’s brand new. If you hold there (starts to 

work with the material). That’s a grain so it’s a bit difficult to cut 
into. It might be better to do that later when you just need to 
adjust it, don’t you think? (pic. 10)

 81. E: Yes
 82. T: If you hold it there and try to saw off as much as you can, you 

can even go in like that, saw like that, that’ll be best because then 
you can take off a bit there too (demonstrates with a file) … and 
shape it like that (pic. 11)

 83. E: Yes
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 84. T: So if you try to saw there (demonstrates with the saw), and take 
away as much as possible. Can you do that? (pic. 12)

 85. E: Mmm (takes hold of the saw)

The teacher and Ella create relations linking the tool and the material 
against a background where the relation between material and form stand 
fast. Examples of such collective created relations are as follows:

• The teacher working the material with a chisel—“That’s a grain so 
it’s a bit difficult to cut into”—“It might be better to do that later 
when you just need to adjust it”—“yes” (rows 80 and 81).

• The teacher working the material with a saw—“and take away as 
much as possible”—“Mmm.” (rows 84 and 85).

The teacher and Ella try to determine the best tool for executing the req-
uisite technique for consummating Ella’s ideal artistic expression. The 
teacher first tries using a chisel, but it turns out to be difficult because of 
the direction of the wood fiber. He then suggests, and Ella agrees, that a 
chisel might be used later when making smaller adjustments. Next, the 
teacher uses a saw and shows how Ella should use it to cut away as much 
wood as possible. Ella agrees and takes hold of the saw.

We concluded in the analyses of transcript C that Ella and the teacher had 
decided on which artistic technique (to remove a specific part of the material 
with a saw) and which tool to use to consummate Ella’s intended artistic 
expression. The teacher begins trying to work the material with a chisel, but 
soon they arrive at the conclusion that the saw is the better tool to use in this 
phase of the sculpturing. Thus, by transacting with the material through one 
tool (chisel) and experiencing the consequences of a specific action they are 
able to make a judgment about using another different tool (a saw).

4.5  diScuSSion

In this chapter, we have further refined our empirical methodology by 
employing Dewey’s aesthetics to develop an SAR model capable of analyz-
ing artistic processes in production practices. To illustrate how the PEA 
method and the SAR model generate knowledge about artistic expression, 
we have analyzed students’ learning of embodied langauge-games con-
nected to an artistic production of an artifact, a wooden sculpture of a horse.
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As in Chap. 3, a first-person perspective of meaning guides the analysis 
of the teacher and the student’s practically stated conditions as well as 
their environing and coordination processes. However, the SAR analysis 
emphasizes the student’s non-teleological intention of self-expression, in 
contrast to SER analysis that described bodily transposition and identified 
practical and technical aspect of environing and coordination processes.

4.5.1  What Is Learned

When Ella calls upon the teacher, she is not able to carry out the creative 
actions requisite to actualizing her anticipated artistic expression of an aes-
thetic artifact (i.e., an image of a horse). Most of the gaps in the first part 
of the analysis are identified in their disparate relations between sketch, as 
the end-in-view, and the conversion of available materials to convert into 
media for its actualization. Their means for bridging these gaps, which are 
not immediately filled with relations, is to artistically create extended rela-
tions. For example, they include form as a variable and thereby make rele-
vant a three-dimensional view of the horse to be related to the material. In 
addition, they use Ella’s body, which enables them to bridge the gap they 
experience when using a sketch-form relation as their shared referent. This 
way of coordinating their experience is connected to intellectual and practi-
cal problem solving.

The emotional aspect of their inquiry is directly visible when the teacher 
(and Ella, too, in her acknowledgement) is having a consummatory expe-
rience at rows 31–32. That emotional response to Ella’s material-form 
relation (row 30) binds together various vague “thats” into a single deter-
minate “what”; they are finally experiencing a quality of the indeterminate 
situation of the emerging artistic expression Ella first signaled. Still, the 
artistic expression changes and should become clearer during the course of 
sculpting. The difference is that now they can use this quality to control 
subsequent inquiry and determine further relations for sculpting the 
wooden figure. The teacher probably expressed his fullest consummatory 
experience in this part of the analysis. Therefore, we can identify one 
important environing crucial to learning to engage in the artistic activity 
of sculpting, namely the relation between a two-dimensional sketch as 
ideal end-in-view, a three-dimensional form, and a wooden material. It 
was in relation to these aspects of the environment that Ella asked the 
teacher how to proceed; that is, what part of the wood should be removed 
and how to do it, that she may actualize her artistic intention.
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Ella and the teacher create relations that artistically fill gaps regarding 
what pieces to take away, how to do it, and with which tools. To aid Ella in 
actualizing and developing her expressive object, they conduct actions and 
form judgments directly in the qualitative materials in which they are work-
ing. Analytically, the aspect of the artistic expression that stands fast is the 
relation between sketch, form, and material. In the second part of the anal-
ysis, Ella and the teacher are able to create collective relations based on that 
shared experience of an indeterminate situation. Even if the relations are 
made up by a seemingly technical, practical, and material- related vocabu-
lary and actions, the collective relations in transcript B–D function as mate-
rial for trying to create and coordinate qualities that will actualize and 
develop Ella’s self-expressive end-in-view. Since the relations created evolve 
in response to ends-in-view that were not initially foreseen by the actors, 
the process can be conceived as a learning process characterized by a situ-
ated creativity. Using the SAR model, we can identify such non-teleological 
intentionality wherein perceptions, meanings, and goals emerge in action.

4.5.2  Variables and Indicators in the SAR Model

An SAR consists of participants’ practically stated conditions of consumma-
tory outcomes. Analyzing participants’ coordinated privileging of crucial 
variables identifies stated conditions. Analyzing indicators of progress 
toward achieving the end-in-view identifies intermediary consummatory 
outcomes. To analytically construct an SAR from the described PEA data, 
we are relying on Ella and the teacher’s intermediary consummatory out-
come regarding agreement about the indeterminate situation. In the second 
part of the analysis, that consummatory outcome stands fast, that is, it con-
trols subsequent inquiry by serving as a shared referent for Ella’s ongoing 
efforts at self-expression. Ella and the teacher never hesitate regarding the 
sculptural intent, rather they progress from Ella’s individual inquiry in pur-
suit of personal self-expression to an inquiry into a shared artistic sculptural 
end-in-view. In that process, we identify encounters with material, sketch, 
form, technique, and available tools in the first part of the analysis that are 
converted into collectively creative relations when encountered again in the 
second part of the analysis. These collective relations are identified as practi-
cally stated conditions of a consummatory outcome of an artistic end-in-
view in the process of creating a wooden sculpture of a horse.

We can sum up the first part of analysis in the following way: the teacher 
is capable of doing the actual craftwork, while Ella is the “owner” of the 
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artistic idea. In creating an environment and coordinating their skills, 
ends-in-view, and experiences, they execute an inquiry by creating rela-
tions and imaginatively grasping the possible in the actual, such that they 
can functionally coordinate the indeterminate situation. This process is 
clarified by two comments Dewey makes about the artistic expression of 
meaning; “there is an integral experience out of the interaction of organic 
and environmental conditions” and “The thing expressed is wrung from 
the producer by the pressure exercised by objective things upon the natu-
ral impulses and tendencies” (LW 10: 70). Once the aesthetic ideal (the 
end-in-view), the expression, is “released” as a collective concern of pro-
ducing an artifact, we need to recall a third idea, which is Dewey’s trans-
actional realism wherein we transform ourselves as we creatively transform 
the world (LW 10: 70). In such reciprocal process as sculpting, Ella and 
the teacher proceed in their artistic activity and actively engage in search-
ing for specific tools. Thereby, we are able to relate their inquiry to the last 
and fourth comment Dewey makes about artistic expression of meaning. 
That is, “it stirs up a store of attitudes and meanings derived from prior 
experience. As they are aroused into activity they become conscious 
thoughts and emotions, emotionalized images” (LW 10: 71).

In the first part of the analysis, teacher and student are encountering 
“oneness” and “isness” in relation to the material, sketch, form, tool, and 
technique. In contrast, in the second part they are stating various “may-
ness” in cointending an object as indicated by Dewey’s three-term schema 
of meaning making in a world without withins. In transcript B, we have a 
collective relation between material and form; in transcript C, we have a 
relation between material, form, and technique; and lastly in transcript D, 
we have two different material-tool relations. In cointending a sculptural 
object, they guide each other’s judgments in all three situations in the 
second part of the analysis. Thus, by creating specific relations among 
material, form, technique, and tool they practically state the conditions 
(order certain “mayness,” a certain sense of possibility) for consummating 
their sculpturing activity.

4.5.3  What Influences the Learning

As a consequence of employing a first-person perspective, learning is ana-
lyzed as re-direction of the participant’s actions as they strive to coordi-
nate with one another and their environment. Accordingly, the causes of 
such re-direction are empirically visible as bi-directional, simultaneous, 
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and reciprocal influences among the concrete psychological (individuals 
earlier acquired meanings), the material, and the socio-cultural functions 
involved in the transaction. One significant result of SAR analyses is that 
the material employed has a crucial influence on the outcome of artistic 
inquiry. The material element has such influence because it becomes part 
of the environing staged by Ella and the teacher. That is, materials, tools, 
and participants are all transactants (Hofverberg and Maivorsdotter 2017) 
rather than simply actants, where a transactant is any raw material, thing, 
or person within a shared environment. Among the many transactants are 
obtainable tools, materials accessible for creative conversion into media, 
people, and much more. Here, we concentrate on materials. Being part of 
the environment, the material element has several functions in the artistic 
inquiry. The piece of wood is involved in translating Ella’s intended artis-
tic expression—as represented by the two-dimensional sketch—into a 
three-dimensional form manifested in the particular piece of wood Ella is 
working with. It also influences the artistic techniques used both when it 
comes to which piece to cut away as well as how to do it and which tool 
to use to do it. Thus, the material to be converted into artistic media plays 
a central function as a medium for Ella’s aesthetic vision, for the intellec-
tual performance, and artistic technique used.

Almost all created relations are results of how Ella and the teacher 
respond to each other in particular encounters, which means that the 
social-cultural in the sloyd classroom are relational transactants along with 
the material transactants and tool transactants. So, too, are the psychologi-
cal transactants. In all relations created, Ella and the teacher’s earlier expe-
riences are constitutive aspects of subsequent transactions. Thus, the 
specific medium (piece of wood and tool), Ella’s intended artistic expres-
sion or end-in-view, the communication between Ella and the teacher, and 
their respective earlier experience all transact to comprise a specific envi-
ronment that influences the particular coordinated actions (for example 
the artistic technique) performed.

When Ella and the teacher create relations, they do so by re-actualizing 
earlier experiences (including significant and immanent meanings) in the 
new situation, thereby continuously establishing both continuity and 
change. Continuity and change is also operative when they environ in ways 
that function very well for them moving from creating the relation between 
material and form in the first part of the analysis and using it as a hinge for 
the subsequent events dealing with the artistic technique and tool. Perceived 
from a cultural perspective one can say that what Ella is encountering when 
collaborating with the teacher is the institutional means that the teacher 
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introduces such as the technique and the tools. From a transactional per-
spective, it is obvious that the changes Ella undergoes are not only occur-
ring through encounters with cultural elements, but also from the physical 
qualities of the specific piece of wood she is working to transform, as well 
as the tools involved. Teacher, student, material qualities are not simply 
located. Neither are the meanings re- actualized, the sought for aesthetic 
meanings, since from a psychological perspective it is also obvious Ella is 
active in the process since it is her self- expressive creative intent, her imagi-
nary consummatory ideal end-in-view that is the guiding telos for the 
teacher and Ella’s ongoing artistic inquiry. Finally, note that the anoetic 
qualities pointed to by using terms that are directly connected to the physi-
cal attributes of the piece of wood plays a crucial role in the inquiry from 
the start.

4.6  concluSion

Using the PEA method and SAR model we have explored the acquisition 
of expressive meanings and having “an experience.” The methodology 
makes it possible to generate knowledge about how the learning of SERs 
are guided by students’ artistic expression, that is, how to express them-
selves in executing an SER in a specific practice. Moreover, the methodol-
ogy allows us to identify specific intellectual, practical, and emotional work 
that is intimately connected to artistic expression. Thus, the methodology 
of SER and SAR makes it possible to explore the continuity between instru-
mental learning of a body technique and artistic self-expression through a 
body technique. Although not fully elaborated here, an SAR analysis also 
makes it possible to connect the learning of body techniques and embodied 
langauge-games to identity formation processes.

Learning an SER and an SAR involves both significant as well as imma-
nent sense meanings requisite for creating novel situated meanings and 
actions, which constitutes the learning content as well as a capability to 
environ and to coordinate actions in relation to this environment involv-
ing non-teleological intentionality operating in a transactional world with-
out withins. Novel significant linguistic meanings may emerge to provide 
referents for re-signifying immanent meanings, which including feeling 
for relations as well as habits. Of course, novel immanent meanings also 
open up occasions for acquiring new significant meanings. In this process, 
anoetic experiences play crucial, but different roles; they generate  inquiries, 
are sedimented in the immanent meaning involving feeling and habits that 
thereby allow us to make sense of situations intellectually, emotionally, and 
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practically. In fully satisfying artistic expression, they lead to a consumma-
tory aesthetic experience, that is, the having of “an experience.”

In learning both SER and SAR in an activity, one becomes acculturated 
by embodying cultural norms of approved practice in thought, feeling, 
and action. At the same time, such learning makes it possible to express 
oneself idiosyncratically. This relation between the cultural and the per-
sonal is not only actualized in the learning content, but also contributes to 
the dynamic transaction among the various elements that influence learn-
ing. Together with the physical element, the psychological and the socio- 
cultural elements constitute the complex and dynamic triad that enables 
certain learning possible while preventing others.

noTe

1. Recall Dewey’s observation that “Science states meanings; art expresses 
them” (op. cit.).
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